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Abstract
In this work, the application of across-word phoneme models during large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition is studied. A recognition system will be developed which
allows for the training of high performance across-word phoneme models, the efficient
application of these across-word phoneme models in combination with long-span language
models in one single search pass, and the construction of word graphs.
In contrast to within-word phoneme models which consider the context dependency of
the phonemes representing the words in the vocabulary only within the words and use
a reduced phonetic context at word boundaries, across-word phoneme models consider
the context dependency of the phonemes also across word boundaries. As it is known
for many years, this results in significant word error rate improvements but also in
a considerably higher computational effort. Today, across-word phoneme models are
applied by a number of groups. However, the published descriptions of these recognition
systems are often quite general, many implementation details needed for the successful
application of across-word phoneme models are usually missing. In this work, all details
about the transformation of a baseline within-word model system into an across-word
model system will be discussed. It will be analyzed in detail how the introduction of
across-word phoneme models affects word error rate, runtime and memory requirements
of the recognition system.
First, the across-word model paradigm will be integrated into the very general Bayes’
decision rule which is the basis of speech recognition. Taking all model assumptions
and approximations needed for the application of across-word models into account, a
specialized decision rule will be derived. Based on this specialized decision rule the
across-word model system will be developed.
Compared to the baseline within-word model system, the introduction of across-word
phoneme models results in a significantly more complex search network. The efficient application of across-word phoneme models in combination with long-span language models
in one single search pass requires a careful design of the search network as well as of
the search algorithm which will be discussed in detail. The across-word model search
developed in this work will be compared to the baseline within-word model search with
regard to active search space, computational effort, and memory requirements.
In contrast to the baseline within-word model training, the phonetic representation of the
training utterances is not unique anymore if across-word models are to be trained. Two
different training procedures which take care of this ambiguity, will be presented. The
procedures will be compared with regard to the recognition performance of the resulting
across-word phoneme models and their computational effort. In addition, it will be discussed how the parameterization of the baseline within-word model training should be
modified to obtain optimally performing across-word models.
The introduction of across-word models affects also the construction of word graphs.
Starting from baseline word graphs constructed during a within-word model search, a
construction method for word graphs during across-word model search will be developed.

In order to optimize the runtime of the developed across-word model search further,
several acceleration methods will be applied which have partly already been discussed
for within-word model systems in the literature. In addition, methods for further
increasing the accuracy of across-word models will be studied which are based on a
refined pronunciation modeling.
The developed across-word system will be finally evaluated on three different speech
corpora by comparing the recognition results of this system to the recognition results of
the baseline within-word model system. On two of the corpora, these results will also be
compared to the results of other research groups, as they are published in the literature.
It will be seen that the developed recognition system produces state-of-the-art word error
rates.

Zusammenfassung
Innerhalb dieser Arbeit wird die Anwendung von wortübergreifenden Phonemmodellen in der automatischen Erkennung kontinuierlicher Sprache bei großem Vokabular
untersucht. Es wird ein Erkennungssystem entwickelt, welches das Training von hoch
leistungsfähigen wortübergreifendenden Phonemmodellen, die effiziente Anwendung dieser Modelle zusammen mit langreichweitigen Sprachmodellen in einem einzigen Suchdurchlauf, sowie die Erzeugung von Wortgraphen ermöglicht.
Im Gegensatz zu rein wortinternen Phonemmodellen, die die Kontextabhängigkeit der
Phoneme, die die Worte des Vokabulars repräsentieren, nur innerhalb dieser Worte
berücksichtigen und an Wortgrenzen lediglich einen reduzierten Phonemkontext verwenden, berücksichtigen wortübergreifende Phonemmodelle die Kontextabhänigkeit der
Phoneme auch über die Wortgrenzen hinweg. Es ist seit langem bekannt, daß dies zu einer
signifikanten Verbesserung der Wortfehlerrate führt, aber auch einen erheblich höheren
Rechenaufwand erfordert. Heutzutage werden wortübergreifende Phonemmodelle von
einer Reihe von Forschungsgruppen eingesetzt. Die veröffentlichten Beschreibungen der
entsprechendenden Erkennungssysteme sind allerdings häufig sehr allgemein gehalten.
Implementierungsdetails, die für einen erfolgreichen Einsatz von wortübergreifenden
Phonemmodellen zwingend erforderlich sind, fehlen üblicherweise in den Systembeschreibungen. In dieser Arbeit werden alle Modifikationen detailliert diskutiert, die in einem
ursprünglich wortinternen Spracherkennungssystem durchgeführt werden müssen, um
die effiziente Anwendung von wortübergreifenden Phonemmodellen zu ermöglichen. Die
Auswirkungen der Einführung von wortübergreifenden Phonemmodellen auf Erkennunsgleistung, Laufzeit und Speicherbedarf des Erkennungssystems werden umfangreich
analysiert.
Zunächst wird das Prinzip der wortübergreifendenden Phonemmodelle in die sehr allgemeine Bayes’sche Entscheidungsregel integriert, auf der die Technologie der automatischen
Spracherkennung basiert. Unter Berücksichtigung aller Modellannahmen und Approximationen, die für den Einsatz von wortübergreifenden Phonemmodellen benötigt werden,
wird eine spezialisierte Entscheidungsregel hergeleitet. Diese spezialisierte Entscheidungsregel bildet die Grundlage für die Realisierung der wortübergreifende Phonemmodellierung innerhalb des Erkennungssystems.
Im Vergleich zu der ursprünglichen wortinternen Phonemmodellierung führt die
Einführung von wortübergreifenden Phonemmodellen zu einem erheblich komplexeren
Such-Netzwerk. Die effiziente Anwendung von wortübergreifenden Phonemmodellen zusammen mit langreichweitigen Sprachmodellen in einem einzigen Suchdurchlauf erfordert somit einen sorgfältigen Entwurf sowohl des Such-Netzwerkes als auch des SuchAlgorithmus. Beides wird detailliert diskutiert. Die Anwendung der wortübergreifendenden Phonemmodellierung während der Suche wird in Bezug auf Größe des aktiven
Suchraums, Rechenaufwand sowie Speicherbedarf mit der Anwendung der ursprünglichen
rein wortinternen Phonemmodellierung verglichen.

Im Unterschied zum ursprünglichen Training der wortinternen Phonemmodelle ist die phonetische Repräsentation der Trainingsäußerungen nicht mehr eindeutig, wenn wortübergreifende Phonemmodelle trainiert werden sollen. Zwei unterschiedliche TrainingsMethoden werden vorgestellt, die dieses Problem berücksichtigen. Die Methoden werden
bezüglich der Erkennungsleistung der resultierenden wortübergreifenden Phonemmodelle sowie bezüglich ihres Rechenaufwandes verglichen. Weiterhin wird diskutiert, wie die
Konfiguration des Trainings im Vergleich zum ursprünglichen Training der wortinternen Phonemmodelle modifiziert werden sollte, um wortübergreifende Phonemmodelle mit
optimaler Erkennungsleistung zu erhalten.
Die Einführung von wortübergreifenden Phonemmodellen beeinflußt auch die Erzeugung
von Wortgraphen. Ausgehend von den ursprünglichen Wortgraphen, die unter Verwendung von wortinternen Phonemmodellen erzeugt werden, wird eine Methode entwickelt,
die die Erzeugung von Wortgraphen unter Verwendung von wortübergreifenden Phonemmodellen erlaubt.
Um die Laufzeit der neu entwickelten Suche weiter zu verbessern, werden diverse Beschleunigungsmethoden eingesetzt, die in der Literatur zum Teil bereits für Systeme
vorgestellt wurden, die wortinterne Phonemmodelle verwenden. Weiterhin werden diverse
Methoden zur weiteren Verfeinerung der Aussprache-Modellierung untersucht, um
die Genauigkeit der wortübergreifenden Phonemmodelle noch weiter zu erhöhen.
Das entwickelte wortübergreifende Erkennungssystem wird schließlich auf drei unterschiedlichen Sprachdatensammlungen evaluiert. Die Erkennungsleistung der wortübergreifenden Phonemmodelle des neuen Systems wird verglichen mit der Erkennungsleistung
der wortinternen Phonemmodelle des ursprünglichen Systems. Weiterhin werden auf zwei
dieser Datensammlungen die Erkennungsergebnisse des neuen Systems mit den Ergebnissen anderer Forschungsgruppen verglichen. Es wird sich zeigen, daß das neu entwickelte
System in der Lage ist, Wortfehlerraten zu erzeugen, die dem aktuellen Stand der Technik
entsprechen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The automatic recognition of human speech has undergone major changes in the last
two decades. The former laboratory systems which were able to recognize only isolated
speech with small vocabularies have evolved to systems which permit the recognition of
continuous speech from different speakers with vocabularies containing several tens of
thousands of words. New algorithms, improved modeling techniques, and more powerful
computers have enabled the application of automatic speech recognition in a variety of
human-machine interfaces, from dictation software to automatic switchboards and train
timetable information systems. However, even the most sophisticated existing speech
recognition systems are still outperformed by the human capability of understanding
speech even under adverse conditions. Thus, the improvement of algorithms and models
still remains an important issue.
Within this work, speech recognition is based on Bayes’ decision rule [Duda & Hart+ 01].
In a preprocessing step, so-called acoustic feature vectors are extracted from the acoustic
signal that contain the characteristic information about the different speech units like
words, syllables or phonemes. Then, a global search procedure is performed which uses
different stochastic models to determine that sequence of words which best matches
the sequence of acoustic feature vectors. Generally the word sequence with the highest
posterior probability given the acoustic feature vectors and the stochastic models is
considered to be the best matching one. The stochastic models are built beforehand in
a so-called training phase on the basis of large pools of speech and text data which are
representative for the envisioned recognition task.
Basically two types of stochastic models can be distinguished:
• The so-called language model captures the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of the
language and provides the a-priori probability of a word sequence.
• The so-called acoustic model captures the acoustic properties of speech and provides
the probability distribution of the acoustic feature vectors given the speech units a
word sequence consists of.
Especially for vocabularies containing tens of thousands of words it is not feasible
to provide a separate acoustic model for each word in the vocabulary. Instead,
1
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each word is decomposed into several sub-word units like syllables or phonemes.
Then, the acoustic model of a word is given by the concatenation of the acoustic
models which represent the sub-word units. The mapping between the words and the
corresponding sequences of sub-word units is given by the so-called pronunciation lexicon.
The acoustic signal is generated continuously during the speech production process. Thus,
the acoustic realization of a sub-word unit depends not only on the sub-word unit itself
but also on its context, i.e. its immediate neighboring units. It is crucial for good word
error rate performance that this context dependency is considered in the acoustic models:
the acoustic model which represents a sub-word unit, should also depend on the context
of that sub-word unit (context dependent models).
The construction of context dependent models for the sub-word units within the words
is relatively simple to implement since the context of a sub-word unit within a word is
directly given by the corresponding entry in the pronunciation lexicon for that word. All
current state-of-the-art speech recognition systems use context dependent models for the
sub-word units within the words.
At the boundaries of a word where the context of the sub-word units crosses the word
boundaries (across-word contexts), the context of a sub-word unit is only partly given
by the pronunciation lexicon entry of the corresponding word: For the sub-word units
at the beginning of a word the predecessor sub-word units are located in the immediate
predecessor words. For the sub-word units at the end of a word the successor sub-word
units are located in the immediate successor words. Thus, the construction of the acoustic
models for these sub-word units requires the knowledge about the neighboring words.
However, these neighboring words are not known until the speech recognition is finished.
Therefore, during the recognition process, several acoustic models must be provided for
sub-word units at word boundaries.
So-called within-word speech recognition systems avoid this difficulty by modeling subword units at the word boundaries only dependent on an approximative reduced context:
sub-word units at the beginning of the words are modeled dependent on the successor units
only, sub-word units at the end of the words are modeled dependent on the predecessor
units only (within-word models).
It is well known that the word error rate performance of a speech recognition system
for continuous speech is significantly better if also at word boundaries the complete
context of the sub-word units is considered (across-word models). However, speech
recognition based on across-word models is considerably more computationally than
speech recognition based on within-word models. Thus, in the past, across-word models
were often applied in multi-pass search strategies.
The topic of this thesis is the construction of high performance across-word models and
their efficient application during the global search. Starting from a baseline within-word
speech recognition system which neglects contexts across word boundaries, an across-word
speech recognition system will be developed which uses across-word models in combination
with long-span language models in one single time synchronous search pass.
The introduction of across-word models affects several parts of the baseline within-word
speech recognition system:
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• For speech recognition a specialized version of the very general Bayes’ decision
rule has to be dervied which considers all needed model assumptions and approximations. This derivation changes if within-word models are replaced by across-word
models.
• The complexity of the search space increases substantially since several models
must be provided for the sub-word units at word boundaries.
• The procedure as well as the parameterization of the training of the acoustic models
has to be modified in order to obtain optimal recognition performance.
• Due to the increased computational effort required for the application of across-word
models, special care must be spent on the construction of the search space and the
design of the search algorithm to allow for an efficient application of across-word
models during the global search.
• If beside the best matching word sequence also alternative word sequences are desired whose posterior probability are close to the posterior probabilities of the best
matching one, often so-called word graphs are constructed. Also the word graph
construction is affected by the introduction of across-word models.
In this thesis all modifications for the transformation of the baseline within-word model
system into an optimally performing across-word model system are studied in detail. The
resulting speech recognition system achieves a recognition performance which is comparable to the recognition performance of other state-of-the-art systems.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
2.1

Statistical Speech Recognition

All current state-of-the-art systems for automatic speech recognition are based on the
statistical approach of Bayes’ decision rule. The basic architecture of such a system is
depicted in Figure 2.1. It contains the following main components:
• During the acoustic analysis the analog speech signal is transformed into a sequence
of acoustic feature vectors xT1 = x1 . . . xT which contain the characteristic information about the spoken utterance.
• Using the acoustic feature vectors xT1 the global search determines that word sequence [w1N ]opt = [w1 . . . wN ]opt of unknown length N which most probably caused
the observed sequence of acoustic feature vectors xT1 , i.e., that w1N is desired which
maximizes the posterior probability p(w1N |xT1 ). By applying Bayes’ theorem on conditional probabilities this problem can be written in the following form:
£

w1N

¤
opt

©
ª
= argmax p(w1N |xT1 )

(2.1)

©
ª
= argmax p(w1N ) · p(xT1 |w1N )

(2.2)

w1N ,N
w1N ,N

As can be seen in Equation 2.2 and also in Figure 2.1, two types of stochastical
models are used during the global search:
• The acoustic model p(xT1 |w1N ) which provides the conditional probability of observing the acoustic feature vectors xT1 when a speaker utters the word sequence w1N . It
contains basically two knowledge sources:
– sub-word units, i.e., the smallest units of speech like phonemes, syllables or
even whole words, for which separate stochastical models are provided, and
– the pronunciation lexicon which provides the decomposition of the words into
the sub-word units.
5
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Speech Input

Acoustic
Analysis

acoustic feature vectors
x1 ... xT

Global Search:

p(x 1 ... x T | w 1 ...w N )

Acoustic Model:
sub-word units
pronunciation lexicon

maximize
p(w 1 ... wN)

p(x1 ... x T | w 1 ...w N )

over w 1 ... w N

p(w 1 ... wN)

Language Model

Recognized Word Sequence
[w1 ...w N ]
opt

Figure 2.1: Architecture of an automatic speech recognition system [Ney 90].

• The language model p(w1N ) which is independent of the acoustic feature vectors and
provides the a-priori probability of a given word sequence w1N .
In the remainder of this section these components are discussed in more detail. In particular, it will be described how these components are realized in the baseline speech
recognition system developed at the “Lehrstuhl für Informatik VI” of the Technical University (RWTH) Aachen. This system was the basis for the speech recognition system
developed in this work. In the following it will be called “RWTH system”.

2.1.1

Acoustic Analysis

The acoustic analysis transforms the analog speech signal into a sequence of highdimensional acoustic feature vectors. For optimal recognition performance it is important
that the acoustic analysis extracts only that information from the speech signal that
is characteristic for the contents of the spoken utterance. Dependencies on the speakers voice, the acoustic channel and the environmental conditions should be suppressed
as much as possible. These issues are discussed in the research areas of robust feature extraction, e.g., [Junqua & Haton 96, Vaseghi 96], and speaker normalization, e.g.,
[Wakita 77, Wegmann & McAllaster+ 96]. The resulting feature vectors should allow for
a distinctive representation of the different speech units within the acoustic model.
Today, the acoustic analysis of state-of-the-art systems is usually based on a short-time
spectral analysis of the speech signal [Rabiner 89] which is performed every ten milliseconds on a short segment (e.g., with a length of 25 milliseconds) of the digitized speech
signal. Two frequently used methods are the mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
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[Davis & Mermelstein 80] and the perceptual linear prediction (PLP) [Hermansky 90].
The recognition performance can be improved if the basic acoustic features obtained with
MFCC or PLP are augmented by dynamic features, i.e., the first and second derivatives
or regression coefficients of the basic features.
The ability of the acoustic features to distinguish between the speech units can
be enhanced by applying the so-called linear discriminant analysis (LDA) which
determines the most important features based on a class separation measure
[Hunt & Lefèbvre 89, Haeb-Umbach & Ney 92, Beulen & Welling+ 95].
A comprehensive overview of different methods for acoustic analysis is given in [Picone 93].
The experiments reported in this thesis were performed with the acoustic analysis of the
RWTH large vocabulary speech recognition system. The acoustic feature vectors are mel
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs [Davis & Mermelstein 80]), which are transformed
using a linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Furthermore, several normalization steps are
applied. More information are given in Appendix B. The separate steps of this analysis
are described in detail in [Welling 99].

2.1.2

Acoustic Model

The acoustic model captures the acoustic and temporal characteristics of human speech
and provides the conditional probability p(xT1 |w1N ) of the sequence of acoustic feature
vectors xT1 given the word sequence w1N . Due to limited amount of training data it is not
feasible to estimate separate probability distributions for each possible word sequence
w1N . Instead, the word sequence has to be decomposed into smaller units. For small
vocabulary recognition tasks like digit recognition these units are the words of the word
sequence. For larger vocabularies with tens of thousands of words it is not possible
to reliably estimate parameters of whole word models. The word sequence has to be
decomposed further into sub-word units. The model of a word sequence w1N is then
obtained by concatenating the models of the sub-word units that represent the words of
the word sequence.
A common approach of current large vocabulary speech recognition systems is to use
phonemes as sub-word units. Phonemes are the smallest segments of sounds within the
acoustic realization of words which cause a difference in meaning [Ladefoged 82]. The
phoneme sequences that represent the words are defined by the so-called pronunciation
lexicon.
During the speech production process the human articulators move from the position
of one phoneme to the position of the next phoneme continuously. Because of this socalled coarticulation the acoustic realization of a phoneme depends on its context, i.e., its
neighboring phonemes. This coarticulation effect can be captured by providing separate
models for phonemes with different contexts. Typically, a phoneme is modelled dependent
on its triphone context, i.e., its immediate predecessor and immediate successor phoneme.
Some groups report on experiments with longer contexts, e.g., [Beyerlein & Ullrich+ 97],
[Matsoukas & Nguyen+ 99]. In the following, a phoneme which is modelled dependent on
its triphone context is simply called triphone.
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In order to model the acoustic production process of the triphones, all current state-of-theart systems use Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [Rabiner 89]. Hidden Markov Models are
stochastic finite automata consisting of states and transitions. Using HMMs, triphones
can be represented as follows:
• The HMM states model the acoustic characteristics of a certain part of the triphone.
A so-called acoustic emission probability distribution p(x|s) is attached to each state
s which models the probability of observing an acoustic feature vector x if the state s
of the HMM automaton is traversed. There are several approaches for modeling the
emission probabilities, among them discrete probabilities [Jelinek 76, Liporace 82],
semi-continuous probability distributions [Huang & Jack 89, Huang & Lee+ 90],
and continuous probability distributions [Levinson & Rabiner+ 83, Ney & Noll 88].
Continuous probability distributions can be realized by Kernel densities, mixture
densities or neural networks [Robinson & Fallside 91]. In the RWTH speech recognition system continuous probability distributions are used which are realized using
mixture densities. Mixture densities are defined as the weighted sum of continuous
probability densities. Gaussian or Laplacian densities can be used as component
function. In the experiments presented in this work only Gaussian densities were
used.
• The HMM transitions between the states allow for modeling variations in speaking
rate. To each transition from a state σ to a state s a so-called transition probability
distribution p(s|σ) is attached, which models the probability that s succeeds σ
during the traversion of the HMM.
The topology of a Hidden Markov Model as it is used in most experiments presented
in this work is depicted in Figure 2.2 [Ney 90]: The HMM of the second phoneme “ih”
in the German word “sieben” is shown. This phoneme is modelled dependent on its
phonetic context, “z” to the left and “b” to the right. The corresponding triphone is
denoted by “z ihb ” in Figure 2.2. It consists of three segments (“{z ihb }1 ”, “{z ihb }2 ”
and “{z ihb }3 ”), each of which contains two states sharing the same emission probability
distribution [Schwartz & Chow+ 85, Ney & Noll 88]. The segments can be regarded as
the initial, the middle and the final part of the triphone. For traversing the HMM three
types of transitions are allowed: the transition from a state to itself (loop), the transition
from a state to the immediate successor state (forward ) and the transition from a state
to the state following the immediate successor state (skip). This topology is known as
the Bakis-topology [Bakis 76].
Modeling the triphones using HMMs that way, for each word sequence w1N an HMM
can be constructed by determining the sequence of triphones corresponding to w1N and
concatenating the HMMs representing these triphones.
The production process of the observed acoustic feature vectors xT1 = x1 . . . xT for a word
sequence w1N can now be described by a temporal sequence of HMM states sT1 = s1 . . . sT
where it is assumed that state st produces the acoustic feature vector xt . sT1 describes an
assignment of the acoustic feature vectors xT1 to the states of the HMM representing the
word sequence w1N according to the possible transitions within the HMM. This assignment
can be seen as a path through the HMM automaton.
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word: sieben
phonemes: z ih b @ n
...
...
triphone # z ih
triphone ih b@
triphone z ih b
{ z ih b }

{ z ih b }

2

1

{ z ih b }

3

Figure 2.2: Hidden Markov Model for the phoneme ih with the phonetic context z and b
of the German word “sieben” in the Bakis topology.

Using the HMM paradigm, the contribution of the acoustic model to Bayes’ decision
rule, i.e., the conditional probability p(xT1 |w1N ), can be computed as follows: the path sT1
through the HMM of w1N which describes the production of the acoustic feature vectors
xT1 , is introduced as a hidden variable into the probability distribution and a sum is
performed over all possible paths sT1 which may have produced xT1 :
p(xT1 |w1N ) =

X

p(xT1 , sT1 |w1N )

(2.3)

N
sT
1 :w1

=

T n
X Y

t
N
p(xt |xt−1
1 , s 1 ; w1 )

o

·

t−1
N
p(st |xt−1
1 , s 1 ; w1 )

(2.4)

N t=1
sT
1 :w1

Typically it is assumed that the speech production process is a first order Markov process
[van Kampen 92], that the probability of the acoustic feature vector xt depends only on
the HMM state st , and that this probability is independent of the preceding and succeeding feature vectors. Additionally, often the so-called Viterbi approximation [Ney 90] is
applied, where it is assumed that the sum over all possible paths sT1 is dominated by the
most probable one and can therefore be replaced by the maximum. Then, Equation 2.4
can be further simplified:

p(xT1 |w1N ) =

T n
XY

o
p(xt |st , w1N ) · p(st |st−1 , w1N )

(2.5)

t=1
sT
1

≈ max
sT
1

T n
Y

p(xt |st , w1N )

o

·

p(st |st−1 , w1N )

,

(2.6)

t=1

where p(xt |st , w1N ) is the above mentioned emission probability distribution attached
to state st . p(st |st−1 ) represents the transition probability attached to the transition
between st−1 and st .
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Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.6 respectively can be evaluated using so-called
forward-backward calculations [Baum 72, Rabiner & Juang 86] or dynamic programming
[Bellman 57, Viterbi 67, Ney 84]. The evaluation of Equation 2.6 during search is described in Chapter 5 in more detail. The consideration of this equation during training is
discussed in Chapter 6.
For large vocabulary speech recognition the triphones seen in training are distributed very
heterogeneously over the training corpus and several triphones are completely unobserved.
As will be described in Chapter 6 in more detail, this is especially true if the triphone
contexts are considered not only within the words but also across word boundaries.
In order to guarantee a reliable parameter estimation for the emission probabilities of the HMM states for all triphones, the HMM states of acoustically similar
triphones are tied , i.e., they share the same parameter set [Young 92]. This results in so-called generalized triphones. Strategies for state tying are based either
on bottom-up [Dugast & Beyerlein+ 95] or top-down clustering algorithms.
In
[Hwang & Huang+ 93, Young & Odell+ 94, Beulen & Bransch+ 97, Beulen 99] phonetic classification and regression trees (CART) were used to realize top-down clustering
of triphone HMM-states. This method was used in the experiments presented in this
work. The advantage of top-down clustered generalized triphones using CART is that
also triphones that are completely unobserved in training can be handled during search
which is not the case for bottom-up clustered triphones where unobserved triphones have
to be treated separately.
For better capturing the acoustic characteristics of a specific speaker, speaker adaptation
methods can be used. In contrast to speaker normalization methods mentioned in
Section 2.1.1 which are applied to the acoustic feature vectors, speaker adaptation
methods are applied to the parameters of the probability distributions of the acoustic
model. One broadly used adaptation method is the Maximum Likelihood Linear
Regression (MLLR) [Legetter & Woodland 95]. Here, the parameters of the probability
distributions are grouped into several phonetically motivated classes. For each class an
affine transformation is estimated using a preliminary transcription of the utterance
which is typically determined during a first recognition pass. These transformations are
then used to adapt the means of the Gaussian component densities.
In most speech recognition systems the training of the acoustic models, i.e., the estimation of the parameters of the probability distributions, is based on the Maximum Likelihood principle in combination with the Expectation Maximization algorithm
[Dempster & Laird+ 77]. In the RWTH system, the Viterbi approximation mentioned
above is applied during the training. More details are given in Chapter 6.

2.1.3

Language Model

The language model captures syntax, semantics and pragmatics of a language and provides the a-priori probability p(w1N ) of a word sequence w1N . Using Bayes’ identity, this
probability can be decomposed as follows:
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=

N
Y
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p(wn |w1n−1 )

(2.7)

n=1

For a reliable estimation of these probabilities further model assumptions are necessary.
Usually, it is assumed, that a word sequence follows an (m − 1)-th order Markov process,
i.e., the probability of a word wn is assumed to depend not on all preceding words but
only on the (m−1) immediate predecessor words. These predecessor words are also called
history of length (m − 1). Applying this assumption, the probability of the word sequence
w1N can be written as follows:

p(w1N )

≈

N
Y

n−1
p(wn |wn−m+1
) ,

(2.8)

n=1
n−1
0
where it is assumed, that wn−m+1
= w1n−1 for n < m and w1−m+1
= Ø. A language model
n−1
n
which provides for each tuple wn−m+1 such a conditional probability p(wn |wn−m+1
), is
+
called m-gram language model [Bahl & Jelinek 83].
A common entity for the estimation and evaluation of language models is the so-called
perplexity, which is defined for a word sequence w1N as the inverse geometric mean of the
product of the language model probabilities:

"
PP =

N
Y

#−1/N
n−1
p(wn |wn−m+1
)

(2.9)

n=1

During search the perplexity can be seen as a measure for the average number of words
among which the recognizer has to choose at each word position. Thus, language models
with a small perplexity typically result in a better focusing of the search space and usually
also in a lower word error rate.
If the minimization of the perplexity on a large text corpus is used as the criterion
for the training of the language model, a closed-form solution for the language model
n−1
probabilities p(wn |wn−m+1
) can be derived which are the frequencies of the correspondn
on this corpus, the so-called m-grams. The numing sequences of m words wn−m+1
ber of possible m-grams increases exponentially with m. For a vocabulary of W words
there are W m m-grams potentially possible. Especially for longer range language models
with a larger history length (m − 1), many m-grams which can occur during recognition will remain completely unobserved in training even if very large text corpora are
used. In order to guarantee a probability larger than zero for all possible m-grams,
even if they are unobserved, smoothing methods have to be applied that are based
on a combination of various discounting methods and either backing-off or interpolation [Katz 87, Ney & Essen+ 94, Generet & Ney+ 95, Ney & Ortmanns+ 97]. The idea
of discounting is to subtract probability mass from all or some m-grams observed during
training and distribute it over the unseen m-grams (backing-off ) or over all m-grams (interpolation). This redistribution is usually performed using a generalized language model
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probability with a shorter history length. The parameters for the discounting and the generalized language model can be estimated on the training corpus using cross-validation,
in particular the leaving-one-out-method [Ney & Essen+ 94].
During the experiments presented in this thesis bigram- and trigram language models
were used. A bigram language model assumes that the probability of a word wn depends
only on the immediate predecessor word wn−1

p(w1N )

≈

N
Y

p(wn |wn−1 ) ,

(2.10)

n=1

while in a trigram language model the probability is assumed to depend on the two
immediate predecessor words wn−1 and wn−2

p(w1N )

≈

N
Y

p(wn |wn−1 , wn−2 ) .

(2.11)

n=1

2.1.4

Global Search

As shown in Figure 2.1 the global search component of an automatic speech recognizer
uses the information provided by the acoustic model and the language model to determine
from a sequence of acoustic feature vectors xT1 that word sequence [w1N ]opt of unknown
length N which maximizes the posterior probability:
[w1N ]opt = argmax p(w1N |xT1 )

(2.12)

w1N ,N

Assuming that the acoustic model of a word sequence is realized by HMMs as described in
Section 2.1.2 by Equation 2.6, that the language model is an m-gram language model as
described in Section 2.1.3 by Equation 2.8, and that the Viterbi approximation is applied,
the search problem can be written as follows:
£

w1N

¤
opt

©
ª
= argmax p(w1N ) · p(xT1 |w1N )
w1N ,N

≈ argmax
w1N ,N

(

N
Y
n=1

(2.13)

n−1
) · max
p(wn |wn−m+1
sT
1

T n
Y

o
p(xt |st , w1N ) · p(st |st−1 , w1N )

)
(2.14)

t=1

The number of different word sequences which have to be considered during the
maximization grows exponentially with the length of the word sequence N . However the
search problem described by Equation 2.14 can be efficiently solved by applying dynamic
programming [Bellman 57]. More details about this are given in Chapter 5.
The search space, i.e., the HMM automata of all possible word sequences can be regarded
as a huge network that consists of states representing the HMM states of the words, transitions between the HMM states (within-word transitions) and transitions between the
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words (across-word transitions). As described in Section 2.1.2, the emission probability
distributions p(xt |st , w1N ) are attached to the HMM states and the HMM transition probabilities p(st |st−1 , w1N ) are attached to the within-word transitions. The language model
n−1
) are attached to the across-word transitions. If the Viterbi
probabilities p(wn |wn−m+1
approximation is applied, the objective of the search is to find the most probable path
through this network.
The range of the acoustic model as well as the range of the language model are limited:
• The emission probability of an HMM state is considered to depend only on the state
itself and the probability of a transition into an HMM state depends only on the
immediate predecessor state.
• The language model probability of a word is considered to depend only on the
(m − 1) immediate predecessor words.
Therefore, during search several partial paths corresponding to partial word sequence hypotheses will emerge within the network whose further extension will be equally scored. If
only the most probable path is desired, such equivalent extensions can be merged and only
the most probable partial word sequence has to be considered for further extension while
the others can be discarded. The global decision about the most probable word sequence
is decomposed into local decisions within the network. This so-called recombination can
be performed on the level of the HMM states as well as on the level of the words. It
results in a considerable reduction of search paths that have to be evaluated while it is
still guaranteed that the most probable HMM state sequence is found.
There are several approaches for organizing the search for the best path through the
network. An overview is given in [Aubert 00]. In principle two strategies can be distinguished:
• In the time asynchronous search strategy which is also called A* search or stack
search [Nilson 71, Jelinek 69, Paul 91], a stack of partial word sequence hypotheses
that are sorted by their probability, is maintained. The most promising among these
hypotheses is popped of the stack and extended by one word. The resulting new
partial word sequence together with its updated probability is then pushed back
onto the stack. This is repeated until the end of the utterance is reached. Thus, the
stack search strategy can be viewed as a best-first search strategy.
This strategy requires the comparison of search hypotheses of different length, i.e., of
hypotheses which were generated using a different amount of acoustic data. Therefore, before comparison, the score of each partial word sequence hypothesis has to
be enhanced by an estimate of the probability of the not yet decoded part of the
sentence [Kenny & Hollan+ 91, Soong & Huang 91]. To guarantee that the most
probable state sequence is found, this estimate has to be an upper bound of the
exact probability.
An alternative approach which avoids the need for the probability estimate of the future part of the sentence is the multiple stack approach
[Paul 92, Gopalakrishnan & Bahl+ 95, Renals & Hochberg 99], where the partial word sequence hypotheses are organized in several stacks depending on their
ending time frame. During the search the shortest hypotheses, i.e., the hypotheses
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with the earliest ending time are expanded first.
Since the speech recognition system discussed in this thesis works time synchronously, more details about the time asynchronous approach will not be given.
A comprehensive overview about those approaches including multiple references can
be found e.g., in [Aubert 00].
• In the time synchronous search strategy [Vintsyuk 71, Baker 75, Sakoe 79, Ney 84]
the sequence of acoustic feature vectors is processed from the beginning of the utterance to its end (i.e., from “left to right”) and all possible word sequences are
hypothesized in parallel. This strategy can be viewed as a breadth-first search strategy. Since the probabilities of all partial word sequence hypotheses ending at the
same time have been computed using the same acoustic data and the same stochastic models, they are comparable and unlikely hypotheses can be excluded from
further consideration. At each time frame, usually those hypotheses are excluded
whose probability is below a fixed percentage of the probability of the currently
most promising hypothesis. The probability range of the surviving hypotheses is
usually called beam, the exclusion of unlikely hypotheses is known as beam pruning
[Lowerre 76, Ney & Mergel+ 87, Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b]. It allows for a reduction
of the active search space, i.e., the portion of the search network that has to be
considered during the search, by several orders of magnitude. Typically, the beam
is defined by a so-called pruning thresholds.
If beam pruning is applied, it can no longer be guaranteed that the most probable
state sequence will be found. However, if the pruning thresholds are adjusted properly, only few search errors will occur, i.e., errors that are caused by loosing the
most probable state sequence due to pruning.

The search module of the RWTH speech recognition system uses a time synchronous
search strategy. The words are represented by triphone sequences defined by a pronunciation lexicon. During search, the lexicon is organized in a tree structure which
merges equal word prefixes [Klovstad & Mondshein 75, Klatt 80]. Especially for large
vocabularies containing several thousands of words there are many words which share
the same prefix. The highest ambiguity during the processing of competing word
hypotheses in search is given within the first phonemes of the words. Thus, the reduction
of redundancy especially at the beginning of the words by prefix merging results in a
considerable reduction of the number of active search hypotheses.
An example of such a lexical prefix tree [Ney & Haeb-Umbach+ 92, Ney 93,
Ortmanns & Welling+ 97] is shown in Figure 2.3. Each arc of the tree represents a triphone and the corresponding HMM respectively. A path from the root of the tree to a
leaf represents the HMM of a complete word of the vocabulary.
Due to the prefix merging the identity of the corresponding word is only known at the
leafs of the tree. Therefore, when hypothesizing a partial word sequence during search,
the language model probability of the last word of the sequence can not be integrated
into the probability of the partial word sequence hypothesis before the leaf of the lexical
prefix tree is reached. This language model probability depends on the language model
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Figure 2.3: Example of a lexical prefix tree. The arcs represent the triphones of the words
and the corresponding HMMs respectively. The notation ae rl means phoneme r with left
context ae and right context l. # is a special context denoting a word boundary. More
details about this are given in Section 4.1. Each path from the root of the tree to a leaf
represents one word of the vocabulary.

history of the search hypothesis (i.e., the (m − 1) immediate predecessor words). In order
to retain the information about the history of a search hypothesis until a tree leaf is
reached, the different competing search hypotheses have to be kept separate according to
their language model history.
In the RWTH system, search hypotheses with the same language model history are
grouped together into one so-called tree copy within the search network. Each tree copy
is denoted with the corresponding language model history (LM history conditioned tree
search [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a, Ney & Ortmanns 99]). All search hypotheses which traverse the same tree copy are guaranteed to have the same language model history.
An example of such a search network is depicted in Figure 2.4 for a three word vocabulary
(A, B and C) and a bigram language model. For each possible language model history
a separate copy of the lexical prefix tree is provided, which is depicted in a simplified
schematic form. In addition a separate copy is provided for the silence word ($) which is
needed for the beginning of the sentence. When a search hypothesis reaches a leaf of a tree
copy, the last word of the partial word sequence hypothesis is known and the hypothesis
probability is enhanced by the language model probability. The language model history
of the hypothesis is updated accordingly and the hypothesis is traversed to the root of
the tree copy for the corresponding language model history. This is represented by the
dashed lines in Figure 2.4. At the roots of the tree copies the recombination on word
level is performed, i.e., only the most probable hypothesis reaching a tree copy’s root is
considered for further extension, the others are discarded. The equations of the dynamic
programming for the recombination on word and HMM state level are discussed in detail
in Chapter 5. Using this m-gram conditioned re-entrant network [Aubert 00] all possible
word sequences are represented.
The potential size of the search network grows exponentially with the length of the
language model history. However, due to beam pruning only a small portion of this
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Figure 2.4: Search network based on lexical prefix trees and a bigram language model.
The thick lines represent within-word transitions, the dashed lines represent across-word
transitions.

huge network will be considered during search. Thus, in the RWTH system, the search
network is not compiled completely beforehand but constructed dynamically during the
runtime of the search. At each time frame only that part of the network which contains
active search hypotheses is kept in memory. Network parts whose search hypotheses are
pruned, are removed from memory. If a search hypothesis reaches a part of the network
which is not already present in the network, this part is created and integrated into the
network on demand1 .
An alternative organization of the search network using lexical prefix trees is the use of
time conditioned tree copies. In this case search hypotheses with a common start time
of their last (partial) word hypothesis are grouped together. This results in a smaller
potential number of active tree copies but the recombination on word level is much more
1

Some groups report on approaches which allow to precompile the whole search network beforehand,
e.g., [Antoniol & Brugnara+ 95] and [Mohri & Pereira+ 00b]. This is discussed in Section 2.2.2.5 in some
more detail.
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complex than in the m-gram conditioned search. More details about the time conditioned
approach can be found in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96c, Ortmanns 98] where it is shown that
both approaches are equivalent and that the m-gram conditioned search can be derived
from the time conditioned search analytically by optimizing over the boundary times of
the words.
In order to accelerate the search, the following methods are used in the RWTH recognizer:
• Language model look-ahead: As mentioned above, the language model probability
of the last word of a partial word sequence hypothesis can not be integrated into
the probability of the hypothesis until the corresponding leaf in the lexical prefix
tree is reached. However, if a search hypothesis traverses a certain arc of the lexical prefix tree, only a subset of the words of the vocabulary can be reached. The
idea of language model look-ahead is to integrate the language model probability
of the most probable reachable word as an upper estimate of the true language
model probability into the probability of the current search hypothesis whenever a
new arc in the tree copy is activated [Steinbiss & Tran+ 94, Odell & Valtchev+ 94,
Alleva & Huang+ 96, Ortmanns & Ney+ 96a]. This early consideration of the language model allows for more efficient pruning during beam search and therefore for
a reduction of the number of active search hypotheses.
• Phoneme look-ahead: The idea of phoneme look-ahead is to anticipate the probability of future acoustic vectors for a phoneme arc in the lexical prefix tree before starting it in detailed search. The acoustic probabilities are estimated with
simplified context independent phoneme models and an additional pruning step is
performed before the arcs are started in detailed search [Ney & Haeb-Umbach+ 92,
Haeb-Umbach & Ney 94, Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b].
• Fast likelihood computation: The emission probabilities are usually modelled using
mixture densities with a large number of Gaussian densities. Their computation
requires a computational effort which makes up more than 80% of the time required
for the whole recognition process. This effort can be significantly reduced by quantizing the components of the Gaussian means and the acoustic feature vectors and
then use parallelizing SIMD (“single instruction multiple data”) instructions (e.g.,
MMX on Intel Pentium, VIS on Sun Sparc) for the computation of the emission
probabilities [Kanthak & Schütz+ 00].
Additionally, the computation of emission probabilities can be further accelerated by partioning the space of the Gaussian means into several cells
[Bocchieri 93, Ortmanns & Ney+ 97b] or by partitioning the feature space
[Nene & Nayar 96] which takes the importance of particular features into account
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 97b].
The baseline RWTH speech recognizer has been used so far for recognition tasks with
vocabularies containing up to 82.000 words under different acoustic conditions. M -gram
language models up to trigram can be used. The acoustic model of the words consists of
context dependent phoneme sequences (triphones) which are represented by HMMs. The
HMM states are tied using CART.
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At the beginning of the work described in this thesis, the context dependency of the
phonemes was considered only within the words. Word boundaries were represented by a
general word boundary context (“#” in Figure 2.3). This search implementation is called
within-word model search in the following.
One main topic of this thesis is the modification of this search architecture to enable the
consideration of context dependency also across word boundaries (→ across-word model
search). In this case the HMM of a word depends not only on the word itself but also on
the neighboring words. This complicates the structure of the search network considerably
compared to the network depicted in Figure 2.4. As will be seen, a straight-forward
implementation results in a considerable increase of the computational effort. One goal
of this thesis is the implementation of an efficient search module which allows for the
consideration of across-word context dependent phonemes while keeping the increase of
the computational effort manageable. The resulting implementation of across-word search
will be compared in detail with the former within-word model search with regard to word
error rate, computation time, and memory requirements.
Multiple Pass Search
The result of the search algorithms described in the last section is the most probable
word sequence [w1N ]opt . The sequence of acoustic feature vectors xT1 is evaluated in one
single search pass on a search network which incorporates both, the acoustic model and
the language model. If more complex stochastic models like long range language models
or across-word models are to be applied, the search network becomes more and more
complex. Thus, computation time and memory requirements increase.
The idea of multiple pass strategies in contrast to the one-pass strategy is to restrict
the search space in a first search pass to the most promising word sequences using relatively simple models and use the complex models only on the restricted search space in
subsequent search passes.
The advantage of this strategy is a reduction of the computational requirements for the
application of the complex models. A disadvantage is that it is possible that the most
probable word sequence according to the complex models is not contained in the restricted
search space and will therefore never be found.
In order to enable the restriction of the search space, it is necessary that the first pass
produces not only the most probable word sequence but also alternative word sequences
whose posterior probabilities are close to the global best one. That can be achieved as
follows: Instead of discarding all equivalent hypotheses except the most probable one during the recombination on word level, the most probable ones of the equivalent hypotheses
are stored for later use.
Generally there are two strategies for representing the restricted search space:
• N-best lists: N-best lists contain the N sentence hypotheses with the highest posterior probability (e.g., [Schwartz & Chow 90, Schwartz & Austin 91,
Soong & Huang 91]) given the models used in the first search pass. In a second
search pass the sentence hypotheses contained in the list can usually very easily be
rescored using more complex models. In [Beulen 99] N-best lists had been used for
the application of across-word models.
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• Word graphs: In word graphs several word sequence alternatives are represented
in a directed acyclic graph containing arcs representing word hypotheses and
nodes usually representing points in time [Ney & Aubert 94, Aubert & Ney 95,
Woodland & Leggetter+ 95, Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]. A path from the first node
to the final node of the word graph represents a sentence hypothesis. Word graphs
are able to represent many sentence alternatives in a much more compact way than
N-best lists.

The RWTH system is able to generate word graphs during the search. These word graphs
can be used in subsequent processing steps for the application of more complex models like
longer range language models. The exact procedure of word graph generation is discussed
in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] for within-word models. Within this thesis this method will
be enhanced to the application of across-word models in Section 8.

2.2

Across-Word Modeling

As described in the last section, the words of the recognizers vocabulary are usually
represented by phoneme sequences which are defined by the pronunciation lexicon. In
order to capture the effects of coarticulation present in speech, a phoneme is modelled
dependent on its context, i.e., its neighboring phonemes.
Within a word the context of a phoneme can be obtained from the pronunciation lexicon.
All current state-of-the-art speech recognition systems use context dependent phoneme
models within the words.
At the word boundaries the phonetic context depends partly on the phoneme sequences
of the neighboring words: the left context of the word’s first phoneme is given by the
last phoneme of the immediate predecessor word and the right context of the word’s last
phoneme is given by the first phoneme of the immediate successor word. These contexts
are called across-word contexts in the following.
In the so-called within-word model search the dependency of the word boundary triphones
on the neighboring words is neglected: the across-word contexts of all words are simply
denoted by a general word boundary symbol (# in Figure 2.3). Then, the HMM of a word
depends only on the word itself and can be constructed completely before the search.
It has been well known for many years that the word error rate can be improved
significantly if the dependency of the word boundary triphones on the neighboring
words is considered during search (→ across-word model search; e.g., [Lee & Hon+ 89,
Hwang & Hon+ 89, Alleva & Hon+ 92, Schwartz & Austin+ 92]). However, the neighboring words are not known until the search has finished. Therefore, in order to take care
of all possible neighboring words, several HMMs for one word (at least several HMMs
for the first and for the last phoneme of the word) have to be considered during search.
Compared to within-word model search, this complicates the search process significantly.
In this section it is shortly discussed how across-word models are used in the systems of
other groups as described in the literature.
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2.2.1

Multiple-Pass Approaches

In the past, especially for recognition tasks with medium-sized and large vocabularies
and long-span language models like trigram and fourgram language models, across-word
models were often only applied in a multiple-pass strategy.
During the first search passes of such a multiple-pass recognition N-best lists or word
graphs were constructed as discussed in Section 2.1.4. Across-word models were used only
in combination with simple language models or in an approximative fashion. Other groups
applied only within-word models during the first search passes. Across-word models and
longer span language models were applied in subsequent search passes on a constrained
search space using the N-best lists or word graphs from the first recognition passes.
2.2.1.1

Philips GmbH Research Laboratories Aachen, Germany

In [Beyerlein & Ullrich+ 97] a concept for the integrated application of long-span language
models and across-word context dependent phoneme models with an arbitrary context
length is discussed. The discussion starts from the recursion equations for the dynamic
programming of a conventional word conditioned tree search which applies within-word
models and a bigram language model ([Ney & Aubert 96]). The extension of these equations to the consideration of long-span language models and across-word context dependent phoneme models results in the introduction of tree copies which are conditioned no
longer to the one word history of a bigram language model only but to the longer history of
long-span language models and the across-word contexts of the word boundary phonemes.
Details about the implementation of such a “crossword n-phone m-gram decoder” which
realizes this concept, are not given in [Beyerlein & Ullrich+ 97]. The decoder operates in
a multiple pass search strategy. In a first search pass a conventional within-word bigram
search is performed and a word graph containing the most promising sentence hypotheses
is obtained. The crossword n-phone m-gram decoder is applied in a second search pass
to the constrained search space defined by the word graph.
In order to allow for a reliable training of the across-word models, the HMM states of the
triphones are tied using a decision tree as mentioned in Section 2.1.2.
The introduction of across-word triphone models results in a reduction of the word error
rate of about 10% relative compared to within-word triphone models on various ARPA test
sets2 . This search strategy was also applied – together with several speaker normalization
and adaptation steps – to American broadcast news [Beyerlein & Aubert+ 98].
2.2.1.2

Spoken Language Processing Group, LIMSI-CNRS, Paris, France

The Spoken Language Processing Group at LIMSI-CNRS reports on the use of acrossword models for a very long time (e.g., [Gauvain & Lamel+ 93, Gauvain & Lamel+ 94a,
Gauvain & Lamel+ 94b]). Until 2000, their search strategy was based on two recognition
passes. Across-word context dependent phone models were applied in both recognition
passes but during the first search pass only a relatively simple bigram back-off language
2

These test sets which are also known as Wall Street Journal and North American Business News
test sets, are described in [Pallett & Fiscus+ 93, Pallett & Fiscus+ 94, Pallett & Fiscus+ 95, Kubala 95]
in detail. They consist of read American speech which was recorded under clean conditions
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model could be used. A word graph was constructed which could be rescored in a subsequent search pass with a more detailed acoustic model and a longer-span language model.
The search network of the first search pass consisted of two parts. The HMMs of the words
which were contained in the back-off component of the language model were organized
in a lexical prefix tree structure. The HMMs of the remaining words were kept parallel
without prefix merging (linear lexical structure). A more detailed description of this type
of search networks can be found, e.g., in [Odell 95].
Organizing the search network that way avoids the need for separating the search hypotheses regarding their language model histories (as it was done in Section 2.1.4 by the introduction of tree copies). It is possible to precompile the whole search network completely
beforehand and keep it statically in memory during search [Gauvain & Lamel+ 95]. Thus,
the computational effort of dynamically building up the search network during search is
avoided. However, this network structure allows only for the application of a bigram backoff language model. The application of longer-span language models requires subsequent
search passes.
Further details about the implementation of the search or further information regarding the training of the acoustic model are not given in the publications of this group.
The improvement of the word error rate if within-word models are replaced by acrossword models, are not analyzed. The computational effort required by the search is only
characterized by measuring the global runtime of the search, a detailed profiling is not
given.
In 1997, 1998 and 1999 this system was extended by state tying using decision trees,
speaker adaptation using MLLR (see Section 2.1.2), and the application of fourgram language models in the second recognition pass. Is was used for the recognition of American broadcast news with up to 65k vocabularies [Gauvain & Adda+ 97,
Gauvain & Lamel+ 98, Gauvain & Lamel+ 99]. However, the basic search strategy described above remained unchanged until 2000.
In [Gauvain & Lamel 00] a new implementation of the recognizer is mentioned which
allows for the application of across-word models and long-span language models in one
single recognition pass. This is discussed in Section 2.2.2.3.
2.2.1.3

BBN Systems and Technologies, Cambridge, MA, USA

For many years, the multiple pass search strategy used by BBN is based on the
forward-backward paradigm [Austin & Schwartz+ 91]. Several search passes from the
beginning of the utterance to its end (forward pass) and from the end of the utterance
to its beginning (backward pass) are performed. Within-word models are used during
these passes. Each pass uses the information obtained in the previous pass to constrain
the search space. Finally a word graph [Nguyen & Schwartz+ 94] or an N-best list
[Nguyen & Schwartz 97] is generated which is then rescored using across-word models.
Comparisons with systems that use only within-word models are not given in the
publications of this group.
The current recognition system of this group was presented in [Nguyen & Schwartz 97].
Within the search network the HMMs of the words are considered in parallel (linear
organization of the lexicon), no prefix merging takes place. The search strategy on this
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network is as follows: A first forward search pass using context independent phoneme
models and a bigram language model is performed (fast-match). During this first pass
the ending times of the word hypotheses as well as the probabilities of the corresponding
search paths are stored.
In a second backward search pass which uses context dependent within-word phoneme
models and a trigram language model, the start times and the corresponding path probabilities of the word hypotheses are stored. During pruning the probabilities of the search
paths are combined with the path probabilities from the first search pass which allows
for tighter pruning thresholds. The search space is constrained to those word hypotheses
which were active during the first search pass. The trigram language model is applied
only in an approximative fashion: The exact application of a trigram language model
on a search network which is based on a linear organization of the pronunciation lexicon
requires the separation of search paths which end on the same word w according to their
immediate predecessor word. Instead, several search paths which meet in the same HMM
state of w are recombined and only the predecessor word of the most probable path is
considered further.
Using the information from the forward and the backward pass a word graph containing
the acoustic and trigram probabilities is constructed. From this word graph the N most
probable sentence hypotheses are extracted. This N-best list is then rescored using
across-word phoneme models and a trigram language model.
This basic search strategy was used on relatively easy corpora like the Wall Street Journal
task [Nguyen & Schwartz 97] as well as on American Broadcast News [Kubala & Jin+ 97,
Kubala & Davenport+ 98, Matsoukas & Nguyen+ 99, Davenport & Nguyen+ 99]. Here,
the acoustic model was enhanced by speaker adaptation and recently by the use of quinphone models instead of triphone models3 . However, also in the recent systems, acrossword context dependent phoneme models are applied only on N-best lists in the last pass
of the search.
2.2.1.4

School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA

The speech group of the School of Computer Science of the Carnegie Mellon University has been reporting on the application of across-word phoneme models for a
very long time [Lee & Hon+ 89, Hwang & Hon+ 89, Hon & Lee 91, Alleva & Hon+ 92,
Alleva & Huang+ 93]. For early speech recognition tasks with relatively small vocabularies (about 1000 words) like the Resource Management Task4 , they applied across-word
models in a one-pass search strategy [Hwang & Hon+ 89]. Later, for larger vocabularies
(5000 and more words) across-word phoneme models were used only in an approximative
fashion, e.g., by considering only the left across-word phoneme context at the beginning
of the words and ignoring the right across-word phoneme context at the end of the words
3

Triphones are phonemes which are modelled dependent on their immediate predecessor and successor phonemes (see Section 2.1.2). Quinphones are phonemes which are modelled dependent on their
immediate two predecessor and two successor phonemes.
4
The Resource Management task contains American read speech and is described in
[Price & Fisher+ 88] in detail.
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[Alleva & Hon+ 92]. In 1993 they reported on a system that uses a three-pass search strategy [Alleva & Huang+ 93]: During the first search pass, which runs from the beginning of
the utterance to its end (forward pass), only right across-word contexts were considered.
Then, a second search pass was performed from the end of the utterance to its beginning
(backward pass). In this pass the search space was constrained to the word hypotheses
found in the first search pass and only left across-word models were considered. The
hypotheses of the first two passes were combined in a third pass performing an A* search.
This system was re-implemented in 1996 [Ravishankar 96]. The linear organization of the
pronunciation lexicon of the previous systems is replaced by a lexical prefix tree which
merges equal word prefixes. The word ends are extended by so-called fan-out arcs (see
Section 5.2) for the consideration of right across-word contexts. The left across-word
contexts are determined dynamically at the runtime of the search from the last phoneme
of the immediate predecessor word in the current search path. During the search a trigram
language model is applied.
However, in order to keep the search effort small, the search network consists of only one
instance of the lexical prefix tree which is traversed by all search paths. Neither for different language model histories nor for different left across-word contexts separate search
hypotheses are kept. Therefore, the trigram language model as well as the left acrossword contexts can be applied only in an approximate fashion which leads to suboptimal
results. Compared to the previous system, the word error rate increases by 20% relative
[Ravishankar 96]. Thus, during a first search pass a word graph is constructed which has
to be rescored in subsequent search passes to alleviate the approximations made in the
first pass and to get an optimal recognition result.
This system was used on 20k and 58k Wall Street Journal test sets and also recently on transcription of American English Broadcast News [Placeway & Chen+ 97,
Seymore & Chen+ 98, Huerta & Chen+ 99], where in addition speaker adaptation like
maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) was performed and N-Best lists which are
generated from the word lattice, were rescored using long-span language models.
2.2.1.5

Lehrstuhl für Informatik VI, Technical University Aachen, Germany

At the beginning of this work the speech recognition system of the “Lehrstuhl für Informatik VI” at the Technical University of Aachen (“Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische
Hochschule” RWTH) was able to perform a conventional within-word model search using
a trigram language model.
Across-word models could be applied in a two-pass strategy [Beulen & Ortmanns+ 99,
Beulen 99] which was based on the N-best paradigm [Schwartz & Austin 91]. During the
first within-word model search pass a word graph was constructed. From this word graph
the N best sentence hypotheses were extracted and stored into an N-best list. In the
second search pass this N-best list was rescored using across-word models.
In [Beulen & Ortmanns+ 99, Beulen 99] also a first implementation of a recognizer is
discussed which is able to apply across-word models and a trigram language model in one
single search pass. However, the word error rate improvement of this system compared
to the former within-word model system was relatively small.
This system was re-implemented in this work and extended by several techniques that
result in better performing across-word models, a more efficient organization of the search
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space and a more efficient pruning. The resulting one-pass recognizer will be shortly
compared to the former two-pass system in Section 10.2.

2.2.2

One-Pass Approaches

As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, one main problem of multiple pass strategies is that acrossword models and long-span language models are applied only to a part of the potential
search space in later search passes. This part is chosen during the first search passes
which use simpler acoustic and language models. Thus, it is not guaranteed that the
most probable sentence hypothesis according to the across-word models and the longspan language models is included in the considered part of the search space.
Some groups reported already on the integrated application of across-word models and
the application of long-span language models like trigram or fourgram language models
in a single-pass search.
2.2.2.1

Speech Vision and Robotics Group, University of Cambridge,
England

The Speech Vision and Robotics Group at the Department of Engineering of the University of Cambridge reported already in 1994 on the extension of their speech recognition
system called HTK (Hidden Markov Model toolkit) by tied state across-word triphone
models which could be applied in combination with a trigram language model in one single
recognition pass [Odell & Valtchev+ 94, Woodland & Odell+ 94]. A complete description
of the system is given in [Odell 95].
Applying the Viterbi approximation, one search pass is performed time synchronously
from the beginning of the utterance to its end. The search is based on the so-called
token passing paradigm [Young & Russel+ 89]. The search hypotheses are represented by
so-called tokens which hold the probabilities of the corresponding search paths and the
traceback information needed to recover the most probable word sequence in the search
network when the end of the utterance is reached.
The extension of a search path can be interpreted as moving the corresponding token
through the search network and updating its information accordingly. Tokens which
meet in the same HMM state of the network can be recombined: only that token which
represents the most probable search pass is stored for further consideration, the others
are discarded.
The vocabulary is organized as a lexical prefix tree as described in Section 2.1.4. The
search network consists of several copies of this lexical prefix tree which are conditioned
to the language model history (word conditioned tree search). For more efficient pruning
language model look-ahead as mentioned in Section 2.1.4 is performed.
The application of across-word contexts during search is realized as follows: The left
across-word contexts of the word hypotheses can be determined on the fly: since the
tree copies are conditioned to the language model history, the immediate predecessor
word of a (partial) word hypothesis and thus also the immediate predecessor phone is
always known5 . The right across-word contexts of the word hypotheses are considered
5

Pronunciation variants, i.e., linguistically equivalent words with different phonetic representations,
require a special treatment (see Section 9.6).
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by replicating the word end states in the search network into fan-outs as described in
Section 5.2, i.e., for each possible right across-word context a separate word end state is
provided. A special across-word context is provided for word transitions with a pause
between the adjacent words. In this case no coarticulation between the adjacent words
is assumed. This type of word transitions corresponds to the word transition without
coarticulation discussed in Section 4.2.
The search network itself is constructed dynamically during the runtime of the search.
Whenever a token reaches the last state of an HMM within the network which has no
successor state yet, the appropriate successor HMMs are determined from a precompiled
instance of the lexical prefix tree and linked into the network.
This search network is constructed consequently time synchronously from left to right.
Unlike the search network depicted in Figure 2.4 in Section 2.1.4, word ends are not linked
back to already active tree copies. At every time frame all those word end hypotheses
which are not already linked to successor states, initialize new tree copies. This non reentrant organization of the search network allows for a relatively simple extension of the
active search paths. However, since this strategy performs not all possible recombinations
of search paths, redundant search paths will arise in the search network which cause
redundant computations.
Beam pruning of unlikely tokens is performed on the HMM level as well as on the word
level. In addition, the maximal number of active tokens can also be constrained. HMMs
which contain no active tokens and which have no active predecessor HMMs will never be
traversed by tokens again during the remainder of the search due to the non re-entrant
organization of the search network. Thus, they are removed from the search network.
HMMs without active tokens which have active predecessors are only deactivated. Their
data structures are retained in the network to be reactivated as soon as they are reached
by a token within the beam.
Beside the most probable word sequence the recognizer is also capable to produce word
graphs which can then be used in subsequent search passes to apply more complex acoustic
models and language models.
The consideration of across-word models during training is not discussed in detail in the
publications of this group. However, from remarks made in the margin of publications
regarding other research areas (e.g., [Valtchev & Odell+ 97]) it can be concluded, that the
method for across-word model training is similar to the method discussed in Section 6.3.2
of this thesis.
In [Odell 95] the word error rate of across-word model systems is compared to the word
error rate of within-word model systems on the Resource Management task and several
Wall Street Journal tasks. Compared to within-word models, across-word models result
in word error rate improvements between 8% and 30% relative. The computational effort
of the within-word model systems and the across-word model systems is not compared.
This system was also recently used for the recognition of American Broadcast
News with up to 65k vocabularies [Woodland & Gales+ 97, Woodland & Hain+ 98,
Woodland & Hain+ 99]. Here, the recognizer was run in several search passes to integrate more complex modeling techniques like speaker adaptation, quinphone HMMs and
fourgram language models. During the first search passes word graphs were constructed
using triphones and bigram or trigram language models. These word graphs were used in
later search passes to constrain the search space.
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Philips GmbH Research Laboratories Aachen, Germany

The speech group of the Philips Research Laboratories in Aachen reports in [Aubert 99]
on a new recognizer that allows for the application of across-word triphone models and mgram language models with m up to 4. While a formal description of the search including
recursion equations for the dynamic programming was given in [Beyerlein & Ullrich+ 97],
[Aubert 99] contains a more informal description of the recognizer including several implementation details.
Similar to the HTK system discussed in the last section, the search network consists of
several copies of lexical prefix trees which are conditioned to the language model history.
Thus, the left across-word contexts of the word hypotheses can easily be obtained from
the last phone of the immediate predecessor word. The right across-word contexts of the
word hypotheses are considered by the introduction of fan-out arcs (see Section 5.2) at
the word ends. A special across-word context is provided for the consideration of word
transitions without coarticulation.
The structure of the lexical prefix tree without the fan-out arcs is precompiled beforehand.
During the time synchronous search process the search network is built dynamically by
integrating the currently needed part of the prefix tree into the network. The fan-out arcs
are treated completely dynamically.
The main difference to the HTK system is the re-entrant organization of the search space.
A search path that reaches a word end, is traversed to the root of that copy of the lexical
prefix tree that is tagged with the appropriate language model history (see Figure 2.4
in Section 2.1.4). A new tree copy is only created if it does not already exist in the
search network. In HTK, word ends are not linked back to already existing tree copies
as discussed in Section 2.2.2.1. Therefore, in the Philips system more recombinations on
word level are possible than in the HTK system.
For more efficient pruning language model look-ahead as discussed in Section 2.1.4 is
performed. An extended variant of language model look ahead is used for pruning the
fan-out arcs at the word ends. This variant anticipates the language model probability
of that word that most probably follows the currently ending word. A similar method is
described in Section 7.2.
In [Aubert 99] this system is tested on various Wall Street Journal tasks. Improvements
in word error rate between 9.2% and 13.9% relative are reported if within-word models
are replaced by across-word models. The computational effort required by the acrossword system is not analyzed. The system was also used for the recognition of American
Broadcast News [Beyerlein & Aubert+ 99].
The system allows for the construction of word graphs which is described in
[Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00, Neukirchen & Klakow+ 01]. When across-word models are
used, beside the identities of the hypothesized words also the hypothesized across-word
contexts are to be considered. The method is similar to the method described in [Odell 95],
but in [Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00] more details are given.
2.2.2.3

Spoken Language Processing Group, LIMSI-CNRS, Paris, France

In [Gauvain & Lamel 00] it is mentioned that the Spoken Language Processing Group
at LIMSI-CNRS has developed a new recognizer which is able to incorporate m-gram
language models (with m up to 4) and across-word models into a single recognition pass.
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It is based on a dynamically built search network consisting of lexical prefix trees which
are conditioned to language model histories. Acoustic and language model look-ahead
methods are used for more efficient pruning. The recognizer allows for the construction
of word graphs which can be rescored with different acoustic models and language models
in later recognition passes.
Unfortunately, further implementation details are not given in this paper. Neither the
new system is compared to the former system discussed in Section 2.2.1.2 nor the computational effort of across-word model search is analyzed. Thus, it is difficult to compare
this new system with the systems of other groups. It can be assumed, that the implementation is similar to the systems described in [Odell & Valtchev+ 94] and [Aubert 99]
since these papers are cited in [Gauvain & Lamel 00].
2.2.2.4

Department of Electrical Engineering, ESAT-PSI-Speech,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium

In the systems described so far the pronunciation lexicon is organized as a lexical
prefix tree which merges equal word prefixes. The search network consists of copies
of this lexical tree which separate the active search hypotheses according to their
language model history. These search hypotheses can be represented by so-called tokens
[Young & Russel+ 89, Odell 95] which hold the probability of the partial word sequence
represented by the hypothesis and traceback information. In the following, these systems
are referred to as “tree copy systems”.
In [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 97, Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00] the speech group at the
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven proposes a more compact organization of the pronunciation lexicon. Not only the word prefixes but also the word suffixes are merged which
results in a lexicon network . This network is directed from left to right; each path through
the network represents exactly one word from the pronunciation lexicon. In order to be
able to assign a word identity uniquely to a path, there has to be at least one arc in each
path which is not shared by other paths. The word identity is attached to the first not
shared arc of the corresponding path. The word end nodes of the network are linked back
to the corresponding start nodes. The resulting network is able to represent all possible
word sequences by context dependent phoneme models including across-word phoneme
models.
The algorithm for constructing this network consists of two passes: first, the lexicon network is built from the pronunciation lexicon using context independent phoneme models.
The resulting network is then expanded to a context dependent representation. The algorithm is formulated in such a general way that without major changes instead of triphones
also phoneme models with a longer context like quinphones could be considered in the
network. However, in the experiments reported in [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00] only
phonemes in triphone context are applied.
During search this lexicon network is traversed by tokens which represent the different
active search hypotheses. In contrast to the systems described so far, only one instance of
the lexicon network is used; all tokens traverse the same instance of the lexicon network.
As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the search hypotheses have to be separated according to their
language model history until the language model can be applied. In the system discussed
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in [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00] this separation is not ensured by the structure of the
search network (like in tree copy systems). Thus, compared to [Odell 95], the tokens which
represent the search paths, have to be extended: beside path probability and traceback
information each token also has to store the current language model history and the word
identity of the last word of the search path (as soon as it is known). This additional
information have to be considered before two tokens which meet in the same HMM state
of the search network, can be recombined. Thus, compared to tree copy systems token
recombination is more complex .
The language model probability is integrated into the accumulated path probability of
a token as soon as the word identity becomes unique. Before that, a language model
look-ahead based on an unigram language model is applied.
The main advantage of the search space organization proposed in
[Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00] over tree copy systems can be described as follows:
immediate after the application of the language model, i.e., already before the word
ends are reached , search paths with equivalent language model histories and equal word
identities can easily be recombined since the tokens reside at the same position within
the search network. This is a difference to tree copy systems: here, such equivalent
tokens reside in different tree copies. Thus, in tree copy systems the recombination
after the application of the language model is typically delayed until the tokens reach
the word ends. Performing this recombination as soon as the ending word of a search
path becomes unique requires additional computations in tree copy systems as will be
seen in Section 7.4. These computations are not necessary in the system described in
[Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00]. Furthermore, the introduction of pronunciation variants
results in only a minor increase of the lexical network since all equal parts of the
pronunciation variants can be shared.
The system also allows for the construction of word graphs. Unfortunately, details about
this are not given in [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00]. However, the extension of the basic
search algorithm in order to enable word graph construction should be more complex than
in a tree copy system: as will be discussed in Section 8 in more detail, word graphs shall
contain not only the most probable word sequence hypothesis but also several competing
word sequence hypotheses. Thus, the word hypotheses contained in the word graph should
be created after the language model has been integrated into the probability of the active
partial word sequences but before equivalent tokens have been recombined. However,
as discussed above, the recombination after the application of the language model is
performed as soon as the word identity of the ending word of a search path is known, i.e.,
before the end of the HMM of this word is reached. Thus, for the construction of valuable
word graph hypotheses, tokens which do not survive the recombination are not allowed
to be simply discarded but have to be stored until the word end is reached.
In [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00] results are presented for the ARPA Wall Street Journal task from November 1992 [Pallett & Fiscus+ 93]. Across-word models and language
models up to trigram are applied in one recognition pass. Comparisons with a conventional search space organization using tree copies are not given. Furthermore, there are
no comparisons with a corresponding within-word model search.
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AT&T Labs - Research, Florham Park, NJ, USA

In all systems described so far only the phonetic representation of the pronunciation
lexicon (lexical prefix tree for the systems discussed in Sections 2.2.2.1, 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.3,
lexicon network for the system discussed in Section 2.2.2.4) is compiled before the search.
The language model information is integrated into the search network dynamically during
the runtime of the search either by using tree copies or extended tokens (dynamic search
network expansion).
In contrast to this, the system developed at AT&T compiles the whole search network
including the language model beforehand (static search network expansion) and keeps
it statically in memory during search. All knowledge sources involved in speech recognition, namely the language model, the pronunciation lexicon, the context dependent
phonemes and the HMMs are described in the very general framework of weighted finite state transducers (WFST). WFSTs are finite-state automata which provide a mapping between symbol sequences. A weight is assigned to each mapping. In the publications of this group (e.g., [Mohri & Riley 99a, Mohri & Riley 99b, Mohri & Pereira+ 00a,
Mohri & Pereira+ 00b]) methods for a highly optimized combination of such WFSTs are
developed. Basically, the combination of a WFST A which maps a symbol sequence x
to a symbol sequence y and a WFST B which maps a symbol sequence y to a symbol
sequence z results in a WFST which maps the symbol sequence x to the symbol sequence
z. The search network needed in speech recognition is constructed by successively combining the WFSTs which describe the language model, the pronunciation lexicon, the
context dependent phonemes and the HMMs. Redundancies in the resulting WFSTs
are removed by optimization methods called determinization, minimization and factoring
[Mohri & Pereira+ 00b].
These redundancies are due to the fact that the robust estimation of the model parameters requires parameter sharing, i.e., events which are different in the original model
assumption have to be modelled equally due to the limited training data. For example,
the number of different triphone HMMs contained in the acoustic model is only a fraction
of the number of possible triphones. Several triphones share their probability distributions with other triphones using clustering algorithms (state tying, see Section 2.1.2).
Another example for parameter sharing is applied in the language model: a trigram language model provides a separate probability only for a fraction of all possible trigrams. A
considerable amount of all possible trigrams is not seen often enough in training to model
them separately. Instead those trigrams are often treated by backing-off mechanisms (see
Section 2.1.3).
The optimization methods mentioned above allow for an optimal exploitation of these
redundancies. This results in a very compact network which represents the complete
search space including across-word models and long-span language models.
The advantage of this method over the dynamic construction of the search network described in the previous sections is the very general description of the knowledge sources.
Additional knowledge sources which can be described in the WFST framework, like e.g.,
phonological rules, can be integrated relatively easy into the recognizer without the need
of changing the basic search algorithm. Furthermore, the expansion of the search network
and the integration of the language model is done completely before the search. Thus,
the search for the best path through the network can be performed very efficiently.
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However, even if the resulting, highly optimized search network is fairly compact and
can be kept completely in memory, the construction of the network requires substantial
computational resources. The practicability of the network construction relies on the
redundancies contained in the knowledge sources. If the amount of parameter sharing is
reduced, for example if more training data is available, the amount of different models in
the resulting knowledge sources could become too large to construct the complete search
network beforehand. In the dynamic network construction approach such large knowledge
sources could still be applied, since here only that part of the search space has to be kept
in memory which is active due to pruning.
AT&T reports on the application of their recognizer on tasks with vocabularies containing
up to 460.000 words [Mohri & Riley 99a].

2.2.3

Conclusion

The one-pass systems of Cambridge (Section 2.2.2.1), Philips (Section 2.2.2.2), LIMSICNRS (Section 2.2.2.3) and Leuven (Section 2.2.2.4) are fairly similar. The phonetic
representation of the pronunciation lexicon is compiled beforehand. The language model
information is integrated dynamically during the runtime of the search by means of lexical
tree copies in the systems of Cambridge, Philips and LIMSI-CNRS and by means of
extended tokens in the Leuven system. In contrast to the systems of Cambridge, Philips
and LIMSI-CNRS, the Leuven system is able to recombine search paths directly when
the last words of the search paths become unique, however, at the cost of more complex
tokens and therefore more complex token recombination.
The system developed at AT&T (Section 2.2.2.5) compiles not only the pronunciation
lexicon but the whole search network including the language model information beforehand. On the resulting highly optimized network the search can be performed very
efficiently. However, the practicability of the network construction relies on redundancies
contained in the knowledge sources.

Chapter 3
Scientific Goals / Overview
At the beginning of the work reported in this thesis the RWTH speech recognition system
allowed for the application of within-word models and a trigram language model in one
single search pass. Across-word models could be applied in a two-pass search strategy
only ([Beulen 99]).
In order to avoid the disadvantages of multiple-pass strategies (see Section 2.1.4) a
search algorithm will be developed in this thesis which allows for the efficient application
of across-word models in combination with long-span language models in one single
search pass. During search, the construction of word graphs will be possible.
Furthermore, the training of across-word models will be optimized to obtain high
performance across-word models.
As discussed in the last section, there are already several systems described in the literature which apply across-word phoneme models and long-span language models in one
single search pass. However, these system descriptions are often quite general:
• The application of across-word models is typically discussed in a quite informal way.
Detailed mathematical formulations are usually not given.
• Typically, only the basic structure of an across-word model search network is
discussed. However, the efficient application of across-word models in a onepass search without approximations like reduced context at word boundaries (e.g.,
[Alleva & Huang+ 93]) or a reduced number of tree copies (e.g., [Ravishankar 96])
requires a careful optimization of the search network and a careful design of the
search algorithm. The corresponding implementation details are usually not given
in the system descriptions.
While the effect of using across-word models instead of within-word models on the
word error rate is given in some publications, the effect on the runtime and the
memory requirements of the search is usually not analyzed.
• The training of across-word models differs from the training of within-word models
since in the case of across-word models the phonetic transcription of the training
utterances can no longer be obtained uniquely from their orthographic transcription and the pronunciation lexicon. This problem is only mentioned in very early
publications (e.g., [Hwang & Hon+ 89]). Current descriptions of state-of-the-art
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systems either omit the training of across-word models completely or discuss it only
marginally and very generally. However, many details regarding the training algorithm as well as the parameterization of the training have to be considered to
obtain optimally performing across-word models. Such details are not given in the
publications.
• Also the construction of word graphs is affected when within-word models are
replaced by across-word models. All state-of-the-art systems are able to produce
word graphs during the search. While the construction of word graphs during a
within-word model search is discussed in several papers (e.g., [Ney & Oerder 93,
Aubert & Ney 95, Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]) the construction of word graphs during an across-word search is either completely omitted in the system descriptions
or discussed in only a very general way (e.g., [Odell 95]). Only two publications
([Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00, Neukirchen & Klakow+ 01]) are known to the author
of this thesis which explicitly consider word graphs constructed during an acrossword search. However, by far not all details needed for word graph construction are
given in these two papers.

This thesis reports about the development of an across-word system which is based on the
baseline RWTH within-word system. As discussed above, the search, the training, and
the construction method for word graphs of the baseline system have to be modified
if across-word models are introduced. All these modifications will be discussed in detail.
The resulting across-word system will be compared to the former within-word system
with respect to recognition performance, computational effort, and memory requirements.
Furthermore, the word error rate of the across-word system will be compared to the word
error rates reported for other state-of-the-art systems in the literature.
In particular, this thesis has the following goals:
1. Mathematical integration of the across-word model paradigm into
Bayes’ decision rule
Starting from the very general Bayes’ decision rule which is the basis of speech
recognition, all model assumptions and approximations needed for the application
of across-word models are discussed in Chapter 4 and a specialized decision rule is
derived. The differences to the corresponding decision rule of the baseline withinword model search are shown. Based on these derivations the search, the training
and the word graph construction will be developed in later chapters.
2. Development of the across-word model search network
The consideration of across-word models instead of within-word models during
search requires substantial modifications of the search network and the recursions
needed for the dynamic programming. These modifications will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
3. Definition of a training procedure for high performance across-word models
A detailed definition of the training problem for across-word models will be given
in Chapter 6. Starting from the baseline within-word model training two methods
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for across-word model training will be discussed and compared to respect to computational effort and word error rate. Furthermore it is discussed how the parameterization of the training should be modified compared to the baseline within-word
model training to obtain optimally performing across-word models.
4. Development of an efficient across-word model search
As was already seen in [Beulen 99], the straight-forward implementation of the
search on the across-word search network discussed in Chapter 5 results in a substantial increase of the computational effort compared to the baseline within-word
model search.
Thus, in Chapter 7 several optimization steps are studied which result in a more
efficient structure of the basic across-word search network and allow for more efficient
pruning. The main objective of these optimizations is that they are not based on
approximations of the exact application of across-word models. The effects of these
optimizations will be analyzed in a detailed profiling of the runtime and the active
search space. Furthermore, the memory requirements of the optimized across-word
model search will be compared to the former baseline within-word model search in
detail.
5. Development of across-word model word graphs
Starting from the baseline word graphs constructed during a within-word model
search, a construction method for word graphs during across-word model search is
developed in Chapter 8. This method is directly derived from the specialized version
of Bayes’ decision rule which was developed in Chapter 4 for across-word models.
The resulting word graphs realize an exact representation of the search space which
was active during the word graph construction: All search hypotheses which may
occur during a search on the word graph are also admissible during the search on
the unconstrained search network. If both, the word graph search and the search on
the unconstrained network use the same acoustic and language model, both search
approaches determine exactly the same probability for equivalent search hypotheses.
6. Further acceleration of the across-word search and further refinement of the
across-word models
Despite the optimization of the search network discussed in Chapter 7 the acrossword system still needs considerably more computation time than the baseline
within-word system. Thus, several acceleration methods which were partly already
described in the literature for within-word model search, are applied to the developed across-word model search in Chapter 9.
In addition, methods for further increasing the accuracy of the across-word models
are studied which are based on a refined pronunciation modeling.
The across-word system developed in this thesis will be finally evaluated in Chapter 10.
The best configuration of the across-word system will be compared to the best configuration of the baseline within-word system on three different corpora. For two of these
corpora the word error rate of the across-word system will also be compared to the word
error rates of other research groups as they are published in the literature.
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Furthermore, the one-pass across-word search developed in this thesis will be compared
to the former two-pass approach discussed in [Beulen 99].
Details about the speech corpora used in this work are given in Appendix A. The experimental setups used in most of the experiments in this thesis are summarized in Appendix B. Appendix C gives some details about the implementation of the across-word
model search.

Chapter 4
Across-Word Phoneme Models in
Bayes’ Decision Rule
As discussed in Section 2.1, continuous speech recognition is usually based on the maximization of the posterior probability p(w1N |xT1 ):
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This so-called Bayes’ decision rule contains two types of stochastical models:
• The language model p(w1N ) provides the a-priori probability of a given word sequence
w1N (see Section 2.1.3):
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• The acoustic model p(xT1 |w1N ) denotes the conditional probability of observing the
acoustic feature vectors xT1 if a speaker utters the word sequence w1N . w1N is typically
modelled by a first-order HMM. By considering the temporal sequence of HMM
states sT1 which has produced xT1 , as a hidden variable and applying the Viterbi
approximation, p(xT1 |w1N ) can be written as follows (see Section 2.1.2):
p(xT1 |w1N ) ≈ max p(xT1 , sT1 |w1N )
sT
1

≈ max
sT
1

T n
Y

o
p(xt |st , w1N ) · p(st |st−1 , w1N )

(4.4)

t=1

The implementation of the search component of a large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition system requires the decomposition of equation 4.2 into the contributions
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of the individual words of the word sequence w1N . The decomposition of the language
model p(w1N ) is already given by Equation 4.3. The decomposition of the acoustic model
p(xT1 |w1N ) will be discussed in the next two sections. It will be assumed that the words
are represented by sequences of phonemes which are defined by the pronunciation lexicon
(see Section 2.1.2).
During the discussions in the next sections each word in the vocabulary is considered to
be represented by a unique phoneme sequence, i.e., w1N denotes a sequence of linguistically
and phonetically unique words. Pronunciation variants, i.e., linguistically equivalent
words with different phonetic representations are considered to be different words.
However, it is possible to consider pronunciation variants explicitly by distinguishing a
linguistic word w from its phonetic representation ϕ(w). For each w several ϕ(w) can
N
be defined. Then, Equation 4.4 would have to be extended by the probability p(ϕN
1 |w1 )
N
that the linguistic word sequence w1 was pronounced according to the sequence of
N
pronunciation variants ϕN
1 , and the summation over all possible pronunciations ϕ1 of
N
w1 . This is discussed in detail in Section 9.6.
The phonemes representing the words are modelled depending on their triphone context, i.e., the probability distributions of the HMM states of a phoneme depend on the
phoneme itself and on the immediate predecessor (right context) and successor (left context) phoneme (see Section 2.1.2). Based on these assumptions the baseline within-word
model approach which is shortly reviewed in Section 4.1, will be extended in Section 4.2
to the across-word model approach.

4.1

Baseline Within-Word Modeling

In the baseline within-word model approach the context dependency of the phonemes is
only considered within the words. This is shown in Figure 4.1 which depicts the HMM
for the word sequence “he is”. For simplicity, the phoneme sequence of the word “he” is
assumed to be “h e”; for the word “is”, it is assumed to be “i s”. The HMM of the word
sequence is constructed by concatenating the six-state HMMs of the triphones the words
of the word sequence consist of.
The phonetic contexts of the word boundary phonemes are only partly considered: The
left context of the first phoneme of a word (e.g., i for the word is) as well as the right

he
$

#

he

word boundary context
h

e#

$

#

is

is
i

s#

$

Figure 4.1: HMM automaton representing the word sequence “he is” for within-word
modeling. For simplicity the loop and the skip transition are omitted. $ denotes speech
pauses.
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context of the last phoneme of a word (e.g., e for the word he) are regarded as unknown.
For one-phoneme words both the left and the right context are regarded as unknown.
Typically, these unknown contexts are represented by a special phoneme symbol denoting
a word boundary (# in Figure 4.1) which is the same for all word boundaries.
By reducing the context dependency at the word boundaries that way the HMM of a
word depends only on the word itself and can be obtained easily from the pronunciation
lexicon. Due to the Viterbi approximation, the contribution of the acoustic model to
Bayes’ decision rule can be decomposed into the contributions of the individual words of
the word sequence w1N by optimizing over the ending times tN
1 of the words as follows:
p(xT1 |w1N )

≈ max
sT
1

= max
tN
1

o
p(xt |st , w1N ) · p(st |st−1 , w1N )

t=1
(
N
Y
n=1

= max
tN
1

T n
Y

N
Y

max

sttn

n−1 +1

tn
Y

n

o
p(xt |st , wn ) · p(st |st−1 , wn )

(4.5)
)
(4.6)

t=tn−1 +1

h(wn ; tn−1 , tn )

(4.7)

n=1

where t0 = 0 and tN = T by definition. The state sequence sttnn−1 +1 consists of the
HMM states of the hypothesized word wn . The contribution of the word hypothesis wn
starting at time tn−1 + 1 and ending at time tn is given by the term h(wn ; tn−1 , tn ) which
denotes the probability that the utterance of word wn generates the acoustic observations
xtn−1 +1 . . . xtn . It depends only on the hypothesized word wn and the hypothesized starting
and ending time, tn−1 + 1 and tn .
The decision rule for the best word sequence can now be written as follows:
)
(
N n
o
Y
£ N¤
p(wn |w1n−1 ) · h(wn ; tn−1 , tn )
(4.8)
w1 opt ≈ argmax max
w1N ,N

4.2

tN
1

n=1

Across-Word Modeling

In the across-word model approach the reduction of the context dependency of the word
boundary phonemes is avoided. This is shown in Figure 4.2 which depicts the HMM for
the word sequence “he is” if across-word models are used.
The left phonetic context of the first phoneme of a word (e.g., i for the word is) is given
by the last phoneme of the immediate predecessor word. In the following it is called left
across-word context of the word and denoted by l. The right phonetic context of the last
phoneme of a word (e.g., e for the word he) is given by the first phoneme of the successor
word. In the following it is called right across-word context of the word and denoted
by r. Coarticulation is now considered not only within the words but also across word
boundaries. Thus, such a transition between two words will be called coarticulated word
transition in the following.
If there is a pause between the adjacent words with a certain minimum length, it is not
reasonable anymore to assume coarticulation across the word boundary (e.g., [Odell 95,
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he

is

left across-word context

$

$

he

h

$

ei

e

is

i

s$

$

right across-word context

Figure 4.2: HMM automaton representing the word sequence “he is” for across-word
modeling (coarticulated word transition). For simplicity the loop and the skip transition
are omitted. $ denotes speech pauses.

he
$

$

he

general
not-coarticulated context
h

$

e$
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is

is

i

s$

$

Figure 4.3: HMM automaton representing the word sequence “he is” for across-word modeling (not-coarticulated word transition). For simplicity the loop and the skip transition
are omitted. $ denotes speech pauses.

Aubert 99]). This can be captured by the introduction of an additional word transition
type which will be called not-coarticulated word transition in the following.
An example for a not-coarticulated word transition is shown in Figure 4.3. As can be
seen, the across-word contexts of the word boundary phonemes (e for the word he and
i for the word is) do not depend on the neighboring words in this case. Instead, similar
to the within-word model approach, they are denoted by a general context symbol $.
As discussed in Section 6.3, this additional word transition type is crucial for good word
error rate performance. Thus, in contrast to the within-word model approach, the acrossword model approach allows for at least two alternatives for modeling word boundary
phonemes. More details about this are given in Chapter 6.
The consequence of the introduction of across-word models is that the HMM state sequence of a word does not depend on the word alone but also on its left and right acrossword context which are either given by the neighboring words for the coarticulated word
transition or are equal to $ for the not coarticulated word transition.
To take this additional dependency into account, for each word sequence w1N a corresponding sequence of across-word contexts [l, r]N
1 is introduced. The contribution of the
acoustic model to Bayes’ decision rule can then be written as follows:
p(xT1 |w1N ) ≈ max p(xT1 , sT1 |w1N )
sT
1
X
N
= max
p(xT1 , sT1 , [l, r]N
1 |w1 )
sT
1

n

≈

(4.9)

[l,r]N
1

max

N
sT
1 ,[l,r]1

o
N
T
T
N
)
|[l,
w,
r]
,
s
)
·
p(x
|w
p([l, r]N
1
1
1
1
1

(4.10)
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N
Usually the probability distribution p([l, r]N
1 |w1 ) is not trained but approximated as follows:
(
N
1 [l, r]N
N
1 and w1 are consistent
p([l, r]N
|w
)
=
(4.11)
1
1
0 otherwise
N
N
[l, r]N
1 and w1 are consistent if they realize for each word pair in w1 either a coarticulated
or a not-coarticulated word transition.
N
N
For simplicity the term p([l, r]N
1 |w1 ) and the optimization over [l, r]1 will be omitted in
the following. It is presumed that the search network will be structured in such a way
that only word sequences will be hypothesized that are consistent with the hypothesized
across-word context sequence [l, r]N
1 .
The decomposition of the contribution of the acoustic model into the contributions of the
individual words of the word sequence can now be performed as follows:

max p(xT1 , sT1 |[l, w, r]N
1 )
sT
1

≈ max
sT
1

= max
tN
1

= max
tN
1

T n
Y
t=1
N
Y
n=1
N
Y

N
p(xt |st , [l, w, r]N
1 ) · p(st |st−1 , [l, w, r]1 )

(
max

sttn

n−1 +1

n

tn
Y

o

o
p(xt |st , [l, w, r]n ) · p(st |st−1 , [l, w, r]n )

(4.12)
)
(4.13)

t=tn−1 +1

h̃([l, w, r]n ; tn−1 , tn )

(4.14)

n=1

Compared to Equation 4.6, the states belonging to the state sequence sttnn−1 +1 and therefore
the contribution of a word hypothesis now depends not only on the word identity wn and
its starting and ending time tn−1 + 1 and tn but also on the hypothesized left and right
across-word context ln and rn . This contribution is given by the term h̃([l, w, r]n ; tn−1 , tn )
which denotes the probability that the utterance of word wn with left across-word context
ln and right across-word context rn generates the acoustic observations xtn−1 +1 . . . xtn .
The decision rule can now be written as follows:
(
)
N n
o
Y
£ N¤
n−1
w1 opt ≈ argmax max
(4.15)
p(wn |w1 ) · h̃([l, w, r]n ; tn−1 , tn )
w1N ,N

tN
1

n=1
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Chapter 5
Across-Word Phoneme Models in a
One-Pass Search
As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the search module of the baseline RWTH speech
recognition system used a time synchronous LM history conditioned tree search
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a, Ortmanns & Reichl+ 99]. During search, within-word models
were applied together with an m-gram language model with m up to 3.
In this chapter, the basic modifications are discussed which have to be applied to the
search network and the dynamic programming of this baseline system to allow for the
application of across-word models in a single search pass.
First, the structure of the baseline within-word search network and the corresponding
dynamic programming recursions which realize the time synchronous evaluation of the
within-word decision rule given by Equation 4.8 in Section 4.1 are shortly reviewed. Then,
the modifications needed for the evaluation of the across-word decision rule given by
Equation 4.15 in Section 4.2 are discussed.

5.1

Baseline Within-Word Modeling

The structure of the search network used in the baseline LM history conditioned withinword tree search was already described in Section 2.1.4. The introduction of acrossword models mainly concerns the structure of the word boundaries within this network.
Thus, in Figure 5.1 one transition between the boundaries of two words from Figure
2.4 in Section 2.1.4 is zoomed out. Instead of the bigram language model assumed in
Section 2.1.4, a trigram language model will be assumed in the following, i.e., the tree
copies are conditioned not only on the immediate predecessor word but on the immediate
two predecessor words of the search hypotheses.
On the left side of Fig. 5.1 the last phoneme arc of word w in the tree copy for the language
model history (u, v) is shown. This last phoneme of w is assumed to be y. Only the left
context (x) of this last phoneme is known, the right context is regarded as unknown and
denoted by the general word boundary symbol (#) which is used for all word ends. If a
search hypothesis reaches the last HMM state of this arc, its probability is extended by
the language model probability of w (p(w|u, v)) and the hypothesis is transferred to the
root node of the successor tree copy for the language model history (v, w). If this tree
41
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Figure 5.1: Word transition during within-word search.

copy does not exist already, it is dynamically created and linked into the active search
network.
In the root node the so-called recombination on word level (see Equation 5.3) is performed,
i.e., among all search paths which end on the words (v, w), the most probable one is
determined. Its score is transferred to the arcs of the first generation of the successor
tree copy which are depicted on the right side of Fig. 5.1. As can be seen, only the right
context of the phonemes represented by the arcs of the first generation (i.e., the first
phoneme of the successor word of w) is known. The left context is regarded as unknown
and denoted by the general word boundary symbol #1 .
Within-word model search is performed by evaluating Equation 4.8 in Section 4.1 time
synchronously on this search network by means of dynamic programming. The following
two quantities are introduced for dynamic programming: [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]:

Quv (t, s) := Probability of the best partial search path that ends at time t in state s
of the lexical tree copy for language model history (u, v).
Buv (t, s) := Time at which the best partial search path ending at time t in state s
of the lexical tree copy for language model history (u, v) has entered the
tree copy.
The dynamic programming is based on the following recursions:
1

For one-phoneme words also the right context is unknown and denoted by #.
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• Recursion within a tree copy (recombination on HMM state level)
©
ª
Quv (t, s) = max p(xt , s|σ) · Quv (t − 1, σ)
σ

max
Buv (t, s) = Buv (t − 1, σuv
(t, s))

• Recursion at word transitions (recombination on word level)
©
ª
Qvw (t, s0 ) = max p(w|u, v) · Quv (t, Sw )
u

Bvw (t, s0 ) = t

(5.1)
(5.2)

(5.3)
(5.4)

p(xt , s|σ) denotes the product of the probability for the transition from state σ to state s
and the emission probability of state s at time t as was already described in Equation 2.6
max
in Section 2.1.2. σuv
(t, s) is the best predecessor state of state s in the tree copy for the
language model history (u, v) at time t. s0 denotes the initial state of the tree copy, i.e.,
the root node, where the recombination on word level is performed. It is a fictitious state
which does not emit a feature vector ([Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]). Sw is the final HMM
state of word w.
The contribution h(wn ; tn−1 , tn ) of a word hypothesis w to the acoustic model contained in Equation 4.8 in Section 4.1 is computed during the recursion within a
tree copy (Equation 5.1). The language model probability p(w|u, v) for that word
hypothesis is integrated into the probability of the partial word sequence hypothesis
when the last HMM state Sw of the word hypothesis w has been reached. The maximization over all possible word sequences w1N , N and the word end times tN
1 contained
in Equation 4.8 is performed implicitly during the recombinations on state and word level.
At each time frame, the currently active search hypotheses are pruned, i.e., all hypotheses
whose probability is below a fixed percentage (typically called beam) of the probability of
the most promising hypothesis, are excluded from further consideration (see Section 2.1.4).
Pruning can be used on various levels (e.g., [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]):
• Acoustic pruning: This pruning is applied on state level to all active hypotheses
Quv (t, s).
• Language model pruning: This pruning is applied only to hypotheses Qvw (t, s0 ) in
the tree roots after the consideration of the language model.
Beside these beam pruning techniques a so-called histogram pruning can be applied which
limits the number of active hypotheses to a maximum value MaxHyp. Only the MaxHyp
most promising hypotheses are retained in the active search space.
The efficiency of these pruning techniques is further improved by look-ahead methods
(language model look-ahead, phoneme look-ahead). For details the reader is referred,
e.g., to [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b].

5.2

Across-Word Modeling

If across-word models are to be considered during the LM history conditioned tree search,
the structure of the baseline search network has to be modified at the word boundaries
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to avoid the reduction of context dependency. Figure 5.2 shows the structure of the word
transition from the last section (see Figure 5.1) if across-word models are to be applied.
As discussed in Section 4.2, the right across-word context of a word w is given by the
first phoneme of the successor word. When hypothesizing the end of word w in a time
synchronous search, the successor word is not yet known. Therefore, all possible right
across-word contexts (i.e., all phonemes which occur as initial phonemes of the words in
the pronunciation lexicon) have to be hypothesized separately in so-called fan-out arcs
[Odell 95, Beulen & Ortmanns+ 99, Aubert 99]. In the following, the set of fan-out arcs
of a word w will be called simply “fan-out of the word w”. On the left side of Fig. 5.2
the fan-out arcs of word w for the right across-word contexts a, b, c and $ are shown (as
discussed in Section 4.2, $ represents a special context for the consideration of the notcoarticulated word transition). Each fan-out arc represents a right across-word context.
For each word in the vocabulary a complete fan-out containing arcs for all possible right
across-word contexts has to be provided which increases the number of arcs in the lexical
prefix tree substantially (see also Table 7.1 in Section 7.3).
However, if triphones are used, only the information about the last two phonemes of a
search path are required to determine the triphones contained in a fan-out: all triphones
within a fan-out represent the last phoneme of the path (y in Figure 5.2), their left context
is given by the last but one phoneme in the path (x in Figure 5.2). The right contexts
of the triphones in a fan-out are given by the possible right across-word contexts. Before
the search, for each different phoneme pair which can occur at word ends, one fan-out
containing arcs for all possible right across-word contexts is compiled and stored in a lookup table. During search, if a word end is to be activated whose fan-out is not already
contained in the active search network, an instance of that fan-out which corresponds to
the last two phonemes of the word2 , is created and linked dynamically into the active
search network [Aubert 99, Sixtus & Molau+ 00].
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the search network has to be structured in such a way that
only word sequences will be hypothesized which are consistent with the hypothesized
across-word context sequence. Therefore, search paths that end in a fan-out arc with right
across-word context r are allowed to activate only those triphone arcs in the successor tree,
which represent the phoneme r. Thus, the arcs of the first generation of the successor tree
have to be separated by their phonemes into several subtrees, which have to be activated
via separate root nodes as depicted on the right side of Figure 5.2. The recombination on
word level which is performed at these root nodes, has to take care of the right across-word
context r that is hypothesized for word w.
The left across-word context of the arcs in the first generation of the successor tree is given
by the last phoneme of the immediate predecessor word. In an LM history conditioned tree
search this predecessor word is known and the left across-word context (y in Figure 5.2) can
be determined on the fly during the search (e.g., [Odell 95])3 . This principle realizes the
coarticulated word transition mentioned in Section 4.2. In Figure 5.2 the upper three word
transitions for the right across-word contexts a, b, c are coarticulated word transitions.
2

For one-phoneme words, the immediate predecessor word of the ending word has to be considered
for determining the last but one phoneme.
3
Pronunciation variants, i.e., linguistically equivalent words with different phonetic representations,
require a special treatment (see Section 9.6).
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Figure 5.2: Word transition during across-word search.

The not-coarticulated word transition is shown at the bottom of Figure 5.2. As discussed
in Section 4.2, for this word transition type it is assumed that a pause (represented by the
pause arc in Figure 5.2) occurs between the adjacent words that is so long that no coarticulation takes place, i.e., the acoustic realizations of the words do not influence each other.
Therefore, in contrast to the coarticulated word transition, the set of phonemes which
may follow a not-coarticulated word end is not constrained, all phoneme arcs occurring
in the first generation of the successor tree have to be activated. The right across-word
context of the ending word as well as the left across-word context of the first generation
arcs of the successor tree are denoted by the special symbol $ in this case. As discussed
in Section 6.3, this additional kind of word transition is crucial for good word error rate
performance. As will be shown, not considering this additional word transition results in
a loss in word error rate of more than 16% relative.
The evaluation of Equation 4.15 in Section 4.2 is performed using dynamic programming. While the recursion within a tree copy is similar to within-word model search
(see Equation 5.1), the recursion at word transitions has to be modified as follows
[Kanthak & Sixtus+ 00]:
©
ª
Qvw (t, s0 (r)) = max p(w|u, v) · Quv (t, S(w,r)

(5.5)

Bvw (t, s0 (r)) = t

(5.6)

u

Compared to Equation 5.3 the final state of a word w is not unique anymore. For each
possible right across-word context r a separate final state S(w,r) is provided. Similarly
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several initial states s0 (r) (“root nodes”) for the successor tree are provided which allow
for a separate activation of those arcs which represent the same phoneme r.
By modifying the baseline LM history conditioned within-word tree search that way, the
application of across-word models during the first search pass is possible. As will be shown
in Section 10.1 this results in improvements in word error rate between 7.5% and 10.4%
relative.
The basic structure of the search network discussed in this section is not new but well
known and described in the literature (e.g., [Odell 95, Alleva 97, Beulen 99]). However,
compared to within-word model search the computational effort of this relatively simple
implementation of across-word model search increases very much. A detailed profiling will
be given in Section 7.5. Thus, several optimization steps are studied in Chapter 7 which
reduce the computational effort of the across-word model search by nearly a factor of
three compared to this simple straight-forward implementation. Before that, the training
of high performance across-word models is discussed in the next chapter. As will be seen,
beside the search also the training of the acoustic model has to be modified if within-word
models are replaced by across-word models.

Chapter 6
Training of Across-Word Phoneme
Models
6.1

Principle of Acoustic Model Training

The acoustic model of a word sequence w1N is given by an HMM automaton which consists
of HMMs representing the triphones of the words w1 , w2 , . . . , wN . As already discussed in
Section 2.1.2, the probability of a sequence of acoustic vectors xT1 – given that the word
sequence w1N has been uttered – can be written as
p(xT1 |w1N ) =

X

p(xT1 , sT1 |w1N )

(6.1)

sT
1

=

T n
o
XY
p(xt |st , w1N ) · p(st |st−1 , w1N ) .

(6.2)

t=1
sT
1

The sum is performed over all possible paths sT1 through the HMM automaton which
represents the word sequence w1N . p(xt |st , w1N ) denotes the so-called emission probability
of state st , p(st , st−1 , w1N ) is the probability for the transition from state st−1 to st .
In the RWTH speech recognition system and also in all experiments presented in this
work the Viterbi-Approximation is applied during training and search, i.e., the sum is
replaced by the maximum operation:

p(xT1 |w1N ) ≈ max
sT
1

T n
Y

o
p(xt |st , w1N ) · p(st |st−1 , w1N ) .

(6.3)

t=1

The acoustic training, i.e., the estimation of the parameters for the emission and transition
probability distributions, is performed iteratively using the Maximum Likelihood principle
in combination with the Expectation Maximization algorithm [Dempster & Laird+ 77].
Details about the exact estimation formulas are given, e.g., in [Duda & Hart+ 01]. In
principle, they are based on the following probabilities:
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γt (σ, s) = p(st−1 = σ, st = s|xT1 , w1N , λ)
γt (s) = p(st = s|xT1 , w1N , λ)

(6.4)
(6.5)

γt (σ, s) denotes the probability that, given the sequence of acoustic observations xT1 , a
word sequence w1N and a parameter set λ for the emission and transition probability
distributions, state σ is traversed at time t − 1 followed by state s at time t. Similarly,
γt (s) denotes the probability, that state s is traversed at time t.
If the Viterbi approximation is used, γt (σ, s) and γt (s) are simplified to

 1 the best path traverses state σ at time t − 1
followed by state s at time t
γt (σ, s) =
(6.6)

0 otherwise
½
1 the best path traverses state s at time t
γt (s) =
(6.7)
0 otherwise
where the best path is that temporal sequence sT1 of HMM states which maximizes Equation 6.3.
During the acoustic training γt (σ, s) and γt (s) are computed using the ForwardBackward algorithm [Baum 72, Rabiner & Juang 86] or dynamic programming
[Bellman 57, Viterbi 67, Ney 84] on the HMM automata which represent the training utterances using an initial parameter set λ. Using γt (σ, s) and γt (s), a new set of
parameters λ is estimated from the acoustic vectors xT1 . The previous parameter set λ is
replaced by λ and the procedure is repeated.
The transformation of a within-word model system to an across-word model system requires the modification of the HMM automata for the training utterances. In the following section the HMM automata which represent the training utterances in the baseline
within-word model training are shortly reviewed and the algorithm for within-word model
training is given. Then, in Section 6.3, the modifications are discussed which are needed
to replace within-word models by across-word models.

6.2

Baseline Within-Word Model Training

The HMM automata for representing word sequences based on within-word models were
already discussed in Section 4.1. For recollection, the within-word HMM automaton for
the example training utterance “he is” mentioned in Section 4.1 is shown once again in
Figure 6.1. The HMM automaton consists of the concatenated six-state-HMMs representing the triphones of the words. The context dependency at the word boundaries is
reduced: all across-word contexts are denoted by a general word boundary symbol #. At
the beginning of the automaton as well as after each word a one-state-HMM is provided
which captures optional speech pauses (silence). In Figure 6.1, this HMM state is denoted
by $. Each iteration of the acoustic training is performed as follows:
For each utterance contained in the training corpus the corresponding HMM automaton
is constructed as described above. Using dynamic programming [Ney 84], the best paths
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Figure 6.1: HMM automaton representing the word sequence “he is” for within-word
modeling. For simplicity the loop and the skip transition are omitted. $ denotes speech
pauses.

through these automata according to an initial parameter set λ are determined, i.e., that
sT1 which maximize Equation 6.3.
For each HMM state statistics about those acoustic feature vectors are collected which
are assigned to this state according to the best paths sT1 through the HMM automata.
After all training utterances have been processed, a new parameter set λ for the emission
and transition probability distributions is estimated from the collected statistics using the
maximum likelihood principle. The previous set λ is replaced by the new one λ and the
next training iteration is performed. After each sixth to ninth iteration the complexity of
the acoustic model is increased by splitting the component distributions of the mixture
densities which represent the emission probability distributions.
This training algorithm is illustrated in Table 6.1. More details about the training algorithm of the RWTH system can be found, e.g., in [Welling 99].
Table 6.1: Acoustic model training for within-word models
loop over training iterations
initialize running sums and counts
loop over all training utterances
obtain triphone sequence for word sequence w1N :
- get phoneme sequence from pronunciation lexicon
- model within-word phonemes context dependent
- reduce context dependency at word boundaries
create HMM automaton for word sequence w1N
determine best path through HMM automaton:
[sT1 ]opt = argmax[sT ] p(xT1 , sT1 |λ, w1N )
1

accumulate running sums and counts for [sT1 ]opt
reestimate parameters, obtain λ; replace λ by λ
split densities (optional)
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6.3

Across-Word Model Training

If across-word phoneme models are used, the reduction of context dependency at the word
boundaries is avoided. As discussed already in Section 4.2, in contrast to the within-word
model approach the across-word model approach allows for at least two alternatives for
modeling the word boundary phonemes of two adjacent words: the coarticulated and
the not-coarticulated word transition. The HMM automata which realize these two word
transition types were already discussed in Section 4.2 for the example training utterance
“he is”. For recollection, they are shown once again in Figure 6.2. At the top of Figure 6.2
the coarticulated word transition, at the bottom the not-coarticulated word transition is
shown.
As can be seen in Figure 6.2, for both word transition types a one-state HMM for capturing speech pauses (silence) is provided between the HMMs of the adjacent words. In
Figure 6.2, this HMM state is denoted by $. In the baseline implementation exactly
the same HMM state will be used for both word transition types. In Section 9.5 it will
be studied whether the recognition performance can be improved if the HMM state for
silence at the coarticulated word transition is modelled separately.
In order to determine whether really both word transition types are needed, the recognition performance of an across-word model system which considers both word transition
types (“both”) is compared in Table 6.2 with the performance of an across-word model
system which considers only the coarticulated word transition (“coarticulated only”). As
can be seen, neglecting the not-coarticulated word transition and using only the coarticulated word transition results in an increase of the word error rate by 16.6% relative, from
22.3% to 26.0% on the Verbmobil II task. More details about this task are given in
Appendix A.
Especially the number of insertion errors increases substantially from 2.8% to 5.0%.
These are mainly caused by short words which are recognized during pauses1 . Table 6.3
shows the words which cause insertion errors most frequently. The German word “JA”
for example causes 23 insertion errors, if both word transition types are considered. If
the not-coarticulated word transition is neglected this number increases by more than a
factor of four to 108.

Table 6.2: Effect of neglecting the not-coarticulated word transition on Verbmobil II.
The acoustic model was trained gender independently. 2501 tied states were used. The
pruning thresholds were chosen fairly conservative.
word transition types
both
coarticulated only
1

# dns [k]
232
238

search space
states arcs trees
10965 5125
62
15085 7091
102

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
5.5 - 2.8
22.3
5.6 - 5.0
26.0

It was studied during these experiments whether this effect could be alleviated by optimizing the
empirical word penalty which is used in the across-word system (see Appendix B). However, even
with fairly large word penalties the word error rate of the “coarticulated only” experiment could not be
improved.
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Figure 6.2: HMM automaton representing the word sequence “he is” for across-word
modeling. top: coarticulated word transition; bottom: not-coarticulated word transition.
For simplicity the loop and the skip transition are omitted. $ denotes speech pauses.

Thus, both word transition types, the coarticulated and the not-coarticulated word transition, are required to obtain good recognition results.
The information which type of word transition has been uttered, is not contained in the
reference transcriptions of the training utterances. Thus, this decision has to be taken
during the training procedure. In the following sections, two methods for taking this
decision are discussed. These methods will be compared in Section 6.3.3 with regard to
computational effort and recognition performance of the resulting across-word models.

Table 6.3: Number of the most frequent inserted words when a) both word transition
types are used and b) only the coarticulated word transition is used.

word
JA
UND
MHM
DAS
DA
IST
F”UR
GUT
ICH
DANN
WIR

number of insertion errors
a) both word b) only coarticulated
transitions
word transition
23
108
45
48
9
33
8
24
8
17
7
16
4
16
7
16
16
16
12
13
10
12
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Estimation of Between-Word Pause Length

This method was already proposed in [Beulen & Ortmanns+ 99] and [Beulen 99]. In each
training iteration the lengths of the pauses between the words are extracted from the best
path through the HMM automata. The pause length between two words, i.e., the number
of time frames which were emitted by the between-word silence state according to the best
path, determines which word transition type will be assumed in the next training iteration
for these two words: If the pause length is below a predefined threshold Nsil , the HMM
automaton for the coarticulated word transition will be used in the next training iteration,
otherwise the automaton for the not-coarticulated word transition will be chosen. For
the first training iteration the lengths of the between-word pauses have to be initialized
properly: they are either estimated from the final best path of a former acoustic training
or the estimated length of all pauses is set to zero, assuming the coarticulated word
transition for all word boundaries during the first training iteration [Beulen 99].
In the experiments to be reported in Section 6.3.3, Nsil was chosen to be one time frame.
This was found to be optimal in [Beulen 99].
This training method requires only minor modifications to the baseline within-word model
training. The training algorithm is shown in Table 6.4. The steps which are added
compared to the within-word model training shown in Table 6.1, are written in boldface.
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Table 6.4: Acoustic model training for across-word models based on the estimation of
between-word pause lengths.
initialize lengths of between-word silences
loop over training iterations
initialize running sums and counts
loop over all training utterances
obtain triphone sequence for word sequence w1N :
- get phoneme sequence from pronunciation lexicon
- model within-word phonemes context dependent
- for all word transitions in w1N
consider pause length estimated in last iteration:
pause length < Nsil ?
yes

no

use coarticulated

use not-coarticulated

word transition

word transition

create HMM automaton for word sequence w1N
determine best path through HMM automaton:
[sT1 ]opt = argmax[sT1 ] p(xT1 , sT1 |λ, w1N )
accumulate running sums and counts for [sT1 ]opt
extract lengths of between-word silences from [sT
1 ]opt
reestimate parameters, obtain λ; replace λ by λ
split densities (optional)
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6.3.2

Training on HMM Network

An alternative approach for across-word model training was mentioned in
[Hwang & Hon+ 89]. Both word transition types are realized in parallel in one HMM
automaton as depicted in Figure 6.32 .
The upper path represents the coarticulated word transition, the lower path represents the
not-coarticulated word transition. In both cases an HMM state between the two words is
provided which captures speech pauses (silence, $). The silence at the coarticulated word
transition can be skipped without any penalty. The decision which word transition type
was uttered, is taken during the determination of the best path through this automaton.
Thus, the estimation of the lengths of the between-word pauses as discussed in the last
section, is not required. In contrast to the linear HMM automata used in Sections 6.2
and 6.3.1, such an HMM automaton will be called “HMM network” in the following.
The training algorithm is shown in Table 6.5. Although not stated explicitly, it can be
assumed from remarks made in the margin of publications about other research areas
(e.g., [Valtchev & Odell+ 97]) that a similar training method is used in the system of the
Speech Vision and Robotics Group of the University of Cambridge (see Section 2.2.2.1).
This training method is more flexible than the pause length estimation method and can
easily be modified for more enhanced pronunciation modeling approaches like assimilation
(see Section 9.4), multiple silence models (see Section 9.5) or explicit consideration of
pronunciation variants (see Section 9.6).
However, the topology of the HMM network is more complex than the linear concatenation
of triphone HMMs used in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3.1. Especially the representation
of one-phoneme words requires up to four separate transitions in the network. This
is depicted in Figure 6.4 for the training utterance “for a while”. For simplicity the
individual HMM states are not shown anymore. As can be seen, four instances of the
word “a” are needed to realize all possible combinations of word transitions with the
neighboring words.
Therefore, as will be seen in the next section, the computational effort of the training on
the HMM network is significantly higher than the training on the linear HMM automata
used in the pause length estimation method.
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Figure 6.3: HMM automaton representing the word sequence “he is” for across-word
modeling. Both word transition types are realized in one automaton. For simplicity the
loop and skip transition are omitted.
2

A similar HMM automaton was used in [Beulen 99] for the application of across-word models in a
two-pass search (see Section 10.2).
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Figure 6.4: HMM automaton for a word transition with a one-phoneme word. Four
instances of the one-phoneme word “a” are required. For simplicity the individual HMM
states are not shown.

Table 6.5: Acoustic model training for across-word models. Both word transition types
are realized in parallel in one HMM automaton.
loop over training iterations
initialize running sums and counts
loop over all training utterances
obtain triphone sequence for word sequence w1N :
- get phoneme sequence from pronunciation lexicon
create HMM automaton for word sequence w1N which
realizes both word transition types in parallel
determine best path through HMM automaton:
[sT1 ]opt = argmax[sT1 ] p(xT1 , sT1 |λ, w1N )
accumulate running sums and counts for [sT1 ]opt
reestimate parameters, obtain λ; replace λ by λ
split densities (optional)
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6.3.3

Comparison of Both Methods

In this section the methods for across-word model training discussed in Sections 6.3.1 and
6.3.2 are compared with regard to computational effort and recognition performance of
the resulting across-word models. In Table 6.6 the recognition performance of across-word
models which were trained using the Pause Length Estimation method (“pause estim.”,
see Section 6.3.1) is compared to the recognition performance of across-word models which
were trained using the complex HMM network (“network”, see Section 6.3.2). The active
search space (average number of active state-, arc- and tree hypotheses per time frame
after pruning) and the word error rate (WER) of both systems are shown for the Verbmobil II task, the Hub4 task and the Nab20k task. Details about these tasks are given
in Appendix A. The acoustic model contained 3501 tied states for the Verbmobil II
task, 4001 tied states for each gender for the Hub4 task and 7001 tied states for the
Nab20k task. The number of Gaussian densities are also given in Table 6.6 (# dns[k]; for
gender dependent models (Hub4), the numbers of densities for male and female models
are given separately). Since the word error rate was the main concern in these experiments
the pruning thresholds were chosen fairly conservative.
As can be seen, there are no significant differences in word error rate between the two
discussed training methods on all three corpora.
However, as was shown in the last section, the topology of the HMM network is more
complex than the topology of the linear HMM automaton used in the Pause Length Estimation method. Thus, the acoustic training using the HMM network requires significantly
more computation time than the training based on the Pause Length Estimation. This is
shown in Figure 6.5 which compares the computational effort of the two discussed training
methods for the Verbmobil II task and the Nab20k task as follows:
The most expensive part of the training is the dynamic programming for determining
the best path through the HMM automaton, the so-called time alignment. In a first
experiment the utterances of the corpus were represented by linear HMM automata as
depicted for example in Figure 6.23 . This type of HMM automata is used in the Pause
Length Estimation method. In a second experiment the utterances of the corpus were
represented by HMM networks which realize both word transition types in parallel as
depicted in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. In both cases time alignments were performed on the
resulting HMM automata for different model complexities, i.e., for different numbers of
Gaussian densities. The time alignments were performed using exactly the same software
with the same pruning setup. Only the HMM automata were changed. Thus, the higher
computation time needed for the time alignment on the HMM networks is only due to
the higher complexity of HMM networks compared to linear HMM automata.
As can be seen in Figure 6.5, the time alignment on the HMM network requires by about
a factor of two more time than the time alignment on a linear HMM automaton used by
the Pause Length Estimation method.
Recapitulatory, the recognition performance of the acoustic models obtained with the
two proposed training methods does not differ significantly but the training on the HMM
network requires significantly more computation time. However, as already mentioned
in Section 6.3.2, the HMM network is more flexible than the Pause Length Estimation
method if more extended pronunciation modeling schemes are desired like assimilation
3

For simplicity all word transitions were assumed to be not-coarticulated in this experiment
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Table 6.6: Comparison of the recognition performance of across-word models which were
trained using the Pause Length Estimation method and across-word models which were
trained using the HMM network on Verbmobil II, Hub4 and Nab20k. The acoustic
model contained 3501 tied states for Verbmobil II, 4001 tied states for each gender
for Hub4 and 7001 tied states for Nab20k. The pruning thresholds were chosen fairly
conservative. On Hub4 the phoneme look-ahead method [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was
used for acceleration.
corpus
Verbmobil II
Hub4
Nab20k

method
pause estim.
network
pause estim.
network
pause estim.
network

# dns [k]
(male / female)
359
381
358 / 252
358 / 251
411
410

search space
states
arcs trees
18049
8584
101
16489
7983
96
102397 28548
164
98317 27740
160
15305
4251
34
14893
4150
34

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
4.9 - 3.1
21.6
4.8 - 3.3
21.8
3.1 - 2.9
19.9
3.1 - 2.8
20.1
1.4 - 2.1
11.6
1.4 - 2.0
11.6

at word boundaries (see Section 9.4), multiple silence models (see Section 9.5) or the
consideration of pronunciation variants during training (see Section 9.6). Furthermore, it
does not require the estimation of the lengths of the between-word pauses. Thus, in the
following the acceleration of the training on the HMM network is studied.
As mentioned above, the computational most expensive part of the training is the time
alignment on the HMM network. This is especially true for high model complexities. However, if the Viterbi approximation is used during training, the complex HMM network is
only needed for the decision whether a coarticulated or a not-coarticulated word transition has been uttered. Figure 6.6 shows the number of coarticulated and not-coarticulated
word transitions chosen by the time alignment on the HMM network for different numbers
of Gaussian densities on the Verbmobil II corpus and on the Nab20k corpus.
As can be seen, for the American English speech contained in the Nab20k corpus the
effect of coarticulation at word boundaries is stronger than for the German speech contained in the Verbmobil II corpus: for Nab20k, the number of coarticulated word
transitions compared to the number of not-coarticulated word transitions is higher than
for Verbmobil II.
Furthermore, it can be seen, that on both corpora the numbers of coarticulated and notcoarticulated word transitions do not change for higher numbers of densities anymore.
It can be assumed, that for higher numbers of densities the decision about the word
transition type changes only rarely. Provided that the Viterbi approximation is used, the
complex HMM network would not be needed anymore, a linear sequence of HMM states
which represents only the needed sequence of coarticulated and not-coarticulated word
transitions would suffice.
This is verified in the experiments shown in Table 6.7. The HMM network which allows
for all combinations of coarticulated and not-coarticulated word transitions is only used
during the first iterations of the training where due to the low model complexity the
time alignment on the complex HMM network is not expensive. After a certain number
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Figure 6.5: Computation time for one time alignment as function of model complexity
(number of Gaussian densities: #dns) on Verbmobil II (left) and Nab20k (right) during
a) training using the Pause Length Estimation method and b) training on an HMM
network. The times for Verbmobil II were measured on an Intel Pentium III PC with
733 MHz. For Nab20k an Intel Pentium III PC with 1000 Mhz was used.

of splits the sequence of HMM states and thus the sequence of word transition types
is fixated, assuming that during the remaining training iterations the decision about
the word transition types will not change anymore. The remaining iterations are then
performed on the linear HMM automata which realize only the determined sequence of
word transition types. Thus, these iterations require significantly less computation time
as before which was shown in Figure 6.5.
Three different experiments were performed: the sequence of HMM states was fixated
after the first split (“Split 1”), after the third split (“Split 3”) and after the fifth split
(“Split 5”). The word error rate of the resulting across-word models was compared to
a baseline set of across-word models which saw the complex HMM network during the
whole training (“All Splits”).
The results are shown in the Table 6.7. As can be seen, compared to the baseline result
of the “All Splits” experiment, fixating the sequence of HMM states after the first, third
or fifth split does not change the word error rate of the resulting across-word models
significantly. As expected, the complex HMM network is only needed during the first
iterations. Then, the sequence of HMM states and thus the sequence of word transition
types can be fixated. In the remaining training iterations the topology of the HMM
automaton and thus the computational effort is similar to the Pause Length Estimation
method. Therefore, by using the complex HMM network only during the first training
iterations at low model complexities the training based on the flexible HMM network can
be significantly accelerated.
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Figure 6.6: Number of coarticulated and not-coarticulated word transitions during the
training on complex HMM networks for different model complexities (number of Gaussian
densities: #dns) on Verbmobil II (left) and Nab20k (right).

Table 6.7: Network training on Verbmobil II, Hub4 and Nab20k. The HMM sequence was fixated after different numbers of splits (“Split 1”, “Split 3”, “Split 5”; the
corresponding numbers of Gaussian densities are given in parentheses). The results are
compared to a baseline system which used the HMM network during the whole acoustic
training (“All Splits”). The acoustic model contained 3501 tied states for Verbmobil II,
4001 tied states for each gender for Hub4 and 7001 tied states for Nab20k. The pruning
thresholds were chosen fairly conservative. On Hub4 the phoneme look-ahead method
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was used for acceleration.
HMM network
# dns [k]
search space
corpus
used until
(male / female) states
arcs trees
VerbAll Splits
381
16489 7983
96
mobil II Split 1
(7k)
378
17435 8395 101
Split 3
(28k)
380
17333 8358 100
Split 5
(111k)
381
17051 8225
99
Hub4
All Splits
358 / 251
98317 27740 160
Split 1
(8k/8k) 355 / 248
101615 28551 163
Split 3
(32k/32k) 356 / 250
100328 28398 163
Split 5 (126k/120k) 357 / 251
100328 28213 162
Nab20k All Splits
410
14893 4150
34
Split 1
(14k)
409
15096 4203
35
Split 3
(56k)
410
15231 4244
34
Split 5
(220k)
410
15066 4197
34

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
4.8 - 3.3 21.8
4.8 - 3.1 21.7
4.9 - 3.2 22.1
4.9 - 3.0 21.8
3.1 - 2.8 20.1
3.2 - 2.8 20.1
3.1 - 2.9 20.1
3.1 - 2.9 20.1
1.4 - 2.0 11.6
1.4 - 2.1 11.8
1.4 - 2.0 11.6
1.3 - 2.1 11.6
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Further Parameterization of Across-Word Model
Training

In this section it is studied how the parameterization of the training should be modified
if instead of within-word models across-word models are to be trained. In particular, the
following two issues are discussed: the optimal number of tied states (Section 6.4.1) and
the consideration of the position of the triphones within the words during state tying
(Section 6.4.2).

6.4.1

Number of Tied States

Compared to the former within-word models the introduction of across-word models results in a substantial increase of the number of different triphones seen during training.
This is especially true if position dependent triphones as described in Section 6.4.2 are
used. Table 6.8 shows the numbers of different triphones in the training corpora of the
Verbmobil II task, the Hub4 task and the Nab20k task for within-word models (WW)
and across-word models (XW). More details about these tasks are given in Appendix A.
In the case of across-word models it has to be considered that the decision about the word
transition types and thus the number of different triphones may change during the training. The figures in Table 6.8 are extracted from the final path of an across-word model
training. Furthermore, triphones at word boundaries were kept separate from triphones
within words, i.e., if the same triphone occurred within the words and at word boundaries, it was counted twice. As can be seen, the number of different triphones increases
by nearly a factor of three when across-word models instead of within-word models are
used.
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the RWTH system uses a phonetic classification and regression tree (CART, [Beulen 99]) for tying the HMM states of acoustically similar triphones.
In this section it is studied whether the recognition performance of across-word models
can be improved if the higher number of different triphones seen in training is represented
by a higher number of separate tied states compared to the baseline within-word models.
Table 6.9 shows recognition results for different numbers of tied states on the Verbmobil II task, the Hub4 task and the Nab20k task. Details about these tasks are given
in Appendix A. The active search space (average number of active state-, arc- and tree
hypotheses per time frame after pruning) and the word error rate (WER) of the baseline
within-word system (WW) and the across-word system developed in this thesis (XW) are
Table 6.8: Number of different triphones seen in training for within-word models (WW)
and across-word models (XW). In case of across-word models the triphones within the
words are distinguished from the triphones at word boundaries.
corpus
Verbmobil II
Hub4 (male/female)
Nab20k

WW
9352
13210/13210
9375

XW
24136
35635/31113
26239
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shown. Since the word error rate was the main concern in these experiments, the pruning thresholds were chosen fairly conservative. Several numbers of Gaussian densities
(# dns[k]) were tested for each number of tied states. For the figures shown in Table 6.9
that density number was chosen which resulted in optimal word error rate.
The optimum of the number of tied states is quite flat. For Nab20k for example it does
not really matter whether 5001 or 7001 tied states are used in the XW system. However,
it can be seen, that for the across-word system the optimal number of tied states is
significantly higher than for the baseline within-word system. Compared to an acrossword system which uses the same number of tied states which was optimal for the baseline
within-word system, an increased number of tied states improves the word error rate from
22.1% to 21.6% (2.3% relative) on the Verbmobil II task, from 20.7% to 19.9% (3.9%
relative) on the Hub4 task and from 12.2% to 11.6% (4.9% relative) on the Nab20k task.
Thus, if a within-word system is transformed into an across-word system, the increased
number of different triphones seen in training should be considered by about a factor of
two more tied states in order to obtain well performing across-word models.

Table 6.9: Comparison of different numbers of tied states on Verbmobil II, Hub4 and
Nab20k. The pruning thresholds were chosen fairly conservative. On Hub4 the phoneme
look-ahead method [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was used for acceleration.
corpus
Verbmobil II

WW
XW

Hub4

WW
XW

Nab20k

WW
XW

# tied
states
2501
4501
2501
3501
4501
5501
6501
7501
2001
4001
2001
4001
6001
8001
10001
4001
5001
4001
5001
6001
7001
8001

# dns [k]
(male / female)
398
388
420
359
379
290
332
367
330 / 230
312 / 221
363 / 253
358 / 251
302 / 231
357 / 259
402 / 276
438
508
464
460
427
411
457

search space
states
arcs trees
3558
1747
49
3363
1652
47
18442
8784
104
18049
8584
101
17096
8181
95
17499
8349
97
16997
8134
94
16538
7920
92
73976 17019
105
77264 17394
123
111817 30817
195
102397 28548
164
94296 26452
158
85849 24256
141
81877 23228
134
5896
1777
25
5770
1743
25
18265
5024
40
15943
4432
36
14956
4169
34
15305
4251
34
14781
4111
32

WER
[%]
24.1
24.3
22.1
21.6
21.7
21.6
21.6
21.8
21.2
21.7
20.7
19.9
20.1
20.2
20.6
12.6
12.8
12.2
11.7
11.9
11.6
12.0
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6.4.2

Position Dependency

If across-word models are introduced, triphones at word boundaries are not distinguishable
from triphones within the words at first. However, the pronunciation of phonemes at word
boundaries may differ from the pronunciation of phonemes within a word even if they occur
in the same phonetic context. Already in [Hwang & Hon+ 89] it was proposed to consider
beside the phonetic context also the position of a triphone within a word for determining
the corresponding HMM. Four different triphone categories were introduced: triphones
within a word, triphones at the beginning of a word, triphones at the end of a word
and triphones representing one-phoneme words. In [Reichl & Chou 99] the position of a
triphone was used as an additional information for the decision tree, which was used for
state tying. Two triphone categories were used in [Reichl & Chou 99]: triphones within
a word and triphones at word boundaries.
In this section the utilization of the position of a triphone as an additional information
during state tying is studied. Similar to [Reichl & Chou 99] the triphones seen in training
were tagged with respect to their particular position. The classification and regression
tree used for state tying was constructed as described in [Beulen 99] while the position
of the triphones was given as an additional information to the construction algorithm. It
was left to the construction algorithm whether the HMM states of a triphone at a word
boundary were tied with the states of a within-word triphone or not.
In Table 6.10 three different types of triphone position dependency are compared on the
Verbmobil II task, the Hub4 task and the Nab20k task (details about these corpora
are given in Appendix A):
• no dependency: the position of the triphones is not considered during construction
of the decision tree.
• simple dependency: triphones at word boundaries are distinguished from withinword triphones during the construction of the decision tree. This setup corresponds
to the approach described in [Reichl & Chou 99].
• complete dependency: the four triphone categories proposed in [Hwang & Hon+ 89]
are distinguished during the construction of the decision tree: within-word triphones, triphones at the beginning of words, triphones at the end of words and
triphones representing one-phoneme words.
As can be seen in Table 6.10, using the information about the position of the triphones during state tying results in improvements of the word error rate on all three
tasks. If within-word triphones and word boundary triphones are distinguished (simple
dependency), the word error rate is reduced from 21.9% to 21.6% (1.4% relative) on
Verbmobil II, from 20.4% to 19.9% (2.5% relative) on Hub4 and from 12.4% to
11.6% (6.5% relative) on Nab20k. The additional subdivision of the word boundary
triphones into triphones at word beginning, triphones at word end and triphones
representing one-phoneme words (complete dependency) does not change the word error
rate significantly on the three corpora.
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Table 6.10: Comparison of three different types of triphone position dependency on Verbmobil II, Hub4 and Nab20k. The acoustic model contained 3501 tied states for Verbmobil II, 4001 tied states for each gender on Hub4 and 7001 tied states on Nab20k.
The pruning thresholds were chosen fairly conservative. On Hub4 the phoneme look-ahead
method [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was used for acceleration.
corpus
Verbmobil II
Hub4

Nab20k

position
dependency
no
simple
complete
no
simple
complete
no
simple
complete

# dns [k]
(male / female)
362
359
363
358 / 251
358 / 252
357 / 252
409
411
412

search space
states
arcs trees
18222
8689
102
18049
8584
101
18114
8623
101
105635 29443
170
102397 28548
164
100880 28142
159
16501
4588
37
15305
4251
34
14926
4155
34

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
4.9 - 3.0
21.9
4.9 - 3.1
21.6
5.1 - 3.1
21.8
3.1 - 2.9
20.4
3.1 - 2.9
19.9
3.0 - 2.9
19.7
1.5 - 2.1
12.4
1.4 - 2.1
11.6
1.4 - 2.0
11.5

Thus, in order to obtain well performing across-word models, the position of the triphones
within the words should be considered during state tying; two triphone categories, withinword triphones and word boundary triphones, are sufficient. The introduction of more
categories does not produce significant further improvements of the word error rate.
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Chapter 7
Methods for Speeding up
Across-Word Search
In Section 5.2 the modifications of the baseline within-word search network were discussed
which are needed for the consideration of across-word models in a one-pass search. The
structure of the resulting across-word search network is not new and described in several
publications (e.g., [Odell 95, Alleva 97, Beulen 99]). However, as will be seen in Section 7.5, the straight-forward implementation of the search on this across-word network
results in a substantial increase of the computational effort required by the search. Thus,
in the Sections 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 of this chapter several optimizations of the baseline
implementation of across-word search described in Section 5.2 are studied. These optimizations result in a more efficient structure of the search network and allow for more
efficient pruning. Their effect on the runtime of the search as well as on the active search
space will be analyzed in detail. Furthermore, the memory requirements of the resulting
across-word search will be compared to the memory requirements of the baseline withinword search.

7.1

Recombination After the First Phoneme Generation

As discussed in Section 4.2, two types of word transitions have to be considered during
across-word model search: the coarticulated word transition and the not-coarticulated
word transition. Depending on the word transition type hypothesized at the end of a
word, different subtrees in the first generation of the successor tree have to be activated
via separate root nodes (see Figure 5.2 in Section 5.2).
However, if triphones are used as sub-word units, the word transition type hypothesized at
the end of a word influences only the HMM of the first phoneme of the successor word, the
HMMs of the remaining successor word phonemes are not influenced. This allows for the
recombination of search paths which have traversed a coarticulated word transition with
search paths which have traversed the corresponding not-coarticulated word transition at
the end of the first phoneme generation of the lexical prefix tree.
This “Recombination After the First Phoneme Generation” [Sixtus & Molau+ 00] is depicted in Figure 7.1: Comparing the triphones represented by the arcs of the first phoneme
65
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generation of the lexical prefix tree depicted on the right side of Figure 7.1, one can see
that for each arc activated via a coarticulated word transition there exists a corresponding
arc that can be activated via the not-coarticulated word transition whose triphone represents the same phoneme with the same right context. Such two arcs differ only in the
left context: y (i.e., the last phoneme of the immediate predecessor word) for the coarticulated word transition, $ for the not-coarticulated word transition. Due to triphone
modeling the successor arcs of such two corresponding first generation arcs will be exactly
the same. Therefore, e.g., search paths traversing the arc representing the triphone y ae
can be recombined with search paths traversing the arc representing the triphone $ ae at
the end of the first phoneme generation.
This “Recombination After The First Phoneme Generation” is an implementation detail
which is not discussed in the published descriptions of across-word search networks known
to the author of this thesis.

word end

succ. tree

coarticulated word transition

yae

x ya

yaf
ybe

x yb

ybf

b

a

y g

$ e

u,v
yce

x yc

ycf

c

x y$

$ f

pause

w $

v,w

not-coarticulated word transition

Figure 7.1: Word transition during across-word search with recombination after the first
phoneme generation.
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Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead

If the search network consists of copies of a lexical prefix tree, the extension of the accumulated probability of a search path by the language model probability of the final word
of the path can not be performed until the end of this word is reached. For more efficient
pruning during beam search many groups perform language model look-ahead (see Section 2.1.4), i.e., the language model probability is distributed over the arcs of the lexical
prefix tree (e.g., [Steinbiss & Tran+ 94, Odell & Valtchev+ 94, Ortmanns & Ney+ 96a]).
This well known technique can be extended when performing across-word model search
[Ortmanns & Reichl+ 99, Aubert 99].
As described in Section 5.2, the set of successor words which may follow a word end
hypothesis w with a particular right across-word context r during across-word search, is
constrained to those words whose first phoneme is r. In the following, this set of possible
successor words is denoted by W (r). The pruning of the HMM states within the fan-out
arcs of the words which represent all possible right across-word contexts (see Section 5.2),
can be performed more efficiently as follows:
When a fan-out arc of word w with right across-word context r is activated, the accumulated probability of the corresponding search path is extended by the language model
probability of that successor word w̃ ∈ W (r) which most probably follows w:
©
ª
Q̃uv (t, s(w,r) ) = max p(w̃|w) · Quv (t, s(w,r) )
(7.1)
w̃∈W (r)

where s(w,r) denotes an HMM state within the fan-out arc of word w for right across-word
context r. Such an HMM state will also be called “fan-out state” in the following.
By anticipating the language model probability p(w̃|w) of the successor word w̃ of the
ending word w already at the beginning of the particular fan-out arc of w, the states of
the fan-out arcs of w can be pruned with a separate beam which is tighter than the beam
used for the conventional acoustic pruning discussed in Section 5.1. As will be shown
in Section 7.5, especially the number of active fan-out states can be reduced considerably by this “Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead” which results in a substantial
acceleration of the search.
To minimize the computational overhead during search, for each word w and context r
the anticipated language model probability maxw̃∈W (r) {p(w̃|w)} is computed beforehand
and stored in a look-up table. In order to keep the memory requirements manageable, a
bigram language model instead of a trigram language model is used for the “Across-Word
Language Model Look-Ahead”.

7.3

Optimization of the Lexical Prefix Tree

During the discussion of the search network it was assumed so far that the prefix sharing
of the lexical prefix tree is based on the identity of the triphones the words in the pronunciation lexicon consist of. However, the states of the HMMs representing the triphones
are tied using a decision tree [Beulen & Bransch+ 97]. Many triphones occur that share
the same HMM state sequence and are therefore not distinguishable from the recognizers
point of view. Thus, tree arcs with the same parent arc which represent such equivalent
triphones, do not have to be kept separate in the lexical prefix tree and can be merged
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[Kanthak & Sixtus+ 00]. This reduces the total number of arcs in the tree. Table 7.1 compares some statistics of the lexical prefix tree with and without this merging of equivalent
triphone arcs for the Verbmobil II task (see Appendix A).
As can be seen, especially the number of the fan-out arcs can be reduced considerably.
This is due to the fact that the branching factor of the lexical prefix tree, i.e., the average
number of arcs with a common parent arc, is especially high at the fan-outs representing the word ends: all arcs within one fan-out have the same parent arc. In the lexicon
described in Table 7.1, the merging of equivalent triphone arcs reduces the total number of precompiled fan-out arcs (see Section 5.2) by nearly 45% from 510409 to 282450.
Compared to this, within the tree where the branching factor is much smaller than at
the fan-outs, the merging of equivalent triphone arcs reduces the number of arcs only
inessentially from 46707 to 45891.
Note that the merging of equivalent arcs is not only possible during across-word model
search. It can also be applied to the baseline within-word model search. However, as
mentioned above, the reduction of the number of tree arcs is clearly dominated by the
merging of equivalent fan-out arcs. Thus, the merging of equivalent arcs in a within-word
system which uses no fan-out arcs, will result in only a marginal reduction of the number
of tree arcs. Informal experiments have shown, that merging equivalent triphones in the
lexical prefix tree of the baseline within-word system results in no significant reduction of
the runtime of the search.
The merging of equivalent triphone arcs within the lexical prefix tree is mentioned in some
publications (e.g., [Aubert 99]). However, if equivalent triphone arcs in the lexical prefix
tree of an across-word system are merged, this has consequences for the right across-word
contexts represented by the fan-out arcs. These consequences are not mentioned in the
published system descriptions known to the author.
During the previous discussion of the across-word search network, each fan-out arc represented exactly one unique right across-word context. Optimizing the network by merging
equivalent triphone arcs results in single fan-out arcs with several corresponding right contexts. Thus, in the following successor tree all those subtrees have to be activated which
correspond to each of the right contexts attached to the fan-out arc (see Section 5.2).
Similarly, the “Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead” (see Section 7.2) has to consider the merged fan-out arcs since the number of possible successor words of a fan-out
arc is increased if several contexts instead of one are attached to this arc.
The phoneme represented by the triphones of a fan-out and their left phonetic context
determine the arcs of the fan-out which can be merged. This leads to the set of right
contexts that has to be attached to the resulting single fan-out arc. Depending on the
structure of the decision tree and the vocabulary, several sets of right contexts emerge. In
the system developed in this work, the different sets of right contexts are represented by
additional context indices which are treated like normal right contexts during search. For
the lexicon considered in in Table 7.1, this leads to 190 right context indices that denote
the different sets of right across-word contexts including the 44 original sets containing
only one right context.
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Table 7.1: Statistics of the lexical prefix tree structure for the Verbmobil II task with
and without merging of triphone arcs which share the same HMM state sequence due to
state tying. 2501 tied states were used for this statistic.
#
#
#
#

base words
lex. entries (incl. pronunciation variants)
generations
arcs without dynamic fan-out arcs without merging
with merging
# dynamic fan-out arcs
without merging
with merging
# different right contexts
without merging
with merging

7.4

10810
10946
39
46707
45891
510409
282450
44
190

Recombination Before Word Ends

In the implementation of across-word search discussed so far, the accumulated probability
of a search path is extended by the language model probability of the last word of that
path when the final HMM state of that word is reached. This was described, e.g., by
Equations 5.5 and 5.6 in Section 5.2. For recollection, these equations are repeated here:
©
ª
Qvw (t, s0 (r)) = max p(w|u, v) · Quv (t, S(w,r)

(7.2)

Bvw (t, s0 (r)) = t

(7.3)

u

S(w,r) denotes the final HMM state of the fan-out arc of word w for the right acrossword context r. The accumulated probability of a search path which reaches S(w,r) ,
is extended by the language model probability of the ending word p(w|u, v) and the
search path is transfered to the root node s0 (r) of the successor tree which corresponds
to the hypothesized right across-word context r (see Section 5.2). In this root node the
recombination on word level is performed, i.e., among all search paths which meet in this
node only the most probable one is considered further, the others are discarded. This is
expressed by the maximization over u in Equation 7.2. This recombination on word level
is depicted on the left side of Figure 7.2 for the ending word w which is hypothesized
in three different tree copies for the language model histories (u1 v), (u2 v) and (u3 v).
Depending on their right across-word context, the word end hypotheses are recombined
in the root nodes of the successor tree for the language model history (vw). As can be
seen, organizing the search network that way requires several instances of the fan-out of
the ending word w in the different tree copies.
The identity of the ending word is known at the latest when its fan-out is to be activated. Therefore, the accumulated probability of a search path can be extended by the
language model probability of its last word w already at the beginning of the fan-out of w.
The recombination on word level can then be performed before the fan-out is activated
[Kanthak 00]. This “Recombination Before Word Ends” is shown on the right side of
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Figure 7.2: Recombination before word ends [Kanthak 00].

Figure 7.21 . As can be seen, now only one instance of the fan-out of the ending word w
and the predecessor word v has to be kept in memory. Thus, especially the number of
active fan-out states can be reduced substantially.
This recombination before the word ends can be seen as a special case of the subtree dominance method discussed in [Alleva & Huang+ 96, Ortmanns & Reichl+ 99]. The subtree
dominance method anticipates for each search path which traverses a tree copy, the language model probability of the least probable word end which may be reached by the
path. Using this anticipated language model probability, search paths which traverse the
same subtree in different tree copies are recombined as soon as it can be assured that the
probability of one search path will dominate the probabilities of the other search paths
during traversing the remaining part of the subtree until the word end. In the subtree
dominance method the anticipation of the language model probability and the recombination of search paths from different tree copies is performed in each arc of the lexical
prefix tree. In contrast to this, the “Recombination Before Word Ends” is performed not
until the ending word of the search path is known. Then, the computational overhead of
1

The identity of a word in the lexical prefix tree is known as soon as its remaining phonemes are not
shared by other words. The recombination before word ends can be performed as soon as the ending
word becomes unique. The remaining arcs of the word will be called “word end arcs” in the following.
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anticipating the language model probability of the least probable ending word required
by the subtree dominance method is not needed.
However, the “Recombination Before Word Ends” as depicted on the right side of
Figure 7.2 still results in some computational overhead: As discussed in Section 2.1.4,
the tree copies group search paths with the same language model history. This allows
for the efficient recombination of search paths which traverse the same tree copy. If,
as depicted on the right side of Figure 7.2, search paths from different tree copies are
recombined before the word ends are reached, the surviving search paths do not traverse a
specific tree copy anymore until the word end is reached and therefore have to be treated
separately. This separate treatment requires additional computation. The amount of
this overhead is analyzed in Section 7.5.
A search network which is able to perform the recombination before word ends
without computational overhead is described in [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 97,
Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00]. As discussed in Section 2.2.2.4 in more detail, the
search paths are not grouped according to their language model history in this system,
all search paths traverse the same instance of the lexical network. Thus, search paths
can easily be recombined as soon as they become equivalent. However, as described in
Section 2.2.2.4, the decision whether two search paths are equivalent or not, is more
complex than in a tree copy system.

7.5

Analysis of the Computational Effort

In this section the computational effort required by the across-word model search (XW)
developed in this thesis is analyzed and compared to the former within-word model search
(WW). The profiling of the computation time was performed on a Pentium III 600 MHz
PC on a subset of the Verbmobil II corpus containing approximately 30 minutes of
speech. More information about the Verbmobil II corpus are given in Appendix A.
The experimental setup was as described in Appendix B. The acoustic model consisted of 2501 gender independent tied states containing 170k Gaussian densities for the
within-word system (WW) and 216k Gaussian densities for the across-word system (XW).
Speaker normalization using Vocal Tract Normalization (VTN) was applied.
The pruning thresholds were chosen such that the word error rate was optimal. Table 7.2
shows the computation time required for the main parts of the search process: Computation of emission probabilities, language model access, language model look-ahead and
management of hypotheses during search.
In order to compute the emission probability of each tied state at most once at a time
frame, the emission probabilities are cached for one time frame. Thus, the time required
for the computation of emission probabilities can be subdivided into the time required for
the real distance calculation and the time required for the cache management.
The time required for the management of the search hypotheses is subdivided into the
time required for the management of active tree hypotheses (“tree expansion”), the management of active arc hypotheses (“arc expansion”), expansion of active HMM state hy-
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potheses (“state expansion”), beam pruning of the state hypotheses (“state pruning”),
recombination on word level (“LM recombination”) and bookkeeping.
The “Recombination Before Word Ends” was implemented as depicted in Figure 7.2 in
Section 7.4. As discussed in this section, the recombined search paths which traverse
the word end arcs, i.e. the final phoneme arcs of a word which are not shared by other
words, have to be treated separately from the other search paths. This requires additional computations during the management of the search hypotheses (“word end arcs”).
Table 7.2 gives a comparison of the time requirements of the former within-word model
search and the simple baseline implementation of across-word model search on the
straight-forward search network described in Section 5.2. Furthermore, the optimization
methods described in this chapter (“Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead” (Section 7.2), “Recombination After The First Phoneme Generation” (Section 7.1), “Optimized
Lexical Prefix Tree” (Section 7.3) and “Recombination Before Word Ends” (Section 7.4))
were activated successively. The effect of these methods on the runtime of the different
parts of the across-word model search is also shown in Table 7.2.
Statistics regarding the average number of accesses to the HMM state emission probabilities (“#LL-Calc”), the active search space (average number per time frame after pruning
of active HMM state hypotheses (overall and in fan-out arcs only), arc hypotheses and
word end hypotheses), the word error rate (WER) and the real-time factor (RTF) of
the whole search on the considered subset of the Verbmobil II corpus are shown in
Table 7.3.
As can be seen in Table 7.2, when replacing within-word models by across-word models
and modifying the search network only in the straight-forward way as described in Section 5.2, the computation time of the search increases by nearly a factor of three from
10463s to 46285s. The introduction of the fan-outs at the word ends, the additional consideration of the right across-word contexts when performing the recombination on word
level and the additional consideration of the right and left across-word contexts during the
activation of tree hypotheses complicate the topology of the search network. Therefore,
especially the time required for the management of the search hypotheses increases by
nearly a factor of eight from 3858s to 29445s. Also the computational effort for the language model access increases very much from 114s to 5062s, since due to the fan-outs the
average number of active word end hypotheses for which the language model probability
has to be computed, increases substantially from 148 to 7860.
If the “Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead” as described in Section 7.2 is applied
to the baseline straight-forward implementation, especially the HMM state hypotheses
within the fan-out arcs can be pruned more efficiently and the average number of active
fan-out state hypotheses per time frame after pruning is drastically reduced from 30568
to 1878. The average number of active arcs after pruning per time frame is reduced from
17368 to 4116. The time required for the management of the search hypotheses is reduced
from 29445s to 20487s.
Activating the “Recombination After The First Phoneme Generation” results in a further
reduction of the average number of active search hypotheses and reduces the computational effort of the hypotheses management from 20487s to 17849s.
The triphones of many of the arcs which are active during the search, are represented by
the same HMM state sequence due to state tying. Removing redundant arcs by optimizing
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Table 7.2: Profiling of the computation time of within-word model search (WW) and
different implementations of across-word model search (XW) on a subset of the Verbmobil II corpus. The computation times were measured on an Intel Pentium III PC with
600 MHz.
WW
baseline

overall time
emission
distance calc.
probalities cache manag.
sum
LM access
LM look-ahead
hypotree expansion
thesis
arc expansion
managestate expans.
ment
state pruning
LM recombin.
bookkeeping
word end arcs
sum

10463
2654
988
3642
114
351
6
956
2612
204
51
29

46285
3562
3147
6708
5062
783
248
8252
14215
4955
1224
552

3858

29445

time [s]
XW
+ across+ rec.
word LM
after
look-ah. 1st gen.
30951
27868
2631
2595
2776
2507
5408
5102
476
446
734
718
43
22
7699
6798
11654
10057
797
687
92
83
203
203
20487

17849

+ optimized
lexicon
21769
2667
2068
4735
381
724
18
4872
6672
648
64
196
12470

+ rec.
before
word ends
18905
3002
1469
4471
2525
638
18
2646
3181
626
44
199
1777
8491

the lexical prefix tree as described in Section 7.3, reduces the computational effort for
hypotheses management further to 12470s.
Finally, avoiding the management of several equivalent fan-outs in different tree copies by
performing the recombination on word level before the fan-outs are activated as described
in Section 7.4 results in a further reduction especially of the computation time needed for
the management of arc hypotheses (from 4872s to 2646s) and state hypotheses (from 6672s
to 3181s). The average number of active state hypotheses in fan-out arcs is reduced from
1243 to 722. However, as described in Section 7.4 the search paths traversing the word end
arcs have to be treated separately now, which results in an additional computational effort
of 1777s. Also the computation time needed for the language model access increases from
381s to 2525s. Nevertheless, the computation time of the the search is reduced further
from 21769s to 18905s.
To sum up, it can be stated that compared to the simple baseline across-word model
system which realizes the search in a straight-forward way on the well known across-word
search network as it is described in the literature, the optimization methods described in
this chapter are able to reduce the computation time needed by the across-word search
by a factor of 2.4 from 46285s to 18905s. Compared to the former within-word model
search, the runtime of the across-word model search is higher by about a factor of 1.8
while the word error rate is lower by 9.1% relative.
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Table 7.3: Global comparison of within-word model search (WW) and different implementations of across-word model search (XW) on a subset of the Verbmobil II corpus.
The pruning thresholds were chosen such that the word error rate was optimal. The
computation times were measured on an Intel Pentium III PC with 600 MHz.

WW
XW

baseline
+ across-w. LM look-ah.
+ rec.aft.1st gen.
+ optimized lexicon
+ rec.bef.word ends

#LLCalc
14291
136585
119815
101480
66300
26207

search space
(per time frame, after pruning)
states
fan-outs
word
overall
only
arcs ends
2316
0
1111
148
36149
30568 17368 7860
8736
1878
4116
572
7777
1612
3634
496
7517
1243
3480
380
7119
722
3228
249

WER
[%]
19.8
18.2
18.1
18.1
18.0
18.0

RTF
5.8
25.8
17.3
15.5
12.1
10.5

Comparing the average number of accesses to the HMM state emission probabilities
(“#LL-Calc”) and the average number of active state hypotheses after pruning, one can
see that many state and arc hypotheses respectively are activated during search which
are pruned immediately afterwards. In order to reduce the impact of these “unnecessary”
hypotheses, the phoneme look-ahead method described in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was
applied to the system. The idea of phoneme look-ahead is to anticipate the probability
of future acoustic vectors for a phoneme arc before starting it in detailed search (see Section 2.1.4). To estimate the acoustic probabilities, simplified context independent acoustic
models are used and an additional pruning step is performed before starting the phoneme
arcs.
A second profiling of the runtime of the systems described above with activated phoneme
look-ahead was performed. The results are shown in Table 7.4, the computation time
needed for the phoneme look-ahead is shown in the line denoted by “phon. look-ah.”.
The global statistics of the search, the word error rates and the real-time factors of the
systems are compared in Table 7.5.
Most of the optimization methods described in this chapter are still able to accelerate the
baseline straight-forward implementation of across-word model search. The combination
of “Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead”, “Recombination After the First Phoneme
Generation” and the “Optimized Lexical Prefix Tree” accelerate the search by a factor
of 2.7 from 32600s to 12069s. The computation time needed for the management of the
search hypotheses is reduced by nearly a factor of four from 18631s to 4773s.
However, if unlikely phoneme arcs are eliminated by the phoneme look-ahead method,
the “Recombination Before Word Ends” discussed in Section 7.4 is no longer able to
accelerate the across-word search further. The number of active state hypotheses in the
fan-out arcs is still reduced from 1171 to 704 and the management of the arc and state
hypotheses is still considerably accelerated. However, the separate treatment of search
paths which traverse the word end arcs, requires an additional computation time of
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Table 7.4: Profiling of the computation time of within-word model search (WW) and
different implementations of across-word model search (XW) on a subset of the Verbmobil II corpus. The computation times were measured on an Intel Pentium III PC with
600 MHz. To reduce the impact of unnecessary phoneme arcs the phoneme look-ahead
method described in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was used.
WW
baseline

overall time
emission
distance calc.
probalities cache managem.
sum
LM access
LM look-ahead
hypotree expansion
thesis
arc expansion
managestate expansion
ment
state pruning
LM recombin.
bookkeeping
phon. look-ah.
word end arcs
sum

7246
1956
457
2412
106
347
6
591
608
160
47
28
296

32600
2574
1478
4051
5679
776
274
4544
5911
3796
1434
583
2090

1735

18631

time [s]
XW
+ across+ rec.
word LM
after
look-ah. 1st gen.
14686
13471
2959
2939
1043
972
4003
3912
459
420
709
691
41
20
2390
2060
2771
2283
482
402
89
75
201
201
902
811
6876

5852

+ optimized
lexicon
12069
2935
884
3819
362
697
17
1689
1619
368
62
195
823
4773

+ rec.
before
word ends
13696
2966
808
3774
1705
612
16
1447
962
355
43
195
959
1176
5154

1176s. Furthermore the computation time needed for the language model access increases
from 362s to 1705s. Thus, compared to the system without the “Recombination Before
Word Ends”, the overall computation time slightly increases from 12069s to 13696s.
To sum up, it can be stated that by the application of the optimization methods described
in this section the baseline straight-forward implementation of across-word model search
is substantially accelerated. If not stated differently, except for the “Recombination Before
Word Ends”, they are all applied in the experiments reported in this thesis. Compared
to the former within-word model search the across-word model search needs by a factor
of 1.6 more computation time, the real-time factor increases from 4.0 to 6.7. However,
the word error rate is reduced by 8.6% relative, from 19.7% to 18.0%.

7.6

Analysis of the Active Search Space

In this section the effect of the optimization methods discussed in Section 7.1 – 7.4 on
the active search hypotheses is analyzed in some more detail on exactly the same subset
of the Verbmobil II task which was used for analyzing the runtimes in the last section.
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Table 7.5: Global comparison of within-word model search (WW) and different implementations of across-word model search (XW) on a subset of the Verbmobil II corpus.
The pruning thresholds were chosen such that the word error rate was optimal. The
computation times were measured on an Intel Pentium III PC with 600 MHz. To reduce
the impact of unnecessary phoneme arcs the phoneme look-ahead method described in
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was used.

WW
XW

baseline
+ across-w. LM look-ah.
+ rec.aft.1st gen.
+ optimized lexicon
+ rec.bef.word ends

#LLCalc
2768
49396
25589
20868
13453
7055

search space
(per time frame, after pruning)
states
fan-outs
word
overall
only
arcs ends
1775
0
792
131
33766
28829 14541 8795
5463
1786
2460
553
4813
1526
2152
478
4521
1171
1990
364
4156
704
1783
243

WER
[%]
19.7
18.3
18.0
18.0
18.0
18.1

RTF
4.0
18.2
8.3
7.5
6.7
7.8

In Figure 7.3 the average numbers per time frame of active HMM state hypotheses in
each generation of the lexical prefix tree are shown. Exactly the same systems whose
runtimes were analyzed in the last section in Table 7.4 are considered in this figure: the
within-word system, the baseline across-word system which realizes across-word search
only in the simple way as described in Section 5.2 and the across-word systems which were
extended successively by the optimization methods discussed in this chapter: the “AcrossWord Language Model Look-Ahead” (Section 7.2), the “Recombination After The First
Phoneme Generation” (Section 7.1), the “Optimized Lexical Prefix Tree” (Section 7.3)
and the “Recombination Before Word Ends” (Section 7.4). Similar to the experiments
reported in Table 7.4 in the last section, the phoneme look-ahead method described in
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was applied to reduce the impact of unlikely arc hypotheses
which survive the pruning for the next few time frames only.
On the left side of Figure 7.3 the average numbers of active HMM state hypotheses before
the acoustic pruning are considered. These numbers directly affect the global runtime of
the search since the most expensive parts of the search (emission probability computation,
expansion of search hypotheses) are performed before the acoustic pruning. As expected,
for all considered systems, by far most of the active HMM state hypotheses are located in
the first four to five generations of the lexical prefix tree. As can be seen on the left side
of Figure 7.3, compared to the former within-word system the simple straight-forward
realization of across-word search on the well known across-word search network discussed
in Section 5.2 (baseline) results in a substantial increase of the average number of active
HMM state hypotheses in all generations of the lexical prefix tree. This increase can
be considerably alleviated by optimizing the straight-forward across-word search using
the methods described in this chapter. However, even if all optimization methods are
activated, the across-word search still needs more active HMM state hypotheses than the
former within-word model system.
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Figure 7.3: Average number of active HMM state hypotheses for each generation of the
lexical prefix tree before pruning (left) and after pruning (right) for within-word search
and different implementations of across-word search.

On the right side of Figure 7.3 the average numbers of active HMM state hypotheses
after the acoustic pruning are shown. As can be seen, after pruning, the reduction
of the active search space is clearly dominated by the “Across-Word Language Model
Look-Ahead” which still reduces the average number of active HMM state hypotheses
significantly compared to the baseline implementation of the across-word search. The
additional application of the other optimization methods (“Recombination After the First
Phoneme Generation”, “Optimized Lexical Prefix Tree” and “Recombination Before Word
Ends”) results in only an insignificant further reduction of the number of the active search
hypotheses after pruning.
Nevertheless, as was shown in the last section, all optimization methods except for the
recombination before word ends result in reductions of the global runtime of the search.
This is due to the fact, that they all reduce the number of active HMM state hypotheses
before pruning significantly.
The increased number of active HMM state hypotheses in the across-word systems compared to the former within-word system is mainly due to the introduction of fan-out arcs
at the word ends for the consideration of the right across-word contexts. This is shown in
Figure 7.4, which shows for the across-word systems mentioned above the average number
of only those active HMM state hypotheses which are located in the fan-outs at the word
ends. For comparison also the number of word ends in each generation of the lexical
prefix tree is shown. On the left side of Figure 7.4 the average number of fan-out state
hypotheses before pruning is shown, the right side of Figure 7.4 shows the average number
of active fan-out-state hypotheses after pruning.
The comparison of Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.3 shows that by far most of the active state
hypotheses in the across-word system are fan-out-state hypotheses. However, as can be
seen, the extensive number of active fan-out state hypotheses which arise in the simple
baseline across-word search can be reduced considerably by the optimization methods
discussed in this chapter.
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Figure 7.4: Average number of only those active HMM state hypotheses which are located
in the fan-outs at the word ends during across-word search for each generation of the
lexical prefix tree before pruning (left) and after pruning (right). For comparison also the
number of word ends is shown for each generation of the lexical prefix tree.

In Section 2.2.2.4 the search network proposed in [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 97,
Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00] was discussed. This search network is based on one
single instance of a lexicon network which merges both, the word prefixes and the word
suffixes. During search this lexicon network is traversed by tokens which represent the
active search hypotheses. The search network used in this system is more compact
than a search network based on tree copies as it is used in the system developed in
this thesis. However, as was argued in Section 2.2.2.4, the recombination of tokens
which meet in the same HMM state, is more complex in the the system proposed in
[Demuynck & Duchateau+ 97, Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00] since all tokens traverse the
same instance of the lexicon network.
In order to get an impression of the additional computational effort this more complex
token recombination would result in, it will be analyzed in the following how many tokens are expected to meet in one HMM state if instead of tree copies only one lexicon
network would be used. For this analysis the HMM states of the lexical prefix tree were
numbered continuously as depicted in Figure 7.5 in a schematic form. Note, that for the
Verbmobil II task the phoneme arcs of the lexical prefix tree contain three HMM states
(see Appendix B). The higher the distance of an HMM state from the root of the lexical
prefix tree is, the higher is the number of this HMM state.
The analysis was performed for an across-word search which used all optimization methods described in this chapter. At each time frame, the recombinations which were performed in HMM states with equal numbers in different tree copies, were counted. The
resulting sums of recombinations for an HMM state corresponds to the number of tokens which would have to be recombined in that HMM state if during search only one
tree copy would be used as in the system described in [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 97,
Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00].
Figure 7.6 shows the average number of recombinations per time frame for each HMM state
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Figure 7.5: Scheme for numbering the HMM states in the lexical prefix tree during the
analysis of the average number of recombinations in each state.

in the lexical prefix tree. In addition, also the boundaries of the lexical tree generations are
shown. As was already seen above, the main search effort is spent in the first four to five
generations of the lexical tree. The average number of recombinations which are performed
in one HMM state is quite moderate. The largest average number of recombinations per
time frame is 24.57 which are performed in the HMM state which represents silence. In
most of the HMM states less than two recombinations per time frame are performed on
average during the whole search.
In Figure 7.7 instead of the average number of recombinations the maximal number of
recombinations per time frame which occurred during search in each HMM state are
shown. As can be seen, even though on average less than two recombinations per time
frame are performed, in some of the HMM states it happens at least at one time frame
that up to 1000 recombinations are required.
Thus,
if tree copies are avoided as in the system described in
[Demuynck & Duchateau+ 97, Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00], even though on average less than two tokens are expected to meet in most of the HMM states, still very
efficient recombination schemes have to be provided to be able to perform the recombination of up to 1000 complex token which can meet at the same time frame in one HMM
state on maximum.
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Figure 7.6: Average number of recombinations per time frame in each state of the lexical
prefix tree
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Figure 7.7: Maximal number of recombinations per time frame in each state of the lexical
prefix tree
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Analysis of the Memory Requirements

In this section the memory requirements for the main parts of the developed acrossword recognizer will be analyzed for the Verbmobil II task. More details about this
task are given in Appendix A. All optimization methods except for the “Recombination
before Word Ends” (see Section 7.4) were applied to the across-word search. The experimental setup was exactly the same as described in Section 7.5. In order to reduce the
impact of unlikely phoneme arc hypotheses, the phoneme look-ahead method was applied
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b]. The memory requirements of the across-word system will be
compared to the memory requirements of the former within-word model system. The
results are shown in Tables 7.6 and 7.7.
In Table 7.6 the memory requirements are analyzed which are needed for the management
of the search hypotheses, i.e., for the dynamic construction of the search network. In both,
the baseline within-word model system as well as the new across-word model system the
search hypotheses are subdivided into tree hypotheses, arc hypotheses, state hypotheses
and word end hypotheses. The hypotheses management is based on a list organization as
described in [Ortmanns 98] which allows for a direct access to the active search hypotheses.
The principle is shown in Figure 7.8.
On the left side of Figure 7.8 the list for the tree hypotheses is shown. Each entry in this
list represents one active tree copy in the search network and contains all information
regarding this tree copy. One of these information, called “ArcIdx ” in Figure 7.8, is
a reference into the list of the arc hypotheses shown in the middle of Figure 7.8. This
reference points to all those active phoneme arc hypotheses which belong to the particular
tree copy. Similarly, each entry in the list of the arc hypotheses contains a reference into
the list of state hypotheses (denoted by “HypIdx” in Figure 7.8) which points to the active
HMM state hypotheses which belong to the corresponding arc hypothesis.
At each time frame the active search hypotheses from the last time frame are updated
in two steps as shown in Figure 7.9. The active search hypotheses from the last time
frame are located in the upper part of the corresponding list as depicted on the left side
of Figure 7.9. In a first step, these hypotheses are expanded according to Equations 5.1 in
Chapter 5. The resulting search hypotheses are filled into the same list from the bottom to
the top. Thus, not yet expanded hypotheses are not overwritten and a separate list for the
new search hypotheses is not needed. In a second step, the expanded search hypotheses
are pruned as described in Section 5.1 (acoustic pruning). The surviving hypotheses are
filled into the corresponding list from the top to the bottom. This principle is applied to
the tree, phoneme arc and HMM state hypotheses.
At each time frame the information of HMM state hypotheses located in the last state
of a word are copied into a list of word end hypotheses. On the hypotheses contained in
this list the recombination on word level according to Equation 5.3 and Equation 5.5 in
Chapter 5 is applied using a hash table as described, e.g., in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]. To
be able to reconstruct the most probable word sequence when the last time frame has been
reached, the information about the word end hypotheses resulting from the recombination
on word level are copied into a so-called bookkeeping list.
More details about this organization of the search hypotheses are given in [Ortmanns 98].
It is used in the baseline within-word system as well as in the new across-word system
developed in this thesis.
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Figure 7.8: Principle of the management of tree, arc and HMM state hypotheses. The
hypotheses management is based on a list organization which allows for a direct access to
the currently active search hypotheses [Ortmanns 98].

The memory requirements of the lists containing the search hypotheses are analyzed
in Table 7.6. For all lists mentioned above (list of tree, phoneme arc and HMM state
hypotheses, list of word end hypotheses, hash table for recombination on word level and
bookkeeping) the number of bytes for one list entry is given for both the baseline withinword model system (WW) and the new across-word model system (XW). For both systems
it was analyzed how many active search hypotheses occurred maximally during search. For
the lists of active tree, arc and state hypotheses this number was determined immediately
after all hypotheses were expanded, i.e., before the pruning. In this analysis the same
pruning setup as in the experiments reported in Sections 7.5 and 7.6 was used. The
product of the memory requirements for one list entry and the maximum number of active
hypotheses occurring during search yields the memory requirements of the corresponding
list.
As can be seen in Table 7.6, the list entries of the across-word system need all more
memory than the corresponding list entries of the within-word system. This is due to
the additional consideration of the left and right across-word contexts during search.
Especially the tree hypotheses need considerably more memory in the across-word system.
This results from the introduction of multiple root nodes which separate the arcs of the
first phoneme generation by their phonemes into several subtrees (see Section 5.2). For
each possible right across-word context which may occur at word ends a separate root
node has to be provided. This increases the memory requirements of a tree hypothesis
from 24 bytes for the within-word system to 860 bytes for the across-word system.
As was already seen in Section 7.5, the active search space of the across-word system is
significantly larger than the search space of the baseline within-word system. This can also
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Figure 7.9: Update of the active search hypotheses at each time frame: In a first step,
the active search hypotheses from the last time frame are expanded. The resulting search
hypotheses are filled into the corresponding list from the bottom to the top. In a second
step, these hypotheses are pruned as described in Section 5.1 (acoustic pruning) and the
surviving hypotheses are filled into the corresponding list from the top to the bottom
[Ortmanns 98].

be seen in Table 7.6. Compared to the within-word system the maximal number of active
hypotheses is significantly larger in the across-word system. For example, the maximal
number of HMM state hypotheses increases from 39823 in the within-word system to
139405 in the across-word system.
In addition, also the memory requirements for the language model look-ahead are shown
in Table 7.6. As described in Appendix B, if not stated differently, in all experiments reported in this work a bigram language model is used for the language model look-ahead.
The distribution of the language model probabilities over the phoneme arcs of the lexical
prefix tree has to be performed on demand during search ([Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b]). To
keep the computational overhead within limits, the distributed language model probabilities for a language model history v are cached until no tree copies with an appropriate
predecessor word v are active for a certain number of time frames.
As can be seen, for both, the within-word system and the across-word system, the distributed language model probabilities for one predecessor word v require 25014 bytes of
memory. During the within-word model search, the distributed language model probabilities for maximally 439 different predecessor words v were stored which resulted in a
memory requirement of 10.5 MB. In contrast to this, during the across-word search, for
maximally 780 different predecessor words the distributed language model probabilities
had to be stored. This corresponds to a memory requirement of 18.6 MB.
In summary, the baseline within-word system needed 12.5 MB for the management of
the active search hypotheses. The across-word system needed 27.4 MB which is about a
factor of 2.2 more memory.
In Table 7.7 the memory requirements of some knowledge sources are shown which do
not depend on the number of active search hypotheses. Only those knowledge sources
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Table 7.6: Memory requirements for the management of the active search hypotheses for
the baseline within-word model system (WW) and the new across-word system (XW).
For the analysis the same experimental setup as in Sections 7.5 and 7.6 were used.

memory requirements
for hypotheses management
lists for
trees
hypotheses
phoneme arcs
management
HMM states
word ends
hash table
for recombin.
bookkeeping
LM look ahead distribut. LM
probabilities
sum

bytes
per list
entry
24
8
9
18

WW
maximum
number
of active
hypoth.
227
17046
39823
2833

sum
[MB]
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.0

bytes
per list
entry
860
24
10
27

XW
maximum
number
of active
hypoth.
600
60296
139405
12680

sum
[MB]
0.5
1.4
1.3
0.3

12
24

1172
69137

0.0
1.6

12
29

6471
186827

0.1
5.2

25014

439

10.5
12.5

25014

780

18.6
27.4

are considered whose memory requirements differ in the two systems. In particular the
following knowledge sources were considered:
• language model look-ahead : The language model look-ahead needs some additional
auxiliary arrays whose memory requirements do not depend on the number of active
search hypotheses. Additionally, in the across-word system the across-word language
model look-ahead discussed in Section 7.2 is used. As described in this section, the
anticipated language model probabilities maxw̃∈W (r) {p(w̃|w)} are computed before
the search and stored in a look-up table. On the Verbmobil II task, this results
in additional memory requirements of 4.4 MB.
• hypothesis management: As was already described in [Ortmanns 98], for the expansion of a tree hypothesis the information of the active arc hypotheses within this
tree hypothesis are transfered into a temporary arc array which represents the whole
lexical prefix tree. This allows for an efficient recombination at the phoneme boundaries. More details about this are given in Appendix C. This temporary arc array
needs 1.1 MB in the within-word system and 1.4 MB in the across-word system.
Furthermore, in the across-word system the fan-out arcs at the word ends have to
be treated separately which requires additional 10.5 MB.
• acoustic references: since the acoustic references of the the across-word system (216k
Gaussian densities) are slightly larger than the acoustic references of the within-word
system (170k Gaussian densities, see Section 7.5) the memory requirements differ
slightly.
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Table 7.7: Memory requirements of some knowledge sources which do not depend on the
number of active search hypotheses for the baseline within-word model system (WW)
and the new across-word model system (XW). Only those knowledge sources are considered whose memory requirements differ in the two systems. For the analysis the same
experimental setup as in Sections 7.5 and 7.6 were used.
memory requirements
of some knowledge sources
LM look-ahead
auxiliary arrays
across-word LM look-ah.
hypothesis
tree dep. arc hyps
management
tree dep. fan-out arc hyps
reference vectors
pronunciation
tree lexicon
lexicon
fan-outs
sum

WW

XW

[MB]
0.4
–
1.1
–
7.8
1.5
–
10.8

[MB]
0.6
4.4
1.4
10.5
9.9
4.1
0.4
31.3

• Finally, the representation of the lexical prefix tree in the across-word system requires 4.5 MB overall compared to 1.5 MB in the within-word system. This results
from the introduction of the fan-outs at the word ends and the consideration of the
left across-word contexts at the word beginnings.
In addition to these memory requirements about 40 MB are needed in both the withinword system and the across-word system for further data (e.g., language model, vocal
tract normalization, phoneme look-ahead, several auxiliary arrays, etc.). Since for both
systems the memory requirements of these data do not differ, they were not analyzed in
more detail.
The total memory requirements of the baseline within-word model system and the new
across-word model system developed in this work are shown in Table 7.8. As can be seen,
the introduction of across-word models results in an increase of the memory requirements
of the search by about a factor of 1.6 from 63.3 MB to 98.7 MB.
Table 7.8: Total memory requirements for the baseline within-word model system (WW)
and the new across-word model system (XW).
total memory requirements
hypothesis management
different sized knowledge sources
equally sized knowledge sources
sum

WW
[MB]
12.5
10.8
40.0
63.3

XW
[MB]
27.4
31.3
40.0
98.7
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Chapter 8
Across-Word Word Graphs
8.1

Word Graph Construction

The result of the search algorithms described in Chapter 5 is the most probable word
sequence [w1N ]opt given the sequence of acoustic feature vectors xT1 . In many speech
recognition tasks it is desirable to determine not only the most probable word sequence
but also a set of alternative word sequences whose probabilities are close to the optimal one. Given such a set of word sequence alternatives more complex knowledge
sources such as longer-span language models can be applied in a second recognition pass.
Word graphs are a common method to represent word sequence alternatives very compactly. While the construction of word graphs during within-word model search (called
within-word word graphs in the following) is discussed in a number of publications (e.g.,
[Ney & Oerder 93, Aubert & Ney 95, Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]), the construction of word
graphs during across-word model search (called across-word word graphs in the following) is typically discussed only quite generally (e.g., [Odell 95]). Only two publication
are known to the author of this thesis which explicitly consider across-word word graphs
[Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00, Neukirchen & Klakow+ 01]. However, by far not all details
needed for word graph construction are given in these two papers.
In this thesis a word graph is an acyclic directed graph consisting of nodes and edges.
The edges represent word hypotheses and the nodes connecting adjacent edges represent
points in time. More specifically, a node represents the end time of all word hypotheses
ending at this node, respectively the start time of all word hypotheses starting at this
node. A weight is attached to each edge, which will be called word score in the following.
This word score represents the contribution of the word hypothesis to the acoustic model
of a sentence hypothesis as discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, i.e., the probability that
the acoustic feature vectors within the range of time given by the start node and the
end node of the edge were produced by the utterance of the hypothesized word. This
probability results from the alignment of these feature vectors to the HMM states of
the word hypothesis. Unlike the method described in [Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00] the
language model probability is not stored in the word graph structure of the RWTH system.
This will be discussed in the next sections in more detail.
Every path through the word graph represents a sequence of words given by the edges
and a corresponding sequence of word end times given by the nodes. In the following,
such a path will be called sentence hypothesis. The probability of a sentence hypothesis is
87
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given by the product of the word scores of the sentence’s words and the language model
probability of the sentence. In the following, the search for the best sentence hypothesis
in the word graph will be called word graph search. In contrast to this, the search process
described in Chapters 5 and 7 will be called acoustic search.
The main objective for the organization of the word graph search described in this paper
is that it reproduces the acoustic search. That means, every sentence hypothesis (i.e.,
sequence of words and sequence of corresponding word end times) admissible during a
word graph search has to be admissible in the acoustic search also. The probability of a
sentence hypothesis determined during the word graph search has to be the same as the
probability of the same sentence hypothesis determined during the acoustic search if the
same language model is used in both search runs.
In the following, the construction of across-word word graphs is discussed. At first,
the word graph method based on the baseline within-word model search as described in
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] is shortly reviewed in Section 8.1.1. It is described, in which way
the recursions for the dynamic programming of the acoustic search have to be extended
to enable the construction of word graphs. Furthermore, the procedure of the word graph
search is explained. It will be shown that it reproduces the procedure of the acoustic
search. Then, in Section 8.1.2 the modifications are described which have to be applied
to this method if across-word models are used.

8.1.1

Baseline Within-Word Word Graphs

Word Graph Construction
The word graph method described in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] is based on the decomposition of the probability of a word sequence w1N into the contributions of the individual
words of the word sequence. This decomposition is possible due to the Viterbi approximation and has already been explained in Chapter 4. For the baseline within-word model
approach the decomposition is described by Equation 4.8 in Section 4.1.
Each edge of the word graph contains the following information about the corresponding
word hypothesis:
• the identity w of the hypothesized word,
• the end time t of the word hypothesis which is represented by the end node of the
edge,
• the end time τ of the immediate predecessor word of the word hypothesis which is
represented by the start node of the edge,
• the word score of the edge representing the contribution of the hypothesis of word
w within the time boundaries [τ + 1, t] to the acoustic model; in Equation 4.8 this
word score was denoted by the term h(w; τ, t).
The construction of a word graph during the acoustic within-word model search described
in Section 5.1 requires the following additional computations: at each time frame t for
each search path ending in the final state Sw of a word w (word end hypothesis) a word
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graph edge is constructed. The identity of the hypothesized word (w) and its end time
(t) are directly given if the word end is hypothesized. Looking at the recursions of the
dynamic programming, Equations 5.1 – 5.4 discussed in Section 5.1, the end time τ of
the immediate predecessor word of w (also called the word boundary between w and its
predecessor) and the word score h(w; τ, t) can be computed as follows:
τ (w; u, v; t) = Buv (t, Sw )
Quv (t, Sw )
h(w; τ, t) =
Quv (τ, s0 )

(8.1)
(8.2)

As can be seen in Equation 8.1, the word boundary τ between w and its immediate predecessor word depends on w itself, its ending time t and the language model history (u, v) of
the word end hypothesis. This is an approximation since in general, the optimal boundary
between a word end hypothesis and its predecessor depends on the whole utterance. A
word boundary which is optimal for a short range language model like a bigram language
model may not be optimal anymore if a language model with a longer range, e.g., a trigram language model, is used. The approximation results from the fact that the search
hypotheses considered during the dynamic programming of the LM history conditioned
tree search are conditioned to the language model history1 . If a bigram language model is
used during the acoustic search, this approximation is known as word pair approximation
[Schwartz & Austin 91, Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a], since in this case the language model
history and therefore the dependence of the word boundary is limited to the immediate
predecessor word of a word end hypothesis. Experiments which used a bigram language
model during the acoustic search, have shown that the word pair approximation works
well in most cases [Aubert & Ney 95, Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] and does not deteriorate
the word error rate.
As described in Section 4.1, the word score h(w; τ, t) results from the alignment of the
acoustic feature vectors xtτ +1 to the HMM states representing w. It is computed during
the recursion within a tree copy as described by Equation 5.1 in Section 5.1. Therefore,
h(w; τ, t) depends only on the hypothesized word w, its start time τ + 1 and its end time
t. The dependence on the language model history (u, v) is removed by the division in
Equation 8.2. Thus, edges with the same τ , t, and w receive the same word score. In
the following, such edges are called equivalent edges. During the word graph construction several equivalent edges can emerge which originate from different tree copies. As
described in [Sixtus & Ortmanns 99], only one of a set of equivalent edges is retained in
the word graph structure.
This is a difference to the word graph method described in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]
which constructs the word graph edges dependent on the language model histories of
the corresponding word end hypotheses. Thus, this word graph may contain several
equivalent edges for different language model histories. This word graph type will be
called LM history conditioned word graph in the following. Also the word graphs used in
[Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00, Neukirchen & Klakow+ 01] are LM history conditioned word
graphs. In contrast to this, the word graph edges of the word graph type used in this
1

This approximation can be avoided if instead of an LM history conditioned tree search a time conditioned tree search [Ney & Oerder 93, Ortmanns & Ney+ 96c, Ney & Ortmanns+ 97, Ortmanns 98] is
used for word graph construction (see Sections 2.1.4 and 8.2).
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thesis do not depend on the language model history. Only one of a set of equivalent edges
(i.e. edges for the same word with the same start and end time which were hypothesized in
different language model histories) is contained in the word graph. Thus, the word graph
type used in this thesis will be referred to as unconditioned word graph. The difference
between these two word graph types will be discussed in Section 8.2 in more detail.
An example for a within-word word graph is shown in Figure 8.1.

Word Graph Search
Similar to the acoustic search the word graph search is based on the time synchronous
evaluation of Equation 4.8 by means of dynamic programming. The search hypotheses of the word graph search which represent partial sentences have to be separated
according to their final (m − 1) words v2m if an m-gram language model is used
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a, Sixtus & Ortmanns 99]. The following quantity is introduced
for the dynamic programming:
H(v2m ; t) :=

Probability of the best partial sentence hypothesis that ends with the
words v2m at time t

The dynamic programming is based on the following recursion:
n
©
ªo
H(v2m ; t) = max p(vm |v1m−1 ) · max H(v1m−1 ; τ ) · h(vm ; τ, t)
v1

τ

(8.3)

For a trigram language model, ending word w and language model history (u, v) the
recursion can be written as follows:
n
o
H(v, w; t) = max p(w|u, v) · max {H(u, v; τ ) · h(w; τ, t)}
(8.4)
u

τ

The comparison of Equation 8.4 and the Equations 5.1 – 5.4 shows that the word graph
search is an exact reproduction of the acoustic search if both search runs use the same
language model. The recursion at word transitions described by Equation 5.3 is represented by the maximization over u in Equation 8.4. The recursion within a tree copy
tickets
quick
the

1

sick

sold
cats

are

bold
T

t

Figure 8.1: Example for a within-word word graph. The word hypotheses are represented
by the word graph edges, the word boundary times are represented by the nodes.
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of the acoustic search as described in Equation 5.1 does not have to be performed explicitly during the word graph search. In Equation 8.4, this recursion is represented by
the word scores h(w; τ, t) and the maximization over τ . During the acoustic search, this
maximization over τ is performed implicitly due to the fact that the search hypotheses
are conditioned to their language model history.

8.1.2

Across-Word Word Graphs

Word Graph Construction
For across-word models the decomposition of the probability of a word sequence w1N into
the contributions of the individual words is given by Equation 4.15 in Section 4.2. The
word score of a word w hypothesized within the time range (τ + 1; t), i.e., the contribution
of this word hypothesis to the acoustic model is given by the term h̃(l, w, r; τ, t). As
explained in Section 4.2, this word score depends not only on the word identity (w) and
the start and end time (τ +1, t) but additionally on the hypothesized left and right acrossword context (l, r). Therefore, for each edge, beside the information mentioned in the last
section, the identity of the left and right across-word context have to be stored.
Similar to the method described in the last section, the construction of word graph edges
takes place at each time frame t for each search path ending in the final state S(w,r) of
a word w. As mentioned in Section 5.2, in the across-word search network each word
has one separate final state for each possible right across-word context. Thus, the right
across-word context r of a word end hypothesis w is directly given by the final state S(w,r)
hypothesized in the acoustic search.
The left across-word context l of a word end hypothesis w depends on the word transition
type that was hypothesized between w and its immediate predecessor word. As mentioned
in Section 4.2, the across-word search network allows for two word transitions types: for
a coarticulated word transition l is given by the last phoneme of the predecessor word; for
a not-coarticulated word transition l is denoted by the special symbol $. The information
about the hypothesized word transition type between w and its predecessor word has to
be stored during the acoustic search.
Using the dynamic programming recursions of the acoustic search (Equations 5.5 and 5.6
in Section 5.2), the word boundary τ between w and its predecessor and the corresponding
word score h̃(l, w, r; τ, t) can be computed as follows:
τ (l, w, r; u, v; t) = Buv (t, S(w,r) )
Quv (t, S(w,r) )
h̃(l, w, r; τ, t) =
Quv (τ, s0 (r(v)))

(8.5)
(8.6)

r(v) denotes the right across-word context of the immediate predecessor word v of the
ending word w. In the case of a coarticulated word transition r(v) corresponds to the first
phoneme of w. If a not-coarticulated word transition was hypothesized, r(v) is equal to
the special symbol $. The left across-word context l of the word end hypothesis w is given
implicitly by the predecessor word v and the word transition type hypothesized between
v and w as described above.
The word score h̃(l, w, r; τ, t) depends on l, w, r, τ and t (see Section 4.2), the dependence
on the language model history is removed by the division in Equation 8.6. Similar to
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within-word word graphs, equivalent edges (i.e., edges with the same l, w, r, τ and t)
emerge, originating from different tree copies. Since they receive the same word score
h̃(l, w, r; τ, t), only one of them is retained in the word graph structure.
Word Graph Search
The word graph search on an across-word word graph is based on the time synchronous
evaluation of Equation 4.15 by means of dynamic programming similar to the word graph
search on a within-word word graph. Assuming an m-gram language model, the following
quantity is introduced:
H̃(v2m , r(vm ); t) := Probability of the best partial sentence hypothesis that ends with
the words v2m and the right across-word context r(vm ) at time t
The dynamic programming is based on the following recursion:
½
©
m
H̃(v2 , r(vm ); t) = max p(vm |v1m−1 ) · max H̃(v1m−1 , r(vm−1 ); τ ) ·
v1

τ

ª
h̃(l(vm ), vm , r(vm ); τ, t) · q(vm−1 , r(vm−1 ), vm , l(vm ))

¾
(8.7)

with

 1 if vm−1 , r(vm−1 ), vm , l(vm )
are consistent
q(vm−1 , r(vm−1 ), vm , l(vm )) =

0 otherwise

(8.8)

r(vm−1 ) denotes the right across-word context of the last but one word vm−1 of the partial
sentence hypothesis. l(vm ) denotes the left across-word context of the last word vm of the
partial sentence hypothesis.
N
In Section 4.2 the acoustic model contained originally the term p([l, r]N
1 |w1 ) denoting the
N
probability of a sequence of across-word contexts [l, r]N
1 given a word sequence w1 . With
the assumption that the search network is organized in such a way that the hypothesized
word sequences w1N are guaranteed to be consistent with the hypothesized sequences of
across-word model contexts [l, r]N
1 , this term has been omitted. In the acoustic search
the consistence between w1N and [l, r]N
1 is ensured by the structure of word transitions
as described in Section 5.2. Since the word graph search must reproduce the acoustic
search, it also has to take care of the consistence between the hypothesized word sequence
and the hypothesized sequence of across-word contexts. This is described by the term
q(vm−1 , r(vm−1 ), vm , l(vm )) which equals 1 only if vm−1 , r(vm−1 ), vm , l(vm ) realize either
coarticulated or a not-coarticulated word transition.
Instead of evaluating this term explicitly during the word graph search, it can be implemented directly into the word graph topology by enhancing the semantics of the
word graph nodes: Only those word graph edges are connected by a node for which
q(vm−1 , r(vm−1 ), vm , l(vm )) equals 1. Thus, beside the information about the word boundary times, a node now represents also information about the last phoneme and the right
across-word context of the hypotheses ending at this node and information about the
first phoneme and the left across-word context of the hypotheses starting at this node.
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This results in several word graph nodes at the same time frame representing the different across-word context information. An example for such a word graph is shown in
Figure 8.2.
As can be seen, within the same range of time hypotheses of the same word may occur in
this word graph which differ only in their across-word contexts. At the same time frame,
several word graph nodes may appear which connect only those word graph edges which
represent consistent word transitions.
Structuring the word graph that way ensures the consistence between any hypothesized
word sequence w1N and the corresponding sequence of across-word contexts [l, r]N
1 . As a
result, the term q(vm−1 , r(vm−1 ), vm , l(vm )) can be omitted.
For a trigram language model, ending word w with right across-word context r(w) and
language model history (u, v) the recursion can be written as follows:
½
©
H̃(v, w, r(w); t) = max p(w|u, v) · max H̃(u, v, r(v); τ ) ·
u
τ
¾
h̃(l(w), w, r(w); τ, t)
(8.9)
The recursion at word transitions in the acoustic search described by Equation 5.5 in
Section 5.2 is represented by the maximization over u. The recursion within a tree
copy (Equation 5.1) is represented by the maximization over τ and the word scores
h̃(l(w), w, r(w); τ, t).
$
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Figure 8.2: Example for an across-word word graph. Compared to the baseline withinword word graph the information stored for each word graph edge is extended by the
information about the hypothesized left and right across-word contexts. The semantics
of the word graph nodes is enhanced: in addition to the word boundary time each node
represents information about the word boundary phonemes and the across-word contexts
of that word graph edges which are connected by this node.
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LM History Conditioned vs. Unconditioned
Word Graphs

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, in contrast to the word graphs described
in [Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00], the word graphs used in this thesis do not contain
language model information. The word graph edges do not depend on the language
model history. This results in differences between the word graph method used in
this thesis and the word graph methods described in [Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00] (and
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] as well) which are discussed in this section in detail.
The
word
graph
methods
described
in
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]
and
+
[Neukirchen & Aubert 00] are based on LM history conditioned word graphs, i.e.,
the word graph edges depend on the language model histories of the corresponding word
hypotheses. An example of a LM history conditioned word graph is shown in the middle
of Figure 8.3. For simplicity a within-word word graph is assumed. It is assumed further,
that during the word graph construction a bigram language model has been used. The
word hypotheses of the acoustic search which produced the edges of the word graph,
are shown at the top of Figure 8.3. Four different word hypotheses ending at time t
are considered: [a; τ2 , t] with predecessor hypothesis [c; τ3 , τ2 ], [b; τ1 , t] with predecessor
hypothesis [c; τ3 , τ1 ], [b; τ2 , t] with predecessor hypothesis [d; τ3 , τ2 ], and [a; τ2 , t] with
predecessor hypothesis [d; τ3 , τ2 ].
As can be seen in the middle of Figure 8.3, the word graph edges computed from these
word end hypotheses (and from the predecessor word hypotheses as well) are constructed
dependent on the language model history of the word end hypotheses (i.e. the immediate
predecessor word): For each language model history occurring during search, a separate
edge starting in a separate node is constructed. Due to the implicit optimization of the
word boundary τ between a word w and its language model history during the LM history
conditioned tree search (see Section 8.1.1), such a LM history conditioned word graph is
minimal according to the number of word sequences it contains. It is guaranteed, that
each word sequence w1N is contained at most once in the word graph.
However, the separation of the word graph edges according to the language model history
of the corresponding word end hypotheses requires separate word graph edges also for
equivalent edges, i.e. edges representing the same word w (with the same across-word
contexts l, r in the case of across-word word graphs) within the same range of time τ, t. As
can be seen in the middle of Figure 8.3, the word graph contains two edges representing
the word hypothesis (a; τ2 , t) and two edges representing the word hypotheses (d; τ3 , τ2 )
since the corresponding word ends were hypothesized with two different language model
histories. Thus, an LM history conditioned word graph is not minimal according to the
number of edges it contains.
As discussed in Section 8.1.1, in this thesis unconditioned word graphs are used. Equivalent word graph edges arising from different tree copies (i.e., from word end hypotheses
with different language model histories) which represent the same word (and across-word
contexts) within the same range of time, are merged and only one of them is retained in
the word graph structure. Thus, the word graph edges do not depend on the language
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Figure 8.3: Example for an LM history conditioned word graph (middle) and a unconditioned word graph (bottom). At the top the word hypotheses of the acoustic search which
produced the word graphs are shown. For simplicity, within-word models are assumed.
It is assumed further, that during the acoustic search a bigram language model was used.

model histories of the corresponding word end hypotheses. The resulting word graph is
minimal according to the number of edges, i.e. each possible word hypothesis ([w; τ, t]
for the baseline within-word word graph and [l, w, r; τ, t] respectively for the across-word
word graphs) occurs at most once in the resulting word graphs. Informal experiments
have shown that transforming a LM history conditioned word graph to an unconditioned
word graph by merging equivalent edges reduces the average number of word graph edges
by a factor of about two. Since no sentence hypotheses are removed from the word graph
by this merging, the graph error rate, i.e. the word error rate of that sentence hypothesis contained in the word graph which best matches the spoken sentence according to
Levenshtein distance, is not deteriorated.
At the bottom of Figure 8.3 the unconditioned word graph is shown which corresponds
to the LM history conditioned word graph shown in the middle of the figure. As can be
seen, the equivalent edges for a and d contained in the LM history conditioned word graph
were merged and only one edge for a and one edge for d is contained in the unconditioned
word graph.
However, it can also be seen that the unconditioned word graph is no longer guaranteed to
be optimal according to the number of word sequences it contains. Due to the merging of
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equivalent word hypotheses, additional sentence hypotheses arise which were not present
in the LM history conditioned word graph. Note that these additional sentence hypotheses are absolutely admissible. They were just not contained in the LM history conditioned
word graph since they were recombined or pruned during the LM history conditioned tree
search. Due to the additional sentence hypotheses, there may be word sequences w1N in
the unconditioned word graph which are represented by several sentence hypotheses which
differ in their word boundary times only. The unconditioned word graph depicted at the
bottom of Figure 8.3 contains two sentence hypotheses representing the word sequence
c b. With respect to the optimal word error rate of the word graph search such equivalent
sentence hypotheses are redundant, the most probable sentence hypothesis would be sufficient. However, there are applications of word graphs like e.g. the computation of word
posterior probabilities [Wessel 02]2 which take advantage of several sentence hypotheses
with different word boundary times.
If a word graph is desired which is minimal according to the word sequences it contains,
either the merging of equivalent word hypotheses has to be avoided or the redundant
sentence hypotheses can be removed in a post processing step by unfolding the word graph
into a sentence hypothesis tree as described, e.g., in [Ney & Ortmanns+ 97, Ortmanns 98]
(word boundary optimization).
Note that both word graph types mentioned above, the LM history conditioned word
graph as well as the unconditioned word graph, are constructed during an LM history
conditioned tree search. Thus, in both word graphs the approximation regarding the
boundary time between a word and its language model history (word pair approximation
in case of a bigram language model) mentioned in Section 8.1.1 is applied.
Unconditioned word graphs can also be constructed during a time conditioned tree
search [Ney & Ortmanns+ 97]. The word boundary approximation is avoided in this
case since the boundary times between the words are not optimized implicitly during
the search. This results in exacter word graphs. However, the number of redundant
sentence hypotheses, i.e., sentence hypotheses which represent the same word sequence
and differ in their boundary times only, is much higher than in unconditioned word
graphs constructed during an LM history conditioned tree search. Thus, word graphs
constructed during a time conditioned tree search are typically thinned out by an explicit
word boundary optimization step.
To sum up, in the experiments reported in this chapter unconditioned word graphs were
used which were constructed during an LM history conditioned tree search. An explicit
word boundary optimization after the word graph construction was not performed. The
word graphs are minimal according to the number of edges but not according to the
number of word sequences.

2

Word posterior probabilities describe the probability of a word hypothesis in a certain range of time,
given the acoustic feature vectors of the whole utterance. They can be used, e.g., for the computation of
confidence measures [Wessel 02]
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Purging of Across-Word Word Graphs

After the acoustic search, the word graph contains several partial sentence hypotheses
that do not reach its end, so-called dead paths. Dead paths within the word graph emerge,
if word end hypotheses are not expanded further due to beam pruning or recombination
within a tree copy [Neukirchen & Aubert+ 00]. Edges which belong only to those dead
paths, can be removed from the word graph in a post-processing step, which is called
word graph purging.
As discussed in the last sections, equivalent word graph edges may arise during the
word graph construction which represent the same word w in the same time range
(τ + 1, t) and (in the case of across-word word graphs) the same across-word contexts
(l, r). Those equivalent edges originate from different tree copies. Only one of a set of
equivalent edges is retained in the word graph (unconditioned word graph). As described
in [Sixtus & Ortmanns 99], the word graph search can be accelerated as follows: the identities of all immediate predecessor words that occur for a set of word end hypotheses which
produce equivalent edges, are stored in a list which is attached to that edge that represents
the set of equivalent edges in the word graph. In the following, this list is called predecessor word list. During the word graph search a partial sentence hypothesis ending at time
τ on word v with right across-word context r(v) is only expanded by a word hypothesis
[l(w), w, r(w); τ, t] if the last word of the partial sentence hypothesis v is contained in
the predecessor word list attached to the edge of the word hypothesis [l(w), w, r(w); τ, t].
Thus, the set of admissible sentence hypotheses is constrained: A sentence hypothesis during the word graph search is admissible only if the word pairs contained in the sentence
occurred also in the acoustic search3 . Edges which do not belong to admissible sentence
hypotheses can be removed from the word graph. Thus, compared to the simple purging
method described above which only removes dead paths, this stronger purging removes
more edges from the word graph. In the following, it is called predecessor purging.

8.4

Quality of Across-Word Word Graphs

In this section the quality of a word graph constructed during an across-word search will
be assessed as follows: The word graph is constructed during an acoustic search using a
bigram language model. Then, a word graph search is performed using a trigram language
model. The results of the word graph search are compared to the results of an acoustic
search applying the same trigram language model. The comparison will show that in most
cases the main objective of word graphs mentioned above is met: the word graph search
is able to produce exactly the same results as the acoustic search. A similar experiment
was reported in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] for the baseline within-word word graph.
The test was performed on the Verbmobil II corpus which is described in detail in
Appendix A. The experimental setup was similar to the one described in Appendix B,
except for speaker normalization, which was not applied in this experiment.
3

Instead of using predecessor word lists, this constraint could also be realized by an LM history
conditioned word graph whose edges are conditioned to the immediate predecessor word (see Section 8.2).
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The bigram language model used for word graph construction had a perplexity (PP) of
79 on the Verbmobil II test set. The active search space per time frame after pruning
and the word error rate are shown in the first line of Table 8.1.
The pruning thresholds for the acoustic search were chosen fairly conservative and in a
first experiment only the simple word graph purging method was applied which removes
dead paths as described in the last section. The resulting word graph had the following
properties:
• The word graph density (WGD), i.e., the average number of edges per spoken word
was 1127,
• the average number of different words per time frame (Wt ) in the word graph was
11.8, and
• the graph error rate (GER), i.e., the error rate of that sentence hypothesis in the
word graph which best matches the spoken sentence according to Levenshtein alignment ([Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]) was 4.8%
A second acoustic search was performed using a trigram language model with a perplexity
of 58 on the Verbmobil II test set. As can be seen in the second line of Table 8.1,
replacing the bigram language model by the trigram language model results in a reduction
of the word error rate from 25.0 % to 22.4 %.
A word graph search was performed on the word graph using the same trigram language
model. The result is shown in the first line of Table 8.2. As can be seen in the fourth
column, the word graph search produces the same word error rate as the acoustic search.
A more detailed comparison of the recognition results of the acoustic search (ac. search)
and the word graph search (wg. search) is given in the last four columns of Table 8.2.
For 884 of the 1081 sentences contained in the test set of Verbmobil II, the word
graph search produced exactly the same sequence of word hypotheses [l, w, r; τ, t]N
1 as the
acoustic search.
N
However, the sequence of across-word contexts [l, r]N
1 and boundary times [τ, t]1 is not
directly important for the word error rate, only the word sequence w1N is relevant. The
same word sequences w1N (possibly containing slightly different boundary times or acrossword contexts) was produced for 972 sentences by the word graph search.

Table 8.1: Results of an acoustic across-word search using a bigram language model
with a perplexity (PP) of 79 and a trigram language model with a perplexity of 58; the
acoustic model was trained gender independently and contained 2501 tied states with
232k Gaussian densities
LM
Bigram
Trigram

PP
79
58

(search space)
states arcs trees
10385 4820
44
16765 7900
90

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
6.8 - 2.7
25.0
5.5 - 2.8
22.4
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Table 8.2: Results of a word graph search using a trigram with a perplexity (PP) of 58
on a word graph constructed during an acoustic search using a bigram with a perplexity
of 79.

purging

word graph
WGD
Wt GER

WER

recognized sentences (1081 overall)
sentence scores better
N
N
[l, w, r; τ, t]1
w1
by more than 1.0
identical
identical ac. search wg. search

simple

1127

11.8

4.8

22.4

884

972

96

54

predec.

332

3.8

5.7

22.5

690

935

308

33

Additionally, the scores4 of those sentences were compared, for which the acoustic search
and the word graph search produced different results. To allow for a numerically robust
statement whether the acoustic search or the word graph search produced the better
result, only those sentences were considered in the comparison whose scores differed by
more than 1.0 absolute. The average score difference of a sentence pair containing exactly
the same sequence of [l, w, r; τ, t]N
1 was 0.04. The absolute sentence scores ranged between
5699.8 and and 1599564.0, depending on the sentence length. The average sentence score
for the 1081 sentences in the Verbmobil II test set (see Appendix A) was 118377.0.
As can be seen, for 96 sentence pairs the acoustic search produced a sentence score which
was by more than 1.0 absolute better than the sentence score produced by the word graph
search. This results from the approximation made during the word graph construction
regarding the boundary time between a word hypothesis and its predecessor word. The
word graph search produced a better score in 54 sentences which results from search errors
made during the acoustic search, i.e., the best sentence hypothesis was pruned before the
end of the utterance was reached.
Thus, the word graph method described above produces word graphs that are a good
representation of the search space of the acoustic search. The word graph search results
in the same word error rate as the acoustic search. In 82% of the sentences exactly the
same sequence of word hypotheses [l, w, r; τ, t] was produced by the word graph search,
the same word sequence w1N was obtained for 90% of the sentences.
In a second experiment instead of the simple purging method the more restrictive predecessor purging was applied to the word graph. As can be seen in the second line of
Table 8.2 the WGD is reduced substantially from 1127 to 332. Wt drops from 11.8 to 3.8
and the GER increases from 4.8% to 5.7%.
However, as can be seen, a word graph search on this stronger purged word graph using
the same trigram language model as before results in nearly the same word error rate.
Compared to the simple purged word graph, the error rate increases by only 0.1% absolute,
from 22.4% to 22.5%.
Due to the more restrictive predecessor purging, the number of sentences containing exactly the same sequence of word hypotheses [l, w, r; τ, t] drops down by 22% from 884
to 690. Comparing the sentence scores, it can be seen that the number of sentences for
4

In this section, the term “sentence score” means the negative logarithm of the sentence probability.
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which the acoustic search produces a score which is better by more than 1.0 absolute,
increases from 96 to 308. The predecessor purging removes all word pairs from the word
graph that did not occur during the acoustic bigram search. This results in a stronger
impact of the word pair approximation and limits the ability of the word graph search to
produce exactly the result of the acoustic search. However, the same word sequence w1N
could still be obtained in 935 sentences which is only 4% less than for the simple purged
word graph.

8.5

Transformation of Across-Word Word Graphs to
Within-Word Word Graphs

In order to meet the requirement that the word graph search reproduces the acoustic
search, the across-word contexts of the word hypotheses have to be considered in the
word graph as described in Section 8.1.2. This results in separate edges within the same
boundary times representing the same word identity which differ in their across-word
contexts only. However, in many applications only the identities of the words and their
boundaries are of interest. In the following, it is studied, how an across-word word graph
containing the information about the across-word contexts can be transformed into a more
compact within-word word graph without information about the across-word contexts.
Edges that share the same word identity and the same boundary times are equivalent
edges in within-word word graphs (see Section 8.1.1). Thus, such edges which are kept
separate in an across-word word graph due to different across-word contexts, are to be
merged into one edge in the resulting within-word word graph. Similarly, several different
nodes representing the same boundary time but denote different across-word contexts (see
Figure 8.2 in Section 8.1.2) are to be merged into one node per time frame. The word
scores of the resulting merged word graph edges should be chosen in such a way, that the
best sentence hypothesis obtained in a word graph search on the across-word word graph
is also obtained as much as possible in a word graph search on the resulting within-word
word graph.
In the following, four methods for determining the word score of a merged edge from the
word scores of the equivalent edges are studied:
• ”best hyp”: Among the equivalent edges the word score of the most probable edge
is determined and assigned to the merged edge. This can be seen as a baseline
method since it is implicitly chosen if the across-word contexts of the edges are
simply discarded to obtain a within-word word graph.
• ”sum hyp”: The word score of the merged edge is the sum of the probabilities
represented by the word scores of the equivalent edges.
• ”best path”: For each edge the probability of the best sentence hypothesis which
traverses the edge under consideration, is determined (called ”path probability of
the edge” in the following) as described in [Sixtus & Ortmanns 99]. Then, the word
score of that edge among the equivalent edges with the best path score is determined
and assigned to the merged edge.
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• ”mixed”: This is an empirical approach, which intends to increase the probability
that the best sentence hypothesis obtained on an across-word word graph should be
disturbed as little as possible by the merging. It is determined, whether among the
equivalent edges there is a member of the global best sentence hypothesis. If so, the
word score of the most probable of the equivalent edges is assigned to the merged
edge to increase the probability that the merged edge will also be a member of the
best sentence hypothesis in the within-word word graph. If not, the word score of
the merged edge is the word score of the edge with the best path score.
The effect of these four merging methods was studied for different word graph densities
on the Verbmobil II corpus. The same across-word word graph as in the last section
was used. The word graph was purged according to the predecessor purging described in
Section 8.3.
First, forward-backward pruning using a trigram language model as described in
[Sixtus & Ortmanns 99] was applied to the across-word word graph to obtain a desired
word graph density. The forward-backward pruning determines for each word graph edge
the probability of the best sentence hypothesis which traverses the edge, the path probability. Edges whose path probability is below a fixed percentage of the probability of
the global best sentence hypothesis are removed from the word graph. Thus, the global
best sentence hypothesis according to the used language model is guaranteed not to be
removed from the word graph by this pruning.
The pruned word graph was then transformed to a within-word word graph using one
of the four merging methods described above. A word graph search as described in
Section 8.1.1 was performed on the resulting within-word word graph using the same
trigram language model.
The results are shown in Figure 8.4. For comparison, also the word error rate of the word
graph search on the across-word word graph is shown. It remains constant for all word
graph densities since, as described above, the forward-backward pruning guarantees that
the global best sentence hypothesis according to the used language model is not removed
from the word graph. As can be seen, especially for higher word graph densities there
is a little loss in word error rate if the across-word contexts are neglected. However,
among the four merging methods the ”mixed” method performs best. As expected, using
this method the best sentence hypothesis obtained on an across-word word graph is least
disturbed.
Figure 8.5 shows the word graph error rate (the error rate of the sentence hypothesis
within the word graph that best matches the spoken sentence according to Levenshtein
alignment) over the word graph density for the across-word word graph and the corresponding within-word word graph.
As can be seen, due to the merging of the equivalent edges, the within-word word graph
is more compact than the across-word word graph, i.e., at a given graph error rate the
word graph density of the within-word word graph is lower than the word graph density
of the across-word word graph. For example, for the (nearly) optimal word graph error
rate of 6% a word graph density of over 300 is needed in the across-word word graph. In
the within-word word graph, the same word graph error rate is obtained in a word graph
with a word graph density of about 230.
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Figure 8.4: Effect of neglecting across-word contexts on word error rate.
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Figure 8.5: Effect of neglecting across-word contexts on word graph density.

Chapter 9
Enhancements
9.1

Conventional Acceleration Methods Applied to
Across-Word Search

In the experiments discussed so far the word error rate was the main concern. Thus,
the pruning thresholds were chosen such that the word error rate was optimal. If not
stated differently, all optimizations described in Chapter 7 except for the “Recombination
before Word Ends” (see Section 7.4) were used during across-word search. The computation of the emission probabilities was accelerated by quantizing the components of the
acoustic reference vectors and the acoustic feature vectors and using parallelizing SIMD
instructions for the distance calculation ([Kanthak & Schütz+ 00], see Section 2.1.4).
In this section it is studied to which extent the across-word model search can be accelerated
further without loosing too much recognition performance. The number of accesses to
the HMM state emission probabilities can be reduced drastically by a heuristic called
anticipating pruning (see below). Furthermore, several methods which were proposed in
[Ortmanns 98] for the acceleration of the baseline within-word search (WW), are now
applied to the across-word search (XW) developed in this thesis. The experiments were
performed on a Pentium III PC with 600 MHz. The results are shown in Table 9.1 for
the Verbmobil II task (see Appendix A).
In particular, the following methods are investigated:

• Anticipating Pruning: Looking at the baseline experiment shown in the first row of
Table 9.1 one can see that the average number of accesses to the HMM state emission
probabilities (# LL calc) is one order of magnitude higher than the average number
of active HMM state hypotheses after pruning. Thus, most of the states hypotheses,
for which the emission probability is computed are pruned immediately afterwards.
The number of these unneeded emission probability computations can be reduced
substantially by using the following simple heuristic:
Before the active state hypotheses at time t are expanded, that state hypothesis
s∗ (t − 1) which was optimal at time t − 1 is expanded first. The resulting optimal
103
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Table 9.1: Effect of further acceleration of the across-word search (XW) on Verbmobil II. The acoustic model was trained gender independently. 3501 tied states with overall
358k Gaussian densities were used. Speaker normalization using Vocal Tract Normalization (VTN) was applied. The real time factor was measured on an Intel Pentium III PC
with 600 Mhz. A loss in word error rate of maximal 0.5% absolute due to the acceleration
was accepted.
XW
baseline
+antic. pruning
+phoneme look-ahead
+vq+psa
+tighter pruning
+further fine tuning

search space
# LL-calc. states arcs
177983 16564 7895
33169 16357 7772
9184
6645 2984
8486
5726 2732
4692
2949 1419
3705
2469 1197

trees
90
86
74
70
34
31

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
4.5 - 3.0
20.4
4.5 - 3.0
20.4
4.5 - 3.0
20.6
4.4 - 3.2
20.6
4.5 - 3.1
20.7
4.5 - 3.0
20.9

RTF
25.7
14.4
6.9
4.5
3.0
2.5

search path probability1 is stored as a first estimate of the overall optimal path
probability at time t assuming that s∗ (t), i.e., the optimal state hypothesis at time
t, is likely to be found in the vicinity of s∗ (t − 1) [Beyerlein & Ullrich+ 97]. This
estimate is updated during the expansion of the state hypotheses at time t each time
a state hypothesis occurs whose path probability is bigger than the current estimate.
Using this estimate an anticipating pruning can be performed already during the
expansion of the active state hypotheses: Whenever the path probability of an
expanded state hypothesis falls out of the beam defined by the pruning threshold and
the current estimate of the overall optimal path probability, that state hypothesis
can be excluded from further consideration.
This method mentioned in [Beyerlein & Ullrich+ 97] can be improved as follows:
Before the true emission probability for a state hypothesis is computed, the path
probability of the state hypothesis is updated with an estimate of the expected
emission probability. This estimate is simply the average value of the emission
probabilities over all HMM states during training and can be kept constant during
search. Now, the anticipating pruning can be performed before the true emission
probability is computed: If the estimated path probability is not within the current
beam, the state hypothesis is removed from the active search space. Only if a state
hypothesis survives this anticipating pruning based on its estimated probability, its
exact emission probability is computed and the estimated path probability of the
state hypothesis is corrected accordingly.
As can be seen in the second line of Table 9.1 by applying the anticipating pruning
the average number of accesses to the emission probabilities is reduced from 177983
1

In this section, the accumulated probability of the most probable search path which reaches an HMM
state at a time frame will be called “path probability” of this state at this time frame (in contrast to the
emission probability of this state at this time frame).
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to 33169 without any loss in word error rate. The real time factor (RTF) is decreased
from 25.7 to 14.4.
• Phoneme Look ahead: The idea of phoneme look-ahead is to anticipate the probability of future acoustic vectors for a phoneme arc before hypothesizing it in detailed
search. The acoustic probabilities are estimated using simplified context independent acoustic models. An additional pruning step based on these estimated acoustic probabilities is performed. This pruning prevents the activation of unlikely arc
hypotheses that would otherwise be pruned a few time frames later. This method
was described in detail, e.g., in [Ney & Haeb-Umbach+ 92, Haeb-Umbach & Ney 94,
Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b]. As can be seen in the third row of Table 9.1, the phoneme
look-ahead method results in a further speed up of the across-word search by a
factor of two. The real time factor is reduced from 14.4 to 6.9 with a loss in word
error rate of only 0.2% absolute.
• Accelerated Log-likelihood Computation: In order to accelerate the computation of
the emission probabilities further, the Preselection Vector Quantization (vq) method
as described in [Bocchieri 93, Ortmanns & Ney+ 97b, Ortmanns 98] was applied. It
is based on partioning the space of the reference vectors into several cells. For
the computation of an emission probability, the k cells with the minimum distance to the current acoustic feature vector are determined first. Then, only the
reference vectors within that k cells are considered for the computation of the
emission probability. This method was combined with the projection search algorithm [Nene & Nayar 96, Ortmanns & Ney+ 97b, Ortmanns 98] (psa) which considers only that reference vectors for the computation of the emission probability
which are located in the immediate epsilon environment of the current acoustic
feature vector.
As can be seen in the fourth row of Table 9.1 accelerating the computation of the
emission probabilities that way results in a further reduction of the real time factor
from 6.9 to 4.5.
• Finally, the pruning thresholds were chosen more tightly. Three pruning beams are
used in the across-word search: a beam for within-word state hypotheses, a beam
for fan-out state hypotheses after the application of the “Across-Word Language
Model Look-Ahead” (see Section 7.2) and a beam for word end hypotheses whose
probabilities have been extended by the corresponding language model probabilities.
In addition, the maximum number of active state hypotheses and of active word end
hypotheses is limited by histogram-pruning. Overall, the fine tuning of the pruning
settings results in a decrease of the real time factor from 4.5 to 3.0. If a further small
loss in word error rate is accepted, the search can be accelerated further to a real
time factor of 2.5. Reducing the search space further by more aggressive pruning
results in a considerable decrease of recognition performance.
In summary, applying all acceleration methods described above reduces the real time
factor of the across-word system by a factor of 10.3, from 25.7 to 2.5.
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Table 9.2: Effect of further acceleration of the within-word search (WW) on Verbmobil II. The acoustic model was trained gender independently. 2501 tied states with overall
450k Gaussian densities were used. Speaker normalization using Vocal Tract Normalization (VTN) was applied. The real time factor was measured on an Intel Pentium III PC
with 600 Mhz. A loss in word error rate of maximal 0.5% absolute due to the acceleration
was accepted.
WW
baseline
+antic. pruning
+phoneme look-ahead
+vq+psa
+tighter pruning
+further fine tuning

search space
# LL-calc. states arcs
54624
5520 2712
7964
4766 2302
3721
3028 1315
3697
2960 1303
2976
2251
994
2493
1949
852

trees
69
59
53
53
33
32

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
4.3 - 3.8
22.3
4.2 - 3.8
22.4
4.3 - 3.8
22.5
4.3 - 3.9
22.6
4.3 - 4.0
22.7
4.4 - 3.9
22.8

RTF
11.8
8.6
4.8
2.7
2.3
2.1

For comparison the same acceleration methods were also applied to a within-word (WW)
system. The results are shown in Table 9.2. As can be seen, the baseline within-word
system which uses only the SIMD instructions for accelerated computation of the emission
probabilities is by factor of 2.2 faster than the baseline across-word system. However,
compared to the XW system its word error rate is higher by 8.5 % relative.
Applying the acceleration methods described above successively reduces the real time
factor of the within-word system by a factor of 5.6, from 11.8 to 2.1. Although 450k
Gaussian densities are used in the within-word system which is by 100k more than in the
across-word system2 , the runtime optimized within-word system (shown in the last line of
Table 9.2) is still by a factor of 1.2 faster than the runtime optimized XW system (shown
in the last line of Table 9.1). However, the word error rate of the runtime optimized
across-word system is still by 8.3% relative better.

9.2

Elimination of Redundant Tree Copies

As described in Section 2.1.4 the search paths contained in the active search network of
a tree search have to be separated according to their current language model history. In
the RWTH system, search paths with the same language model history are grouped into
so-called tree copies (→ LM history conditioned tree search).
During search, the end of word w with across-word contexts (l, r) may be hypothesized at
time t for different language model histories in several of these tree copies. In Section 4.2
the contribution of such a word hypothesis to the acoustic probability of a complete sentence hypothesis was described by the term h̃([l, w, r]; τ, t) which denotes the probability
that the utterance of word w with left across-word context l and right across-word context r generates the sequence of acoustic feature vectors xtτ +1 . In Chapter 8 this term
2

Before the experiments shown in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 were performed, several numbers of Gaussian
densities were tested. The optimal ones were chosen for the experiments.
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was called word score. The word score depends on the identity of the ending word w,
on its left and right across-word context (l, r), on its ending time t and on the ending
time τ of the immediate predecessor word, the so-called word boundary time between w
and its predecessor. In Section 8.1.2 the computation of word score h̃([l, w, r]; τ, t) and
word boundary time τ during search for the construction of across-word word graphs was
discussed in detail. Based on these word graphs a two-pass recognition approach was
discussed in Section 8.4: during a first search pass which uses a short range language
model like a bigram language model, a word graph was constructed. In a second search
pass a word graph search was performed on the resulting word graph using a longer range
language model like a trigram language model. It was shown, that this two-pass approach
produces nearly the same recognition result as if the longer range language model had
been applied in a one-pass search.
A similar experiment was reported in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] for a within-word system.
Furthermore, it was mentioned in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] that instead of this two-pass
approach also an extended one-pass approach on the basis of word graphs is possible
which allows for a considerable reduction of the number of tree copies during the first
search pass. In this section, the realization of such an extended one-pass approach will
be discussed for the across-word system developed in this thesis.
In the following, the computation of word score and word boundary time which was already
discussed in Section 8.1.2, will be considered in some more detail for the case that the
same word end hypothesis occurs at the same ending time in two separate tree copies
representing two different language model histories. A trigram language model will be
assumed.
Consider the same word end hypothesis [l, w, r] at time frame t for two different trigram
language model histories (u, v) and (u0 , v 0 ). The computation of the optimal word boundary times for these two word end hypotheses is performed according to Equation 8.5 in
Section 8.1.2. For the language model history (u, v) the word boundary time is given by
τ = Buv (t, S(w,r) ) ,

(9.1)

while the language model history (u0 , v 0 ) results in the following word boundary time:
τ 0 = Bu0 v0 (t, S(w,r) ) .

(9.2)

The word score of the word end hypothesis [l, w, r] which ends at time t in the tree copy for
the language model history (u, v) is determined according to Equation 8.6 in Section 8.1.2:
h̃([l, w, r]; τ, t) =

Quv (t, S(w,r) )
Quv (τ, s0 (r(v)))

,

(9.3)

where r(v) means the right across-word context which was hypothesized for the immediate
predecessor word v of the word end hypothesis. The left across-word context l of the word
end hypothesis [l, w, r] is given implicitly by the word transition type (coarticulated or
not-coarticulated) which was hypothesized at time τ for the transition between v and w.
This is described in Section 8.1.2 in more detail.
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For the language model history (u0 , v 0 ) the word score of the word end hypothesis [l, w, r]
is given by:
h̃([l, w, r]; τ 0 , t) =

Qu0 v0 (t, S(w,r) )
Qu0 v0 (τ 0 , s0 (r(v 0 )))

.

(9.4)

As discussed in Section 8.1.2, due to the division in Equation 9.3 and 9.4, the word
scores h̃([l, w, r]; τ, t) and h̃([l, w, r]; τ 0 , t) do not explicitly depend on the language model
history. A dependence on the language model history is only implicitly given by the word
boundary times τ and τ 0 .
The optimal word boundary times τ and τ 0 result from the dynamic programming within
the tree copies for the language model histories (u, v) and (u0 , v 0 ). If (u, v) and (u0 , v 0 )
are acoustically similar, it is very likely that for both language model histories the same
optimal word boundary time will be determined by the dynamic programming:
Bu,v (t, S(w,r) ) = Bu0 v0 (t, S(w,r) ) ⇒ τ = τ 0

(9.5)

Then, the contribution of the ending word to the acoustic probability of a sentence hypothesis will be exactly the same for both language model histories, namely h̃([l, w, r]; τ, t).
During word graph construction this phenomenon results in the so-called equivalent edges
mentioned in Section 8.1.2. Nevertheless, in the search algorithm discussed so far, the
dynamic programming is performed in both tree copies. However, if both word end hypotheses have the same optimal word boundary time and therefore the same word score,
it would be sufficient to perform the dynamic programming in only one of the two tree
copies, e.g., in the tree copy representing the language model history (u, v), and to compute Qu,v (t, S(w,r) ). Performing the dynamic programming also in the tree copy representing the language model history (u0 , v 0 ) would be redundant since Qu0 ,v0 (t, S(w,r) ) could
be computed from Qu,v (t, S(w,r) ) as follows:

⇔

h̃([l, w, r]; τ 0 , t) = h̃([l, w, r]; τ, t)
Qu0 v0 (t, S(w,r) )
Quv (t, S(w,r) )
=
Qu0 v0 (τ 0 , s0 (r(v 0 )))
Quv (τ, s0 (r(v)))
Quv (t, S(w,r) )
Quv (τ, s0 (r(v)))

⇔

Qu0 v0 (t, S(w,r) ) = Qu0 v0 (τ, s0 (r(v 0 ))) ·

⇔

Qu0 v0 (t, S(w,r) ) = Qu0 v0 (τ, s0 (r(v 0 ))) · h̃([l, w, r]; τ, t)

(9.6)

Already in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a] it was mentioned that word copies in the word graph
(and thus tree copies in the search network of the first search pass) should be made
“dependent on a suitably defined history” which is not motivated by the history of the
language model but by the phonetic transcription of the predecessor words.
In the following, the number of tree copies is reduced substantially by introducing classes
of acoustically similar language model histories. It is assumed, that all language model
histories (u, v) belonging to the same class c(u, v) result in the same word boundary time.
Thus, separate tree copies for language model histories belonging to the same class are
assumed to be redundant and only one tree copy per language model history class is
considered in the search network.
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The dynamic programming is performed on copies of the lexical prefix tree which are
not conditioned to the language model history (u, v) but to the class c(u, v) to which the
language model history (u, v) belongs. Compared to the recursions discussed in Chapter 5,
the quantities Quv and Buv are replaced by Qc(u,v) and Bc(u,v) . Thus, the recursion within
a tree copy can be written as follows:
n
o
Qc(u,v) (t, s) = max p(xt , s|σ) · Qc(u,v) (t − 1, σ)
(9.7)
σ

max
(t, s))
Bc(u,v) (t, s) = Bc(u,v) (t − 1, σc(u,v)

(9.8)

The path probabilities at word ends Q(u,v) (t, S(w,r) ) are computed for each language model
history (u, v) contained in c(u, v) according to Equation 9.6:
Q(u,v) (t, S(w,r) ) = Q(u,v) (τ, s0 (r(v))) ·
with

τ = Bc(u,v) (t, S(w,r) ) .

Qc(u,v) (t, S(w,r) )
Qc(u,v) (τ, s0 (r(v)))

(9.9)
(9.10)

Thus, the word boundary τ is assumed to depend not on the language model history
(u, v) but only on the class of the language model history c(u, v). The probabilities of the
search paths up to time τ , i.e., Qu,v (τ, s0 (r(v))), have to be stored at time frame τ .
The recursion at word transitions is then performed as described by Equation 5.5:
©
ª
Q(v,w) (t, s0 (r)) = max p(w|u, v) · Q(u,v) (t, S(w,r)
(9.11)
u

For all (v, w, r) the corresponding path probabilities Q(v,w) (t, s0 (r)) are stored. The successor tree copy is not conditioned to (v, w) but to c(v, w). For optimal pruning efficiency,
it is initialized with the probability of the most probable (v, w) ∈ c(v, w) as follows:
©
ª
Qc(v,w) (t, s0 (r)) =
max
Q(v,w) (t, s0 (r))
(9.12)
(v,w)∈c(v,w)

Bc(v,w) (t, s0 (r)) = t

(9.13)

This method is based on the same principle as the two-pass recognition approach
discussed in Section 8.1.2. However, the two search passes are merged into one single
search pass. Thus, the long range trigram language model is considered already in the
first search pass which allows for tighter pruning.
By the introduction of the language model history classes, the number of tree copies which
have to be considered during the dynamic programming of the search is reduced to only
those tree copies which are required for the determination of the word boundary times.
However, an exact determination of classes c(u, v) of acoustically similar language model
histories which result in exactly the same word boundary time is not possible before
the runtime of the search. Thus, the reduction of the number of tree copies that way is
always an approximation. In [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a], this approximation was the given
by the word pair approximation, which considers all those language model histories (u, v)
as acoustically equivalent which end on the same final word v.
The application of this word pair approximation during the across-word search developed
in this thesis is studied in the experiments shown in Table 9.3. Instead of conditioning
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the tree copies during the trigram search to the two-word history (u, v) of the search
hypotheses, they are only conditioned to the immediate predecessor words v. The effect
on the real time factor is shown in Table 9.3 for the Verbmobil II task. More details
about this task are given in Appendix A. The tests were performed using the systems
described in Table 9.1 in Section 9.1. Two systems from this table were considered:
The baseline system which had the best word error rate (first line of Table 9.1) and the
accelerated system (last line of Table 9.1) which used all acceleration methods discussed
in the last section. As can be seen in the first two lines of Table 9.3, the baseline system
can be accelerated significantly if the tree copies are only conditioned to the immediate
predecessor word. While the word error rate is not affected by this approximation,
the real time factor of the baseline system can be reduced from 25.7 to 17.0 (33.9%
relative). However, if all acceleration methods described in the last section are applied,
the elimination of redundant tree copies unfortunately results in no further significant
acceleration: as can be seen in the last two lines of Table 9.3, while the active search
space can still be reduced by the elimination of redundant tree copies (the number of
active tree hypotheses is reduced by nearly a factor of two), the real time factor goes
down from 2.5 to 2.4 only.
Beside the word pair approximation also other acoustically motivated heuristics for classifying acoustically equivalent language model histories are possible. As mentioned in
[Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a], especially long words which end on the same phoneme sequence,
may result in identical word boundary times. Thus, it could be sufficient to condition the
tree copies not on the predecessor words but only on the predecessor phonemes. However,
this would have impact on the language model look-ahead . Since the immediate predecessor word of a search hypothesis traversing a tree copy is not known anymore if the
tree copies are conditioned not to predecessor words but to predecessor phonemes, only a
unigram language model can be used for the language model look-ahead.
However, already in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] it was shown that a language model
look-ahead based on a bigram language model allows for much more tighter pruning than
a language model look-ahead which uses only a unigram language model. This is verified
in the experiments presented in Table 9.4 for the Verbmobil II task. The baseline
system is the runtime optimized system shown in the last line of Table 9.1 in Section 9.1
which uses a language model look-ahead based on a bigram language model (see also
Appendix B). If instead a unigram language model is used for the look-ahead and
the pruning thresholds are left unchanged, the average number of emission probability
computations as well as the average number of state and arc hypotheses increase. Thus,
the pruning is performed less efficiently than in the baseline system. The real time factor
is not affected by this increase since the computational overhead of a unigram language
model look-ahead is lower than for a bigram language model look-ahead. However, the
word error rate increases substantially from 20.9% to 22.7%. To obtain the result of the
baseline system the pruning thresholds of the system which uses the unigram language
model look-ahead, have to be relaxed drastically. This results in an increase of the real
time factor by a factor of two compared to the baseline system.
It is questionable, whether this increase of the real time factor could be compensated by a
reduced number of tree copies which are conditioned to the predecessor phonemes. Thus,
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Table 9.3: Effect of the word pair approximation during across-word search which uses
a trigram language model on Verbmobil II. Instead of conditioning the tree copies to
the complete language model history (u, v) the tree copies are conditioned only to the
immediate predecessor word v. Nevertheless, the full trigram is used during search. This
method was applied on the baseline system described in Table 9.1 of the last section as well
as on the fully accelerated system. The acoustic model was trained gender independently.
3501 tied states with overall 358k dns were used. Speaker normalization using Vocal Tract
Normalization was applied. The real time factor was measured on an Intel Pentium III
PC with 600 Mhz.

baseline
accelerated

tree copies
conditioned to
(u, v)
v
(u, v)
v

search space
# LL calc. states arcs
177983 16564 7895
76600 10085 4643
3705
2469 1197
2634
1793
859

trees
90
27
31
16

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
4.5 - 3.0
20.4
4.6 - 2.9
20.5
4.5 - 3.0
20.9
4.5 - 3.0
20.9

RTF
25.7
17.0
2.5
2.4

except for the word pair approximation no further heuristics for classifying acoustically
equivalent language model histories were studied in this thesis.

9.3

Simplified Across-Word Models

As it was shown in the last sections, despite the optimizations described in Chapter 7
the computational effort required by the search increases significantly if instead of withinword models across-word models are used. The main part of the increase in complexity is
caused by the consideration of the right across-word contexts at word ends. They require
the introduction of fan-out arcs into the search network which are the main reason for
the increased size of the active search space.
In contrast to this, the consideration of the left across-word contexts at word beginnings
results in only a small overhead in an LM history conditioned tree search. The left
across-word context of a word hypothesis is given by the last phoneme of the immediate
predecessor word. This predecessor word is always known in an LM history conditioned
tree search. Thus, as described in Section 5.2, the left across-word context of the first
triphones of the words is determined on the fly during search and the appropriate HMM
is inserted dynamically into the active search space.
In this section it is studied, how much of the gain in word error rate which results from
the introduction of across-word models can be retained if the right across-word contexts
which cause a considerably more complex search network, are disregarded and only the
not expensive left across-word contexts are considered during search. A similar approach
is described in [Alleva & Hon+ 92].
Figure 9.1 shows a word transition which considers only the simplified version of the
across-word models [Kanthak & Sixtus+ 00]. Since the right across-word contexts are
disregarded, there is no need for fan-out arcs at the end of word w. As depicted on
the left side of Figure 9.1, the last phoneme of w is represented by only one arc. As in
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Table 9.4: Comparison of using a unigram language model and a bigram language model
for language model look-ahead on Verbmobil II. The acoustic model was trained gender
independently. 3501 tied states with overall 358k dns were used. Speaker normalization
using Vocal Tract Normalization was applied. The real time factor was measured on an
Intel Pentium III PC with 600 Mhz.
LM lookahead
bigram
unigram

search space
# LL calc states arcs
3705
2469 1197
4874
3202 1547
6984
4634 2199
11389
6578 3189
16120 11142 5218

trees
31
31
40
44
64

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
4.5 - 3.0
20.9
5.2 - 3.0
22.7
4.9 - 3.1
21.9
4.8 - 3.0
21.4
4.5 - 3.1
20.9

RTF
2.5
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0

within-word search, the right context of this arc is denoted by the general word boundary
symbol # as discussed in Section 4.1.
On the right side of Figure 9.1 the first generation of the successor tree of w is shown. With
the knowledge of the immediate predecessor word (w) the left context of the triphones
represented by the first generation arcs can easily be determined. As in across-word
search, two word transition types are considered: for the coarticulated word transition
the left context is given by the last phoneme (y) of the predecessor word (w). For the
not-coarticulated word transition the left context is denoted by the special symbol $
as described in Section 4.2. After the first generation of the successor tree search paths
which traversed the coarticulated word transition are recombined with search paths which
traversed the not-coarticulated word transition as discussed in Section 7.1.
In Table 9.5 the average search space per time frame after pruning, the word error rate
(WER) and the real time factor (RTF) of a simplified across-word system (XWlight) is
compared to a within-word system (WW) which disregards all across-word contexts and
an across-word system (XW) which considers both, the left and the right across-word
context. For each system also the number of Gaussian densities (#dns) contained in the
acoustic model are given. The experiments were performed on the Verbmobil II task.
More details about this task are given in Appendix A. Two versions of the WW, XWlight
and XW system are considered:
• A baseline version which uses only the SIMD ([Kanthak & Schütz+ 00]) instructions
for accelerated computation of emission probabilities (see Section 9.1). The pruning
thresholds were chosen such that the word error rate was optimal.
• An accelerated version which uses all acceleration methods described in Section 9.1.
As can be seen, 38% of the word error rate improvement which is obtained by the introduction of across-word models can be retained if only the left across-word contexts are
considered during search. In the baseline systems, the word error rate of the WW system
is 23.1%. This can be reduced to 21.0% if instead of within-word models across-word
models are used. However, this results in an increase of the real time factor from 5.8
to 13.7. If instead of full across-word models only the simplified across-word models are
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successor
tree
y ae
y af

coarticulated word transition
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word end
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u,v

y

a
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not-coarticulated word transition

c

$ f

v,w
Figure 9.1: Word transition during simplified across-word search.

used, the real time factor increases only to 7.9 and the word error rate is decreased to
22.3%. In the accelerated systems the within-word system produces a word error rate
of 23.5% at a real time factor of 1.2. Using full across-word models instead results in a
smaller word error rate of 21.5% but also in a larger real time factor of 2.1. In contrast to
this, simplified across-word models result in only a slight increase of the real time factor
to 1.4 while the word error rate is still decreased to 22.7%.
Table 9.5: Effect of simplified across-word models (XWlight) on Verbmobil II. The
XWlight system is compared to a within-word system (WW) and an across-word system
(XW). The acoustic model was trained gender independently. 2501 tied states were used
in all systems. The real time factor (RTF) was measured on a Pentium III PC with 600
MHz.

baseline

accelerated

WW
XWlight
XW
WW
XWlight
XW

# dns [k]
181
212
216
181
212
216

search space
states arcs trees
4078 1968
53
5180 2480
34
8784 4068
37
1771
767
17
2111 1015
23
2289 1089
24

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
5.2 - 3.5
23.1
5.6 - 2.7
22.3
5.1 - 2.7
21.0
5.5 - 3.5
23.5
5.5 - 2.9
22.7
5.2 - 2.8
21.5

RTF
5.8
7.9
13.7
1.2
1.4
2.1
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Assimilation Rules

The reason for the improvement in word error rate if instead of within-word models
across-word models are used, is the more precise consideration of coarticulation at word
boundaries. The aim of the so-called assimilation method discussed in this section is
to further increase this precision. The method refers to word transitions where the last
phoneme of the ending word is equal to the first phoneme of the starting word. An example for such a word transition is given at the word pair “some more”: the phonetic
transcription of the word “some” is assumed to be “s UH m” and the phonetic transcription of the word “more” is assumed to be “m awh r”. The assimilation method
assumes that especially for higher speaking rates the word boundary phoneme m is not
pronounced twice as given by the phonetic transcription of the word pair but only once.
Then, the precision of the acoustic model could be increased by the introduction of an
additional word transition type which contains only one instance of the two equal word
boundary phonemes. In the following, this additional word transition type will be called
assimilating word transition.
In this section it is studied, whether the word error rate can be reduced further if beside
the coarticulated and the not-coarticulated word transition (see Section 4.2) also the
assimilating word transition is provided at those word transitions, where the adjacent
word boundary phonemes are equal. The assimilating word transition is considered in
training as well as in search.
During training the HMM network described in Section 6.3.2 is used for representing
the training utterances. Whenever two consecutive words with equal word boundary
phonemes occur in a training utterance, the assimilating word transition is inserted into
the corresponding HMM network. This is shown in Figure 9.2 for the word sequence “some
more”. Which one of the three word transition types was used during the pronunciation
of the utterance, is determined during the dynamic programming on the HMM network.
During search the assimilating word transition is realized as depicted in Figure 9.3. It
allows for skipping those phoneme arcs in the first generation of the lexical prefix tree
which represent the same phoneme as the last phoneme of the ending word. If assimilation
is hypothesized, the right across-word context of the ending word has to correspond to the
phoneme represented by the phoneme arc in the second generation of the lexical prefix

some
UH
$

s UH

s

more

$
mm

UH m

m
UH

UH

m$

mawh

m awh

$

$

assimilating word transition
m

awh r

awh

r

$

mawh

Figure 9.2: HMM network for the word sequence “some more”. Beside the coarticulated
word transition (top) and the not-coarticulated word transition (bottom) the additional
assimilating word transition (center) is considered.
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word end
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coarticulated word transition

x ya
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fanout arcs of w

y

y a

x yy

y ax

y

y f

u,v

$ ae

y

$ f

x y$

pause

w $

v,w

not-coarticulated word transition

Figure 9.3: Word transition between the word w for the language model history u, v and
the corresponding successor tree used in search. Beside the coarticulated and the notcoarticulated word transition the additional assimilating word transition is considered.

tree. This is depicted in Figure 9.3: a search path ending in the fan-out arc corresponding
to the right across-word context a is transfered only to those arcs in the second phoneme
generation of the successor tree which
1. represent the phoneme a, and
2. follow to that phoneme arc in the first generation which represents the same phoneme
as the last phoneme of the ending word (y).
The effect of the additional consideration of the assimilating word transition is shown
in Table 9.6 for the Verbmobil II task and for the Hub4 task. More details about
these corpora are given in Appendix A. As can be seen, neither on Verbmobil II nor
on Hub4 the introduction of the assimilating word transition results in a significant
improvement of the word error rate.
In order to determine the reason why the introduction of the assimilating word transition
does not help to reduce the word error rate significantly, the results of the training and
the search were analyzed in more detail for the Verbmobil II task: Table 9.4 shows,
how often each of the three word transition types (coarticulated, not-coarticulated and
assimilating word transition) was chosen by the training and the search algorithm respectively.
The training corpus contains overall 629619 word transitions. Only 8398 of these word
transitions (1.3%) allow for the assimilating word transition, i.e., here the word boundary
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Table 9.6: Effect of additional consideration of the assimilating word transition on Verbmobil II and Hub4. The acoustic model contained 3501 tied states on Verbmobil II
and 2001 tied states for each gender on Hub4. The pruning thresholds were chosen fairly
conservative. On Hub4 the phoneme look-ahead method [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was
used for acceleration.
corpus
Verbmobil II
Hub4

baseline
assimilation
baseline
assimilation

# dns [k]
(male / female)
381
382
362 / 254
362 / 253

search space
states
arcs trees
16489
7983
96
16583
8028
97
101094 27572
95
104488 28484
98

error rates
del - ins WER
4.8 - 3.3
21.8
4.6 - 3.2
21.8
3.6 - 2.5
20.7
3.6 - 2.5
20.5

phonemes of the adjacent words are equal. However, in the last iteration of the training
the assimilating word transition was really chosen for only 3535 (0.6%) word transitions.
In 452612 (71.9%) cases the training algorithm choosed the coarticulated word transition,
in 173472 (27.6%) cases the not-coarticulated word transition was chosen.
According to the reference transcriptions the test corpus contains 17743 word transitions
overall. 280 (1.6%) of these word transitions allow for the assimilating word transition.
In the “assimilation” experiment for the Verbmobil II task shown in Table 9.6, 15131
word transitions were recognized. 186 of these word transitions (1.2%) allow for the
assimilating word transition. However, it was only chosen in 103 cases (0.7%) by the search
algorithm. The coarticulated word transition was recognized in 10384 cases (68.7%), the
not-coarticulated word transition was chosen in 4644 (30.7%) cases.
To sum up, the introduction of the assimilating word transition results in no significant
reduction of the word error rate, because compared to the coarticulated and the notcoarticulated word transition the assimilating word transition occures too rarely in the
corpus to have an impact on the accuracy of the acoustic model.

Table 9.7: Analysis of the different word transition types chosen during training and
search on the Verbmobil II task.

#
#
#
#
#

word transitions
possible assimilating word transitions
chosen assimilating word transitions
chosen coarticulated word transitions
chosen not-coarticulated word transitions

training
629619
8398
3535
452612
173472

given
17743
280
–
–
–

test
recognized
15131
186
103
10384
4644
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Multiple Silence Models

As described in Section 6.2, a one-state HMM is used to capture optional speech pauses
(also called silence in the following) at the beginning of the utterance, at its end and
between the words of the utterance. The emission probability of this HMM state is
modelled by a mixture of Gaussians which is separated from the mixtures used for the
HMM states for speech. The silence state is not involved in the state tying process. As
described in Section 6.3.2, if across-word models are used, such a silence state is provided
between the adjacent words at the not-coarticulated word transition as well as at the
coarticulated word transition. In the across-word system described so far, exactly the
same HMM silence state is used for both word transition types.
In [Odell 95] two separate HMMs with separate Gaussians for considering between-word
silence were used, one for (typically very short) speech pauses at the coarticulated word
transition and another one for speech pauses at the not-coarticulated word transition. The
recognition system described in [Odell 95] is based on diagonal Gaussian density specific
covariance matrices, the parameters of the acoustic model are estimated according to
the Baum-Welch estimation method using the forward-backward algorithm [Baum 72,
Rabiner & Juang 86].
In contrast to this, as described in Appendix B, the RWTH system uses one single diagonal
covariance matrix which is pooled over all Gaussian densities. The training is based
on the Viterbi approximation [Ney 90]. Additionally, the so-called linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [Welling 99] is applied to the acoustic feature vectors to increase their
discriminative ability. In this section it is studied, whether also in this environment the
introduction of several silence models is advantegous.
For the training of the acoustic model the network training discussed in Section 6.3.2 is
used. Figure 9.4 shows the HMM network for the training utterance ”he is”. The HMM
state used for silence at the not-coarticulated word transition, denoted by the symbol $
(bottom), is separated from the silence state for the coarticulated word transition which
is denoted by the symbol $̃ (top). A training on this HMM network was performed on the
Hub4 task. More details about this task are given in Appendix A. The corresponding
recognition results are shown in Table 9.8.
~

$

he
$

$

he

h

ei

is
e

is
i

e

h $

$

$

s$

$

is

Figure 9.4: HMM network for the utterance ”he is” providing two separate silence HMMs
($ for the not-coarticulated word transition (bottom), $̃ for coarticulated word transition
(top)).
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In the first two lines of Table 9.8 the baseline system which uses the same silence HMM
state for both the coarticulated and the not-coarticulated word transition, is compared
to a system that uses a separate silence HMM state for the coarticulated word transition.
As can be seen, the introduction of the separate silence HMM for the coarticulated word
transition does not improve the word error rate. In fact, it results in a slight degradation
of the word error rate.
The main part of the degradation is caused by additional deletion errors whose relative
number increases by 0.4 % absolute. It can be assumed that the separate silence HMM
state used for the coarticulated word transition is too similar to the HMM states used
for speech. Thus, time frames representing speech are often incorrectly assigned to this
silence HMM state.
In order to confirm this assumption, the amount of time frames which was assigned to the
silence HMM states during search was analyzed in more detail. The results are shown in
the first two lines of Table 9.9. As can be seen, by modeling silence at the coarticulated
word transition separately, the amount of time frames assigned to the silence state at
the coarticulated word transition increases by a factor of four from 0.3% to 1.3%. Also
the average length of those silences, i.e., the number of consecutive frames assigned to
the silence state at the coarticulated word transition, increases from 6.3 frames to 10.3
frames. In contrast to this, the portion of frames assigned to the silence state at the
not-coarticulated word transition decreases from 11.7% to 11.3%. To sum up, it can be
stated, that the increase of deletion errors is mainly due to the confusion of speech with
the silence state at the coarticulated word transition.
In the following, it is studied, whether a more detailled modeling of silence could help
to alleviate these confusions. As mentioned above, the RWTH system uses one pooled
variance vector for all Gaussians distributions. Hoping to increase the ability to discriminate between speech and silence the variance vector for speech and each of the both
silence models was separated. The result is shown in the third line of Tables 9.8 and
9.9. Unfortunately, the confusion problem is not solved but intensified. Compared to the
baseline system which uses the same HMM silence state for the coarticulated and the
not-coarticulated word transition, the deletion errors increase by more than a factor of
two from 3.1% to 7.9% and the portion of frames assigned to silence at the coarticulated
word transition increases from 0.3% to 5.6%.
Table 9.10 shows the values of the first components of the variance vectors for speech,
Table 9.8: Effect of two separate HMM states for silence on Hub4. The acoustic model
was trained gender dependently. 4001 tied states were used for each gender. The pruning thresholds were chosen fairly conservative. For acceleration the phoneme look-ahead
method [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was used.
number of
sil. models
one
two
two

separate
variance for sil.
no
no
yes

# dns [k]
male / female
358 / 251
358 / 250
358 / 251

search space
states
arcs trees
98317 27443
160
96434 27043
154
108259 31236
171

error rates
del - ins WER
3.1 - 2.9
20.1
3.5 - 2.8
20.5
7.9 - 2.4
24.1
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Table 9.9: Analysis of the recognized silence portion on Hub4. The minimal, maximal
and average silence length and the percental silence portion for both the coarticulated
and the not-coarticulated word transition is shown.
number
of sil.
models
one
two
two

separate
variance
for sil.
no
no
yes

silence length [frames]
coarticulated
not coarticulated
min max ave min max ave
1
58
6.3
1 771 15.6
1 254 10.3
1 461 15.5
1 460 22.6
1 263 16.7

silence portion [%]
not
coartic. coartic. overall
0.3
11.7
12.0
1.3
11.3
12.6
5.6
9.2
14.8

the silence state at the coarticulated word transition and the silence state at the notcoarticulated word transition. As can be seen, the components of the variance vector
for the silence state at the coarticulated word transition are significantly larger than the
components of the variance vectors of speech and the silence state at the not-coarticulated
word transition. Obviously, a considerable amount of speech frames had been assigned to
the silence state at the coarticulated word transition during training.
Thus, it can be concluded, that without a reliable criterion for discriminating silence
from speech it is not possible to train separate silence models for the coarticulated and
the not-coarticulated word transition.
As mentioned above, the main difference between the RWTH system and the system
described in [Odell 95] is that the system described in [Odell 95] uses density specific
covariances while the RWTH system uses one pooled variance vector and a linear discriminant analysis (LDA). The confusion problem between speech and silence at the
coarticulated word transition does possibly not occur that much if density specific covariance matrices are used. However, due to the LDA used in the RWTH system it is
difficult to use density specific covariances, since the LDA transformation is optimal according to the maximum log-likelihood principle only if one pooled covariance matrix is
used [Kumar & Andreou 98].
To sum up it can be concluded that in the described environment of the RWTH system
the introduction of multiple silence models does not result in a reduction of the word
error rate.

9.6

Explicit Consideration of Pronunciation Variants

In the experiments reported so far it was assumed that each word in the vocabulary is represented by a unique phoneme sequence, i.e., w1N denoted a sequence of linguistically and
phonetically unique words. Pronunciation variants, i.e., linguistically equivalent words
with different pronunciations, which are represented by different phoneme sequences, were
treated as different words.
In order to consider pronunciation variants explicitly, a linguistic word has to be distinguished from its phonetic representation. This is described in [Schramm & Aubert 00] for
a within-word system: For each linguistic word w several pronunciation variants ϕ(w) are
defined. Then, the contribution of the acoustic model to Bayes’ decision rule p(xT1 |w1N )
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Table 9.10: Comparison of the first components of the variance vector for speech, the
silence state at the not-coarticulated word transition and the silence state at the coarticulated word transition

component
0
1
2
3
4
...

speech
1.519.650
535.501
2.415.942
772.783
1.705.724
...

variance vector for
silence
not-coarticulated coarticulated
1.798.006
6.808.037
220.467
1.972.231
2.265.374
9.412.333
332.945
2.293.445
1.301.736
4.618.111
...
...

as described in Section 4 by Equation 4.4 has to be modified as follows:
X
N
max p(xT1 , sT1 , ϕN
max p(xT1 , sT1 |w1N ) =
1 |w1 )
sT
1

sT
1

ϕN
1

=

X

T
T
N
N
p(ϕN
1 |w1 ) · max p(x1 , s1 |ϕ1 )
sT
1

ϕN
1

(9.14)

The sum is performed over all possible sequences of pronunciation variants ϕN
1 which
N
N
N
represent the sequence of linguistic words w1 . p(ϕ1 |w1 ) denotes the a-priori probability
that the sequence of linguistic words w1N is pronounced according to the sequence of
pronunciation variants ϕN
1 . In [Schramm & Aubert 00] this probability is factorized into
unigram probabilities:
N
p(ϕN
1 |w1 ) ≈

N
Y

p(ϕn |wn )

(9.15)

n=1

Then, the decision rule for the best word sequence [w1N ]opt for a within-word system as
described in Section 4.1 by Equation 4.8 can be written as follows:
[w1N ]opt ≈
argmax
w1N ,N

X
ϕN
1

(
max
tN
1

N
Y
©

)
ª
p(wn |w1n−1 ) · p(ϕn |wn ) · h(ϕn ; tn−1 , tn )

(9.16)

n=1

In contrast to Equation 4.8, a linguistic word wn is explicitly distinguished from its
pronunciation variant ϕn . Since the HMM of a word hypothesis is defined by its phonetic
representation, the contribution h(ϕn ; tn−1 , tn ) of a word hypothesis to the acoustic
phonetic model depends on the pronunciation variant ϕn of the linguistic word wn , the
starting time tn−1 + 1 and the ending time tn .
In the following, this method which is described in [Schramm & Aubert 00] for a withinword system, will be applied to the across-word system developed in this work.
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For an across-word system, Equation 4.10 in Section 4.2 has to be modified as follows:
XX
N
N
max p(xT1 , sT1 |w1N ) =
max p(xT1 , sT1 , ϕN
1 , [l, r]1 |w1 )
sT
1

N
ϕN
1 [l,r]1

=

XX
ϕN
1

≈

X

[l,r]N
1

sT
1

N
T
T
N
N
max p(ϕN
1 |w1 ) · p(x1 , s1 , [l, r]1 |ϕ1 )
sT
1

(9.17)

N
N
N
T
T
N
max p(ϕN
1 |w1 ) · p([l, r]1 |ϕ1 ) · p(x1 , s1 ||[l, ϕ, r]1 )

N
sT
1 ,[l,r]1
ϕN
1

In Equation 4.10, the consistence between the hypothesized word sequence w1N and the
hypothesized sequence of left and right across-word contexts [l, r]N
1 was ensured by the
N
N
probability distribution p([l, r]1 |w1 ). However, if pronunciation variants are explicitly
N
considered, [l, r]N
1 has to be consistent not with the sequence of linguistic words w1
N
N
but with the sequence of pronunciation variants ϕN
1 . Thus, p([l, r]1 |w1 ) is replaced by
N
p([l, r]N
1 |ϕ1 ).
This term is omitted in the following, assuming that the search space is structured that
way that only sequences of pronunciation variants ϕN
1 will be hypothesized which are
consistent with the hypothesized across-word context sequence [l, r]N
1 .
The decision rule for an across-word system as described by Equation 4.15 in Section 4.2
has to be modified as follows:
£ N¤
w1 opt ≈
(
)
N n
o
Y
X
max
p(wn |w1n−1 ) · p(ϕn |wn ) · h̃([l, ϕ, r]n ; tn−1 , tn )
(9.18)
argmax
w1N ,N

ϕN
1

tN
1

n=1

where h̃([l, ϕ, r]n ; tn−1 , tn ) denotes the acoustic contribution of the pronunciation variant
ϕn which is hypothesized with the left across-word context ln and the right across-word
context rn , to the acoustic probability of the linguistic word sequence w1N .
N
Instead of summing up all possible phonetic representations ϕN
1 of a word sequence w1
also the maximum approximation can be performed:
£ N¤
w1 opt ≈
(
)
N n
o
Y
argmax max max
(9.19)
p(wn |w1n−1 ) · p(ϕn |wn ) · h̃([l, ϕ, r]n ; tn−1 , tn )
w1N ,N

ϕN
1

tN
1

n=1

Then, the explicit consideration of pronunciation variants can easily be integrated into
an LM history conditioned tree search as described in Chapter 5. Instead of treating
all lexical entries as linguistically and phonetically unique words, now a linguistic word
w is explicitly distinguished from its pronunciation variants ϕ(w). The computation of
the language model probability requires only the linguistic identities of the hypothesized
N
words and the a-priori probability p(ϕN
1 |w1 ) is approximated according to Equation 9.15
by a product of unigram probabilities. Thus, the tree copies do not have to be conditioned
to the pronunciation variants ϕ(u) and ϕ(v) of the immediate predecessor words but only
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to their linguistic identities u and v 3 .
For within-word search, only the recursion at word transitions described by Equations 5.3
and 5.4 in Section 5.1 has to be modified in order to consider the a-priori probability of
the pronunciation variants:
©
ª
Qvw (t, s0 ) = max p(w|u, v) · p(ϕ|w) · Quv (t, Sϕ )

(9.20)

Bvw (t, s0 ) = t,

(9.21)

u,ϕ

where u, v and w denote linguistic word identities and ϕ a pronunciation variant of
w. The recursion within the tree copies is performed as described in Equations 5.1 and 5.2.
For across-word search, beside the linguistic identities of the predecessor words u and v
also the last phoneme of the pronunciation variant ϕ(v) of the immediate predecessor word
v has to be considered during search. In the following, this last phoneme is denoted by
λ(ϕ(v)). Pronunciation variants ϕ(v) with different λ(ϕ(v)) result in different left acrossword contexts for the successor word of v. Since the tree copies are to be conditioned to
the linguistic words v which can be realized by several pronunciation variants ϕ(v), the left
across-word context of a word hypothesis w is no longer uniquely given by the tree copy in
which w is hypothesized. In the across-word system developed in this work, this problem
is solved by conditioning the tree copies not only to the linguistic identities u, v of the
predecessor words but additionally to λ(ϕ(v)). Then, all search paths traversing the same
tree copy share the same predecessor phoneme (i.e., the last phoneme of the pronunciation
variant hypothesized for the immediate predecessor word) and the left across-word context
for the triphones in the first generation of the lexical prefix tree can still be determined
on the fly as described in Section 5.24 . In the recursions of the dynamic programming
discussed in Chapter 5, the quantities Quv (t, s) and Buv (t, s) are replaced by Quvλ (t, s)
and Buvλ (t, s) where u and v denote the linguistic identities of the immediate predecessor
words of the search paths traversing the tree copy. λ denotes the immediate predecessor
phoneme, i.e., the last phoneme of the pronunciation variant ϕ(v) which was hypothesized
for v.
In addition, the recursion at word transitions introduced in Equation 5.5 in Section 5.2
has to be modified in order to consider the a-priori probability p(ϕ|w):
Qvwλ (t, s0 (r)) =

©
ª
0 (t, S(ϕ,r) )
p(w|u,
v)
·
p(ϕ|w)
·
Q
max
uvλ
0

u,λ ,ϕ:
λ(ϕ)=λ

Bvwλ (t, s0 (r)) = t

(9.22)
(9.23)

Note, that the maximization in Equation 9.22 includes only those pronunciation variants
ϕ of the ending word w whose last phoneme λ(ϕ) is equal to λ. λ0 denotes the last
phoneme of that pronunciation variant which was hypothesized for the immediate
3

In all experiments described in this work the tree copies were conditioned only to the linguistic
identities of the predecessor words. However, for simplicity, this issue was omitted during the discussion
of the search algorithms so far.
4
Note that this method does not result in the most compact search network. A more compact search
network is discussed in Section 12.1.1.
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predecessor word v of the ending word w.
During training pronunciation variants are considered as follows: For each training
utterance an HMM network similar to those described in Section 6.3.2 is constructed
containing all possible sequences of pronunciation variants ϕN
1 which are able to realize
the sequence of linguistic words w1N of the utterance. It is determined during the Viterbi
training on this network, according to which sequence of pronunciation variants w1N was
uttered. An example for such a network is shown in Figure 9.5. The a-priori probability
p(ϕ|w) that the linguistic word w is realized by the pronunciation variant ϕ is estimated
from the relative frequency of the pronunciation variant ϕ observed during the training.
Pronunciation variants of unseen words are assumed to be equiprobable.
In the following, the effect of the explicit consideration of pronunciation variants is studied
on the Hub4 task. More details about this task are given in Appendix A. Table 9.12
shows the average search space per time frame after pruning and the word error rate
(WER) for a within-word system (WW). The results of the corresponding across-word
system (XW) are shown in Table 9.13.
The baseline systems did not consider pronunciation variants explicitly. As can be seen
in Table 9.11, already 5554 of the 71823 entries in the baseline pronunciation lexicon were
pronunciation variants (7.7%). However, during search these pronunciation variants were
treated as different words. No a-priori probabilities were considered. During the training
of the acoustic model, no pronunciation variants were used at all. The HMMs of the
training utterances were constructed according to that phonetic representations of the
words which occurred first in the pronunciation lexicon (base forms). The corresponding
recognition results are shown in the first lines of Tables 9.12 and 9.13.
For a second series of experiments the pronunciation lexicon was extended by additional
pronunciation variants. The list of linguistic words was not changed. As can be seen in
Table 9.11, the pronunciation lexicon now contained 81931 entries which included 15662
pronunciation variants (19.1%). During training all these pronunciation variants were
considered in the HMM networks of the training utterances as depicted in Figure 9.5.
Similar to [Schramm & Aubert 00], the resulting acoustic models were tested in three
different setups:
In a first experiment, the same recognizer as in the baseline experiments was used, i.e., the
a-priori probabilities of the pronunciation variants were not considered during search. The
Table 9.11: The pronunciation lexica used in the experiments shown in Tables 9.12 and
9.13.

# linguistic words
# pronunciation variants
# entries

baseline
66269
5554
71823

+ additional
pron. variants
66269
15662
81931
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Figure 9.5: Explicit consideration of pronunciation variants in training: All possible sequences of pronunciation variants which are able to realize the word sequence “he is” are
compiled into an HMM network. For both words two pronunciation variants are assumed:
“he” can be realized with the pronunciation variants “h e” and “h i”. “is” can be realized
with “i s” and “ih s”. For simplicity the individual HMM states are not shown.

results are shown in the second line of Tables 9.12 and 9.13 (“no prior”). Considering
all possible pronunciations in HMM networks allows for a better representation of the
training utterances. As can be seen, this reduces the word error rate by 2.8% relative
from 21.2% to 20.6% for the WW system and by 2.0% relative from 19.7% to 19.3% for
the XW system.
Exactly the same pruning setup as in the baseline systems was used in these experiments.
Comparing the search spaces of these systems with the baseline systems, it can be seen
that the average number of active state and arc hypotheses is slightly smaller. Thus,
considering all possible pronunciations during training results in acoustic models which
allow for a better focusing of the search space.
In a second experiment the recognizers were modified to incorporate the a-priori
probabilities of the pronunciation variants at the word ends according to the maximum
approximation described in Equations 9.20 and 9.22. Similar to the language model
probabilities (see Appendix B), also the a-priori probabilities have to be scaled with an
empirical factor for optimal word error rate performance. Informal experiments have
shown that this scaling factor should be chosen similar to the language model scaling
factor. The experimental results are shown in the third line of Tables 9.12 and 9.13
(“max”). Compared to the experiments which disregarded the a-priori probabilities, the
word error rate is reduced further from 20.6% to 20.1% (2.4% relative) for the WW
system and from 19.3% to 18.6% (3.6% relative) for the XW system.
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Table 9.12: Effect of pronunciation variants on Hub4 using within-word models. The
acoustic model was trained gender dependently. 2001 tied states were used for each gender.
For acceleration the phoneme-lookahead method as described in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b]
was used. The pruning thresholds were chosen fairly conservative.
WW
baseline
pron.
variants
in training

priors
in rec
no
max
sum

# dns [k]
male / female
329 / 230
331 / 232
331 / 232
331 / 232

search space
states
arcs trees
73976 17019
105
69837 16136
102
52524 12124
88
49168 11536
88

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
3.5 - 3.1
21.2
3.6 - 2.9
20.6
3.6 - 2.7
20.1
3.6 - 2.6
20.0

Table 9.13: Effect of pronunciation variants on Hub4 using across-word models. The
acoustic model was trained gender dependently. 4001 tied states were used for each gender.
For acceleration the phoneme-lookahead method as described in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b]
was used. The pruning thresholds were chosen fairly conservative.
XW
baseline
pron.
variants
in training

priors
in rec
no
max
sum

# dns [k]
male / female
357 / 252
357 / 251
357 / 251
357 / 251

search space
states
arcs trees
104647 30902
151
95086 26917
151
76265 20334
126
73541 19810
125

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
3.1 - 2.8
19.7
3.1 - 2.7
19.3
3.2 - 2.4
18.6
3.2 - 2.3
18.5

In a third experiment it is attempted to alleviate the maximum approximation over the
different sequences of pronunciation variants introduced in Equation 9.19 as follows:
Similar to the method described in [Schramm & Aubert 00], at each time frame the acoustic probability contributions of all pronunciation variant hypotheses ϕ(w) of a linguistic
word w which end at this time frame with the same language model history, are summed
up. The sum represents the probability of the word end hypothesis for w in the corresponding language model history during the recursion at word transitions.
Thus, for a within-word system, Equation 9.20 has to be modified as follows:
(
Qvw (t, s0 ) = max p(w|u, v)
u

X

)
{p(ϕ|w) · Quv (t, Sϕ )}

(9.24)

ϕ

The sum is performed over all pronunciation variant hypotheses ϕ of the linguistic word
w which end at time t with the language model history (uv). The resulting hypotheses
are recombined by the maximization over u into the root node s0 of the successor tree for
the language model history (vw).
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For an across-word system, Equation 9.22 has to be modified as follows:



X ©
ª
0
Qvwλ (t, s0 (r)) = max
p(w|u,
v)
·
p(ϕ|w)
·
Q
(t,
S
)
uvλ
(ϕ,r)
u,λ0 

ϕ:

(9.25)

λ(ϕ)=λ

As above, the sum is performed only over that pronunciation variant hypotheses ϕ whose
last phoneme λ(ϕ) is equal to λ. The resulting hypotheses are recombined into the root
node s0 (r) of the successor tree for the language model history (vw) and the predecessor
phoneme λ.
As discussed in [Schramm & Aubert 00], this approximation of the sum over all possible
pronunciation variant sequences ϕN
1 contained in Equations 9.16 and 9.18 assumes that
the sequence of boundary times tN
1 depends not on the sequence of pronunciation variants
N
ϕ1 but only on the sequence of linguistic words w1N .
In contrast to the experiments described so far, the language model probabilities p(w|u, v)
and the a-priori probabilities of the pronunciation variants p(ϕ|w) are not scaled with an
empirical scaling factor β in this experiment. Instead the acoustic probabilities of the pronunciation variants h(ϕn ; tn−1 , tn ) and h̃([l, ϕ, r]n ; tn−1 , tn ) respectively (see Equations 9.16
and 9.18) are scaled with 1/β. As described in [Schramm & Aubert 00] this alleviates the
effect that due to the large dynamic range of the acoustic probabilities the sum is dominated by the most probable hypothesis. β is chosen similar to the language model scaling
factor used in the experiments which used the maximum approximation.
The results are shown in the last line of Tables 9.12 and 9.13 (“sum”). As can be seen,
unfortunately no additional improvement of the word error rate can be obtained. For the
WW system the word error rate is reduced insignificantly by 0.1% absolute (from 20.1%
to 20.0%) if the maximum approximation is replaced by the approximative summation
of pronunciation variant alternatives. For the XW system, the word error rate is reduced
from 18.6% to 18.5%.
The reason for this can be seen in Table 9.14 which shows the average number of word
end hypotheses per time frame
• before the recursion at word transitions described by Equations 9.24 and 9.25 respectively,
• after the summation of pronunciation variant alternatives ϕ of the same word w
according to Equation 9.24 and 9.25, and
• after the recombination according to the maximization over u or u, λ0 respectively,
shown in Equations 9.24 and 9.25.
These figures are shown in Table 9.14 in the columns denoted by “sum” for both the
within-word system (WW) and the across-word system (XW). For comparison also for
the experiment which performed the maximum approximation (column “max”) instead of
the summation, the average number of word end hypotheses before and after the recursion
at word transitions are shown.
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As can be seen, compared to the number of word end hypotheses which are recombined
using the maximization, only relatively few word end hypotheses are considered during
the summation before. For the WW system the number of word end hypotheses is reduced
by 172 from 1329 to 1157 (12.9% relative reduction) by the summation. The subsequent
recombination reduces the number of word end hypotheses further by 504 to 653 (43.6%
relative reduction). For XW system the number of word end hypotheses is reduced by 49
from 1753 to 1704 (3.8% relative reduction). The subsequent recombination reduces the
number of word end hypotheses further by 659 to 1045 (38.7% relative reduction).
As can be seen, the relative number of pronunciation variant alternatives which are
summed up each time frame in the XW system is significantly smaller than in the WW
system (3.8% vs. 12.9%). This is due to the fact that in the XW system only those
pronunciation variant alternatives are allowed to be summed up which share the same
last phoneme (see the discussion above). This constraint is not given in the WW system.
However, in both, the WW system as well as the XW system, the number of word
hypotheses which are summed up is significantly smaller than the number of word
hypotheses which are recombined. Thus, compared to the maximum approximation,
the effect of the additional summation of pronunciation variant alternatives before the
recombination results in no further reduction of the word error rate.
To sum up, considering pronunciation variants explicitly during training and search reduced the word error rate by 5.2% relative from 21.2% to 20.1% for the WW system and
by 5.6% relative from 19.7% to 18.6% for the XW system. It was sufficient to consider
the a-priori probabilities in the maximum approximation. An approximative realization
of the sum reduced the word error rate not significantly.
Table 9.14: Average number of word end hypotheses per time frame during search if
pronunciation variants are considered in the maximum approximation (“max”) or if they
are summed up (“sum”).
average number of word end
hypotheses per time frame
before recursion at word transitions
after summation
after recombination

WW
max sum
1391 1329
– 1157
701
653

XW
max sum
1933 1753
– 1704
1078 1045
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Chapter 10
Final Evaluation of the Developed
System
In this chapter the best word error rate which could be obtained with the across-word
model system developed in this work is compared to the best word error rate that could be
obtained with the former within-word model system on three different corpora with three
different experimental setups. For comparison also recognition results of other research
groups as described in the literature will be given for two of these corpora. It will be
seen that the word error rates obtained with the recognizer developed in this thesis are
competitive to the results of other research groups.
Furthermore, the recognition performance of the one-pass across-word system developed in
this work will be compared to the former multiple pass approach developed in [Beulen 99].
It will be shown that the recognition performance of the multiple pass search is clearly
outperformed by the recognition performance of the one-pass search.

10.1

Word Error Rate Improvements with AcrossWord Phoneme Models

In Tables 10.1, 10.2, and 10.4 the best across-word model system (XW) is compared to
the best former within-word model system (WW) with respect to search space (average
number of active state, arc and tree hypotheses per time frame after pruning), word error
rate (WER) and real time factor (RTF). All experiments were conducted on a Pentium III
600 Mhz PC. The experiments were performed on the Verbmobil II task (Table 10.1),
on the Nab20k task (Table 10.2) and on the Hub4 task (Table 10.4). More details about
these tasks are given in Appendix A.
As will be seen, the word error rate of the across-word system developed in this work
outperforms the word error rate of the former within-word system significantly on all
three corpora. In the following, these two systems will be called “RWTH systems”. For
comparison, recognition results of other groups as described in the literature are given in
Table 10.3 for the Nab20k task and in Table 10.5 for the Hub4 task.
If not stated differently, the training of the across-word models was based on the length of
the between-word silences as proposed in [Beulen & Ortmanns+ 99] and [Beulen 99]. This
method was discussed in Section 6.3.1 in detail. The HMM states of the triphones were
129
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tied using a decision tree [Beulen & Bransch+ 97]. The position of the triphones within
a word was used as an additional information during tree construction as discussed in
Section 6.4.2. The emission probabilities of the HMM states were modelled with Gaussian
mixture densities using a globally pooled diagonal variance vector. The number of tied
states (# mix) and the number of Gaussian densities (# dns) used in the experiments are
also given in Tables 10.1, 10.2,was and 10.4. As discussed in Section 6.4.1, the optimal
number of tied states for an across-word model system is significantly higher than for a
within-word model system.
During across-word model search all optimization methods described in Chapter 7 except
for the “Recombination Before Word Ends” (Section 7.4) were applied. The computation
of the emission probabilities was accelerated by quantizing the components of the means
and the acoustic feature vectors and using parallelizing SIMD instructions for the distance
calculation [Kanthak & Schütz+ 00] (see Section 2.1.4). Since the word error rate was the
main concern in these experiments, the pruning parameters of the search were chosen
fairly conservative.

10.1.1

Improvements on Verbmobil II

The systems used for the experiments on the Verbmobil II corpus can be characterized
as follows:
• 16 cepstral coefficients with first derivatives and the second derivative of the energy,
10 ms frame shift;
• linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on three adjacent vectors resulting in a 33dimensional acoustic vector;
• during state tying, within-word triphones are distinguished from triphones at word
boundaries (simple position dependency, see Section 6.4.2) in the across-word system;
• 3-state HMM triphone models with skip, forward and loop transitions;
• gender independent Gaussian mixtures;
As can be seen in the first two lines of Table 10.1, replacing within-word models by
across-word models reduces the word error rate by 10.4% relative from 24.1% to 21.6%.
In a second experiment the within-word system and the across-word system were combined
with speaker normalization by vocal tract normalization (VTN) as described, e.g., in
[Kanthak & Sixtus+ 00]. As can be seen, using across-word models instead of withinword models reduces the word error rate by 8.5% relative in this case, from 22.3% to
20.4%. According to the standard RWTH procedure, the decision tree and the LDA
matrix were estimated on unnormalized acoustic features in these experiments.
If the decision tree and the LDA matrix are estimated on normalized features instead, a
further small improvement of the word error rate by 2.0% relative is obtained. As can be
seen in the last line of Table 10.1, the word error rate is reduced from 20.4% to 20.0%.
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Table 10.1: Effect of across-word models on Verbmobil II with and without vocal tract
normalization (VTN).

WW
XW
WW
XW
XW

10.1.2

VTN
no
no
yes
yes
yes∗

search space
error rates [%]
# mix # dns [k] states arcs trees del - ins WER
2501
398
3558 1747
49 4.9 - 4.0
24.1
3501
359
18049 8584
101 4.9 - 3.1
21.6
2501
450
5520 2712
69 4.2 - 3.8
22.3
3501
358
16564 7895
90 4.5 - 3.0
20.4
3501
367
15732 7509
85 4.5 - 2.9
20.0
∗ CART/LDA estimated on normalized features.

RTF
9.5
28.0
11.8
25.7
24.8

Improvements on Nab20k

The systems used for the experiments on the H1 development corpus from 1994 of the
Nab20k task can be characterized as follows:
• 16 cepstral coefficients without derivatives, 10 ms frame shift;
• linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on seven adjacent vectors resulting in a 32dimensional acoustic vector;
• during state tying, within-word triphones are distinguished from triphones at word
beginning, triphones at word end and triphones representing one-phoneme words
(complete position dependency, see Section 6.4.2) in the across-word system;
• 6-state HMM triphone models with skip, forward and loop transitions;
• gender independent Gaussian mixtures;
As can be seen in Table 10.2, using across-word models instead of within-word models
reduces the word error rate by 8.7% relative from 12.6% to 11.5%. In the following, these
systems are referred to as “RWTH systems”.
For comparison, the results of some other groups on this test corpus as described in
the literature are shown in Table 10.3. All these groups used across-word models and a
trigram language model.
The acoustic models of all these systems were trained on the same Wsj0+1 Si-284 corpus
as the acoustic model of the RWTH systems. More details about this training corpus are
given in Appendix A. However, the systems mentioned in Table 10.3 used the official 20k
trigram language model provided by the CMU [Rosenfeld 95]. In contrast to this, the
RWTH systems shown in Table 10.2 use the RWTH-own language model which results in
a slightly better perplexity of 124.5 on the 1994 H1 development corpus compared to the
perplexity of 130.2 of the official CMU language model. As can be seen, the word error
rate of the RWTH across-word system of 11.5% is comparable to the word error rates
produced by the other groups. More details about the systems of these groups are given
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in Chapter 2.2. Similar to the RWTH system the systems by Philips (see Section 2.2.2.2)
and Cambridge (see Section 2.2.2.1) operated in one single recognition pass incorporating
across-word models and a trigram language model. LIMSI-CNRS (see Section 2.2.1.2)
and BBN (see Section 2.2.1.3) used multiple pass approaches.

10.1.3

Improvements on Hub4

The systems used for the experiments on the evaluation corpus from 1997 of the Hub4
task can be characterized as follows:
• 16 cepstral coefficients without derivatives, 10 ms frame shift;
• linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on nine adjacent vectors resulting in a 45dimensional acoustic vector;
• during state tying, within-word triphones are distinguished from triphones at word
beginning, triphones at word end and triphones representing one-phoneme words
(complete position dependency, see Section 6.4.2) in the across-word system;
• 6-state HMM triphone models with skip, forward and loop transitions;
• gender dependent Gaussian mixtures;
• training of the acoustic model based on HMM networks as described in Section 6.3.2;
• explicit consideration of pronunciation variants during training and search as described in Section 9.6; during search the a-priori probabilities p(ϕ|w) of the pronunciation variant alternatives ϕ of a linguistic word w are considered using the
maximum approximation;
• acceleration of the search by conservative application of phoneme look-ahead as
discussed in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b].
As can be seen in Table 10.4, replacing within-word models by across-word models
reduces the word error rate by 7.5% relative from 20.1% to 18.6%. In the following, these
systems are referred to as “RWTH systems”.
For comparison, the results of some other groups on the evaluation corpus from 1997 of
the Hub4 task are shown in Table 10.5. These numbers differ from the official evaluation
results of the systems from 1998 [Pallett & Fiscus+ 98] since these evaluation results
Table 10.2: Effect of across-word models on Nab20k (RWTH system).

WW
XW

# mix
4001
7001

# dns [k]
438
411

search space
states arcs trees
5896 1777
25
14926 4155
34

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
1.6 - 2.2
12.6
1.4 - 2.0
11.5

RTF
6.1
9.3
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Table 10.3: Results of other groups on Nab20k.
Group
Philips
Cambridge
LIMSI-CNRS
BBN

Publication
[Aubert 99, Aubert 99b]
[Woodland & Leggetter+ 95]
[Gauvain & Lamel+ 95]
[Nguyen & Schwartz 97]

WER [%]
11.6
12.0
12.8
11.3

were obtained using multiple recognition passes incorporating speaker adaptation and
longer span language models like fourgram language models. The RWTH systems shown
in Table 10.4 do not perform speaker adaptation and use a trigram language model.
Thus, for a fair comparison, the results of the other groups shown in Table 10.5 are
results from early recognition passes as far as they are given in the publications. If
not stated differently, these results do not contain adaptation yet and use a trigram
language model. However, a comparison is still difficult since even during the first search
passes the systems use already methods which are not contained in the RWTH systems
shown in Table 10.4. The main differences to the RWTH systems are given in the last
column of Table 10.5. Furthermore, in contrast to the Nab20k, where each group used
the same language model (see Section 10.1.2), on the Hub4 task each group created its
own language model. The data for language model training was not constrained, so each
group used its own language model training corpus.
Among the systems shown in Table 10.5 the Philips system (see Section 2.2.2.2) is most
similar to the RWTH system since it uses exactly the same language model, a similar
pronunciation lexicon and the same corpus for the training of the acoustic models. This
corpus contains acoustic data from the Hub4 training corpora from 1996/97 which were
manually checked for transcription errors. Segments which contained transcription errors
were removed from the corpus. This reduced the amount of data from originally 150h to
96.5h (see Appendix A).
The training of the acoustic models in the Philips system differs from the method of
the RWTH system described in Sections 6.3 and 9.6 as follows: before in the Philips
system the training of the acoustic models is performed, it is determined for each training
utterance, according to which pronunciation variant sequences ϕN
1 the linguistic word
N
sequences w1 contained in the reference transcriptions have most probably been uttered.
Simple context independent acoustic models are used for this determination. At the

Table 10.4: Effect of across-word models on Hub4 (RWTH system).

WW
XW

# mix
(per gender)
2001
4001

# dns [k]
male / female
331 / 232
357 / 251

search space
states
arcs trees
52524 12124
88
76265 20334
126

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
3.6 - 2.7
20.1
3.2 - 2.4
18.6

RTF
21.4
34.4
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Table 10.5: Results of other groups on Hub4.
Group
Philips

Publication
[Aubert 01]
[Schramm & Aubert 00]

WER [%]
19.6

differences
- detection of pronunciation
variants before the acoustic
training
- Laplacian instead of Gaussian
mixtures

Cambridge

[Woodland & Hain+ 99]

18.4

-

automatic segmentation
150h training
band specific models
VTN

LIMSI-CNRS

[Gauvain & Lamel+ 99]

18.4

-

automatic segmentation
150h training
band specific models
language model from 1998
pronunciation graphs in lexicon

BBN

[Matsoukas & Nguyen+ 99]

17.4

-

automatic segmentation
150h training
band specific models
language model from 1998
DSAT training
quinphones

same time the a-priori probabilities of the pronunciation variants and the length of the
pauses between the words are estimated. Then, the training of the acoustic models is
performed using the determined ϕN
1 . Depending on the estimated lengths of the betweenword pauses the word transitions are modelled coarticulated or not-coarticulated similar
to the principle described in Section 6.3.1. However, in contrast to the training described
in Section 6.3, neither ϕN
1 nor the lengths of the between-word pauses are re-estimated
during the training of the acoustic models. Furthermore, Laplacian mixtures are used for
modelling the emission probabilities instead of Gaussian mixtures as used in the RWTH
system.
During search, the a-priori probabilities of pronunciation variant alternatives are
considered according to the maximum approximation described by Equation 9.22
in Section 9.6. As can be seen, compared to the word error rate of the RWTH system of 18.6% the word error rate of the Philips system of 19.6% is higher by 5.1% relative.
The experimental setups of the other systems differ from the RWTH system (and from
the Philips system as well) in that they all use
• automatic segmentation of the audio stream which performs speaker clustering and
gender- and bandwidth detection,
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• the complete 140h-150h set of acoustic data for the training of the acoustic models,
• separate acoustic models for wide- and narrow-band speech (band specific models).
In addition, the Cambridge system (see Section 2.2.2.1) uses vocal tract normalization
(VTN) for speaker normalization already during the first search passes. For the word
error rate of 18.4% shown in the second line of Table 10.5 a language model was used
which was constructed in 1997 (similar to the language model used in the systems by
Philips and RWTH ). If instead a language model from 1998 is used (like in the systems by
LIMSI-CNRS and BBN ) which considers additional data, the word error rate is reduced
to 17.2%. More details are given in [Woodland & Hain+ 99].
LIMSI-CNRS (see Section 2.2.1.2) performs a very careful design of their pronunciation
lexicon. Each word is represented by a pronunciation graph which allows for multiple
acoustic realizations of the words.
Finally, the acoustic models of the BBN system (see Section 2.2.1.3) are trained using
the so-called “Diagonal transform Speaker Adaptive Training (DSAT )” as described in
[Anastasakos & McDonough+ 96]. Furthermore, instead of triphone models, quinphone
models1 were used in multiple search passes: during the first two search passes within-word
quinphones were used. N-best lists are constructed which are rescored using across-word
quinphone models.
To summarize, despite the fact that the experimental setups are rather different, the word
error rate of the RWTH across-word system is comparable to word error rates produced
by other groups if comparable acoustic and language models are used.

10.2

Comparison to the Former Multiple-Pass
Approach

The application of across-word models in the RWTH system was already studied in
[Beulen 99]. Initially, a two-pass search strategy was used (see Section 2.2.1.5): during the first pass a conventional within-word model search is performed and a word graph
is constructed as described, e.g., in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]. From this word graph, an Nbest list containing the N most probable sentence hypotheses according to the within-word
models is extracted. For each sentence hypothesis from this list the whole word sequence
is known. Thus, for each sentence hypothesis an HMM network can easily be constructed
which provides both word transition types (coarticulated and not-coarticulated) at each
word transition. Those HMM networks were already described in Section 6.3.2. For recollection an example HMM network for the word sequence “he is” is shown in Figure 10.1.
In a second search pass the most probable sentence hypothesis according to the acrossword models is determined by performing dynamic programming on the HMM networks
representing the sentence hypotheses in the N-best list.
However, as already mentioned in Section 2.1.4, the main problem of such a multiple pass
strategy is that the search space of later search passes is constrained to those sentence
hypotheses which were most promising according to the within-word models used in the
1

In contrast to triphones, quinphones represent phonemes which are modelled dependent on their
immediate two predecessor and two successor phonemes.
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first pass. It is possible that the most probable sentence hypothesis according to the
across-word models used in the second pass is not contained in the N-best list or even in the
word graph and can therefore never be found. If N-best lists are used for constraining the
search space in later search passes, considerably long N-best lists are needed – especially
for long utterances – to minimize the risk of loosing the most probable word sequence.
The effect of this problem is shown in Table 10.6 on the Verbmobil II task. Details
about this task are given in Appendix A. The recognition performance of the two-pass
approach described in [Beulen 99] (“XW two pass”) is compared to the one-pass search
(“XW one pass”) developed in this work. Exactly the same set of across-word models
was used in both experiments. In the “XW two pass” experiment, the across-word models
were applied to N-best lists containing the 500 most promising sentence hypotheses from
a word graph which was constructed during a conventional within-word model search
(“WW baseline”) (e.g., [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]). The word graph density was 314 and
the word graph error rate was 5.1%2 .
As can be seen, rescoring the N-best lists using across-word models (“XW two pass”)
reduces the word error rate by 6.5% relative from 24.7% to 23.1% compared to the baseline
within-word model system (“WW baseline”). However, if the same across-word models
are used on the unconstrained search network in a one-pass search, the word error rate can
be reduced further to 22.2%. Thus, even for the fairly long N-best lists, which contained
the 500 most promising sentence hypotheses, it occurred, that the most probable sentence
hypothesis according to the across-word models was missing.
In [Beulen 99], word boundary triphones were not distinguished from within-word triphones during the training of the across-word models. It was argued, that this degrades the ability of the acoustic model to describe the acoustic properties of withinword triphones. To alleviate this degradation the across-word models were interpolated
in [Beulen 99] with within-word models in the following way:
p(xT1 |w1N ) = (1 − λ) · pww (xT1 |w1N ) + λ · pxw (xT1 |w1N ),

he
$

$

he

is

$
h

ei

e

is
i

e

h $
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(10.1)

$

s$

$

is

Figure 10.1: HMM automaton representing the word sequence “he is” for across-word
modeling. Both word transition types are realized in one automaton. For simplicity the
loop and skip transition are omitted.

2

The word graph density is the average number of word hypotheses in the word graph per spoken
word. The word graph error rate is the error rate of that sentence hypothesis in the word graph which
best matches the spoken sentence according to Levenshtein alignment [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a].
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Table 10.6: Comparison of the two-pass approach (“XW two pass”) and the one-pass
application (“XW one pass”) of across-word models on Verbmobil II. In the two-pass
approach a word graph with a word graph density of 314 and a word graph error rate
of 5.1 % was generated during a within-word model search (“WW baseline”). From
this word graph the 500 most probable sentence hypotheses were generated and rescored
using across-word models. The acoustic model was trained gender independently. 2501
tied states were used for both the within-word and the across-word models. The numbers
of Gaussian densities are given in the table (# dns). The pruning thresholds were chosen
fairly conservative.

WW baseline
XW two pass
XW one pass

# dns [k]
181
280
280

search space
states arcs trees
4173 2022
55
19635 9308
119

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
5.3 - 3.8
24.6
5.1 - 3.4
23.1
5.3 - 2.9
22.2

Table 10.7: Interpolation with within-word models in the “XW two pass” system.
model
WW
both

XW

λ
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

error rates [%]
del - ins WER
5.3 - 3.7
24.6
5.5 - 3.4
23.6
5.2 - 3.3
23.1
5.2 - 3.3
23.0
5.1 - 3.3
22.9
5.1 - 3.4
23.1

where the interpolation weight λ was chosen between 0 and 1. The acoustic model
p(xT1 |w1N ) contains contributions from both, within-word and across-word models.
pww (xT1 |w1N ) denotes the contribution of the within-word phoneme models to p(xT1 |w1N ),
pxw (xT1 |w1N ) denotes the contribution of the across-word phoneme models. In [Beulen 99]
significant word error rate improvements were obtained by the application of this interpolation.
In this thesis, the utilization of the position of the triphones within the words as an
additional information during state tying was studied. This was described in detail in
Section 6.4.2. It was found that position dependent across-word models which distinguish
between within-word and word boundary triphones during state tying clearly outperform
position independent across-word models which do not perform this distinction. Thus, in
contrast to the results reported in [Beulen 99], the across-word models used for the experiments shown in Table 10.6 were trained position dependent (simple position dependency,
see Section 6.4.2).
As it is shown in Table 10.7, this supersedes the interpolation with within-word models.
Similar to the experiment reported in [Beulen 99], the across-word models used in
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the “XW two pass” experiment were interpolated with the within-word models which
had been used for the word graph construction. As can be seen, in contrast to the
results reported in [Beulen 99], the interpolation results in no significant word error rate
improvement compared to the exclusive application of the across-word models. The
degradation of the ability of the across-word models to describe the acoustic events
within the words seems to have been avoided by the distinction between within-word
and word boundary triphones during state tying. Thus, the additional interpolation
with within-word models results in no further performance improvement. If not
stated differently, in all experiments reported in this thesis the across-word models were
trained position dependent. An interpolation with within-word models was not performed.
Besides the two-pass search also a first version of a one-pass across-word search was
developed in [Beulen 99]. However, in contrast to the results reported in Table 10.6 this
first implementation of a one-pass search was not able to outperform the two-pass search.
This may be due to the fact that the implementation described in [Beulen 99] realized the
one-pass across-word search only in the straight-forward way as described in Section 5.2.
As was shown in Section 7.5, this results in a considerable increase of the search effort
compared to the former within-word model system. Optimizations of the search space
and more efficient pruning techniques as described in Section 7 were not realized in this
first implementation. Thus, even if the pruning thresholds of the system described in
[Beulen 99] were chosen conservatively, the recognition performance was possibly still
deteriorated by search errors.
Especially due to the optimization methods realized in the system developed in this work
which were discussed in Chapter 7, significantly less search errors occur now and the
one-pass search is able to outperform the two-pass search significantly.

Chapter 11
Scientific Contributions
In this thesis an across-word speech recognition system was developed on the basis of
the former RWTH within-word system. The across-word system allows for the efficient
application of across-word phoneme models in a one-pass search in combination with a
trigram language model. Beside the most probable word sequence the system is also able
to produce word graphs. Furthermore, it was studied how the training of the acoustic
model should be performed to obtain high performance across-word models.
The across-word search algorithm developed in this thesis is based on LM history
conditioned copies of the lexical prefix tree, i.e. the search hypotheses are grouped
according to their language model history. This approach is also used in the systems
by Cambridge (see Section 2.2.2.1), Philips (see Section 2.2.2.2) and LIMSI-CNRS
(see Section 2.2.2.3). The resulting search network is not as compact as possible; the
systems of the University Leuven (see Section 2.2.2.4) and of AT&T (see Section 2.2.2.5)
achieve more compact search networks. However, the developed system allows for a
more efficient recombination of equivalent search paths within a word than the Leuven
system. Word graphs can be constructed by a simple extension of the recursions of the
dynamic programming. Furthermore, unlike the AT&T system, redundancies in the
knowledge sources like backing-off components in the language model are not required
for the applicability of the system.
In particular, the following aspects were studied during the development of the acrossword system and described in detail in this thesis:
1. Mathematical integration of the across-word model paradigm into
Bayes’ decision rule
As the basis for the implementation of the across-word search, the construction
of across-word word graphs and the training of across-word models, the acrossword model paradigm was integrated in Chapter 4 explicitly into the general Bayes’
decision rule used for speech recognition. A specialized version of this decision rule
was derived which considers all model assumptions and approximations needed for
the application of across-word models in speech recognition.
2. Development of the across-word model search network
The search network of the former within-word system was extended in Chapter 5 by
additional phoneme arcs at the word boundaries to allow for hypothesizing all possi139
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ble across-word contexts during search. The recursions of the dynamic programming
were modified accordingly.

3. Definition of a training procedure for high performance across-word models
The introduction of across-word models requires the introduction of two word transition types, a coarticulated and a not-coarticulated word transition. The decision
which one of these word transition types was articulated in a training utterance has
to be taken by the training algorithm.
Two training methods for taking this decision were discussed in Chapter 6, the
Pause Length Estimation method and the training on a complex HMM network.
Both methods produce across-word models which perform equally well. The
training based on the HMM network is more flexible and can easily be modified for
more enhanced pronunciation modeling like assimilation (see Section 9.4), multiple
silence models (see Section 9.5) or pronunciation variants (see Section 9.6), but it
requires by a factor of about two more time than the Pause Length Estimation
method. However, if the Viterbi approximation is used, the training based on the
HMM network can be significantly accelerated by using the complex HMM network
only during the first training iterations and keeping the sequence of HMM states
fixed after a certain number of splits.
In order to obtain optimally performing across-word models, the overall number of
tied states should be increased by about a factor of two compared to the former
within-word models. Furthermore, the position of the triphones within the words
should be considered as an additional information during the construction of the
decision tree used for state tying.
4. Development of an efficient across-word model search
Due to the additional phoneme arcs at word boundaries, the across-word search
network is significantly more complex than the former within-word search network.
However, the basic across-word search network developed in Chapter 5 allows for
several optimizations which were discussed in Chapter 7: The “Recombination After
the First Phoneme Generation”, the “Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead”,
the “Optimization of the Lexical Prefix Tree” and the “Recombination Before Word
Ends”.
A detailed runtime profiling of the main parts of the search showed that, except
for the “Recombination Before Word Ends” which required some computational
overhead, these optimizations were able to accelerate the baseline straight-forward
implementation of across-word search on the unoptimized network by nearly
a factor of three. The greatest portion of this acceleration is achieved by the
“Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead” which allows for a much more efficient
pruning of unlikely search hypotheses.
If instead of within-word models across-word models are used, the average number
of active HMM state hypotheses required for optimal word error rate increases
substantially. However, this increase can be alleviated by the optimizations
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described in Chapter 7. A detailed analysis of the active search space before
and after the pruning showed that all studied optimizations of the across-word
search result in a significant reduction of the average number of active HMM state
hypotheses per time frame before the acoustic pruning. This number directly
affects the global runtime of the search since the most expensive parts of the search
(emission probability computation, expansion of search hypotheses) are performed
before the acoustic pruning. After pruning, only the “Across-Word Language Model
Look-Ahead” reduces the number of active search hypotheses significantly.
In addition, the number of recombinations were analyzed which are performed
during across-word search at each time frame in each HMM state of the lexical
prefix tree. In most of the HMM states the average number of recombinations per
time frame was less than two. However, the maximal number of recombinations
can be up to 1000 at a time frame. Thus, if instead of tree copies only one instance
of the pronunciation lexicon as in the Leuven system (see Section 2.2.2.4) is used,
an efficient algorithm for token recombination is required.
Finally, the memory requirements of the developed across-word search was analyzed
and compared to the memory requirements of the former within-word model system.
Due to the additional consideration of the across-word contexts the information
which have to be stored for the search hypotheses are more complex. Thus, the
developed across-word search needs by about a factor of 1.6 more memory than the
former within-word search.
5. Development of across-word model word graphs
In Chapter 8, starting from the baseline method for constructing word graphs during
a within-word search (within-word word graphs) a method was developed for the
construction of word graphs during across-word search (across-word word graphs).
This method is directly derived from the specialized version of Bayes’ decision rule
for across-word models.
For across-word word graphs, the information contained in the baseline within-word
word graph has to be extended by the information about the hypothesized acrossword contexts. The word graph construction during search is enabled by a simple
extension of the recursions of the dynamic programming. The resulting across-word
word graphs realize an exact representation of the search space which was active
during the word graph construction. A word graph search on the word graph with a
longer span language model produces the same recognition result as the application
of this language model on an unconstrained search network.
The information about the across-word contexts in the word graph is needed for
optimal word error rate. Discarding it results in a slight word error rate increase.
However, word graphs without across-word context information are more compact
than the corresponding across-word word graphs.
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6. Further acceleration of the across-word search and further refinement of the
across-word models
Despite the optimization of the search network discussed in Chapter 7 the acrossword system still needs considerably more computation time than the baseline
within-word system. Thus, several acceleration methods which partly have already
been described for within-word model search in the literature are applied to the
developed across-word system. Some of these methods introduce further approximations into the search algorithm. In particular the following methods were studied:
• In Section 9.1 the effect of conventional acceleration methods described already
in [Ortmanns 98] for a within-word system were applied to the across-word
system. In combination they accelerated the across-word search by a factor of
ten while the word error rate increased by only by 2.4% relative.
• In Section 9.2, tree copies which are most likely not needed to find the most
probable word sequence, are removed from the active search space. These redundant tree copies were determined using the word pair approximation. This
reduced the runtime of the across-word search by 33.9% relative without deteriorating the word error rate. However, in combination with the acceleration
methods discussed in Section 9.1 unfortunately no further acceleration could
be achieved.
• The main part of the increase in complexity caused by the introduction of
across-word models is due to the consideration of the right across-word contexts. It was found in Section 9.3 that 38% of the word error rate improvement
which is obtained by the introduction of across-word models, can be retained
if only the left across-word contexts are considered and the right across-word
contexts are discarded during search. The runtime of the resulting recognizer
is only slightly higher than the runtime of the baseline within-word system.
In addition, methods for further increasing the accuracy of the across-word models
were studied.
• In Section 9.4 an additional word transition type for word transitions with
exactly the same word boundary phonemes was introduced which allowed for
skipping one of the word boundary phonemes (assimilation). However, it was
found that such word transitions occur so rarely that the introduction of the
additional word transition has no positive effect on the word error rate.
• In Section 9.5 it was studied, whether a separate model for (short) speech
pauses at the coarticulated word transition is advantageous for the word error
rate. Unfortunately it was found, that in the experimental environment of
the RWTH system (one single diagonal variance vector, linear discriminant
analysis) the separate pause model was very often confused with a regular
speech model during search which deteriorated the word error rate significantly.
• In Section 9.6 the explicit consideration of pronunciation variants during
across-word training and search was investigated. The approach was based
on a method which was described in [Schramm & Aubert 00] for within-word
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models. Similar to the results reported in this paper the word error rate of the
across-word system could be improved significantly by explicitly distinguishing
pronunciation variants from linguistic words and consider a-priori probabilities
for several pronunciation variants of the same linguistic word during search.
The best word error rate obtained with the across-word system developed in this thesis
was compared to the best word error rate of the former within-word system in Chapter 10
on three different corpora. The introduction of across-word models resulted in word error
rate improvements between 7.5% and 10.4% relative. Furthermore, the word error rate
of the across-word system was compared to word error rates reported for the systems
of other groups. It was found that under comparable conditions the developed system
produces state-of-the-art word error rates.
Finally, it was shown, that the word error rate of the one-pass across-word system developed in this thesis outperforms the word error rate of the former two-pass across-word
system by 3.9% relative.
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Chapter 12
Outlook
In this thesis the transformation of the former RWTH within-word speech recognition
system to an across-word system was described. All modifications which are required for
the consideration of across-word models, were discussed in detail. The resulting acrossword system produces word error rates which are comparable to word error rates of other
state-of-the-art systems. However, there are some aspects related to the design of the
across-word search network and to the model assumptions used for across-word models
which could be studied in more detail.

12.1

Compactness of the Search network

As discussed in Chapter 11, the search network of the system developed in this thesis is
not as compact as possible. Other systems achieve more compact search networks (see
Sections 2.2.2.4 and 2.2.2.5), however, at the cost of more complex token recombination
or dependence on redundancies in the knowledge sources.
As will be discussed in the next sections, also the search network of the tree copy system
developed in this thesis could be designed more compactly. However, some of the methods
described in the next sections affect not only the search network but also other areas of
the speech recognizer like word graph construction, phoneme look-ahead or across-word
language model look-ahead. This will be discussed below. Thus, before implementing
these methods, it should be considered carefully, whether the realization of one of these
methods causes computational overhead which compensates the computational savings
caused by the more compact search network architecture.

12.1.1

Introduction of Fan-In Arcs

The language model probability of an ending word w depends only on the linguistic
identities of the immediate predecessor words. Thus, as discussed in Section 9.6, the tree
copies have to be conditioned not to the hypothesized pronunciation variants (ϕ(u), ϕ(v))
of the immediate predecessor words but only to their linguistic identities (u, v). For a class
language model only tree copies conditioned to the language model classes are required
in the search network, for a unigram language model only one tree copy is needed at all.
However, for across-word models, the knowledge about the pronunciation variant ϕ(v)
which was hypothesized for the immediate predecessor word v is still needed for the
145
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determination of the left across-word contexts of the phonemes in the first generation of
the lexical prefix tree. In Section 9.6, this problem was solved during across-word search by
conditioning the tree copies not only to the linguistic identities (u, v) but additionally to
the last phoneme λ(ϕ(v)) of the pronunciation variant ϕ(v) which was hypothesized for the
immediate predecessor word v. If a unigram language model is used during search, for each
different predecessor phoneme λ(ϕ(v)) a separate tree copy is used. Search hypotheses
traversing tree copies with the same language model history (u, v) and different λ(ϕ(v))
are recombined at word ends.
However, if triphones are used as sub-word units, the identity of λ(ϕ(v)) influences only
the phonemes of the first phoneme generation of the lexical prefix tree. Thus, search hypotheses with the same language model history (u, v) and different λ(ϕ(v)) could already
be recombined after the first phoneme generation for the same reasons as discussed in
Section 7.1. Therefore, a more compact representation of the search network can be obtained by the introduction of separate phoneme arcs in the first generation of the lexical
prefix tree for all possible left across-word contexts. In contrast to the fan-out arcs at
word ends, these arcs will be called fan-in arcs in the following. The fan-in arcs have
to be activated via root nodes s0 (r, λ) which depend not only on the right across-word
context r which was hypothesized for the immediate predecessor word (as in Section 5.2),
but also on the last phoneme λ of the pronunciation variant which was hypothesized for
the immediate predecessor word. Such an architecture is depicted in Figure 12.1.
On the left side of Figure 12.1 the fan-outs of three pronunciation variants (w\1, w\2
and w\3) of the linguistic word w are shown. These pronunciation variants differ in their
last phonemes (y for w\1, ỹ for w\2 and y for w\3). Thus, search paths traversing these
word ends have to be transfered via separate root nodes to separate fan-in arcs in the
first generation of the successor tree which represent different left across-word contexts as
depicted on the right side of Figure 12.1. Search paths traversing fan-in arcs which differ
in their left across-word context only, are recombined after the first phoneme generation
of the successor tree.
Compared to the search network discussed in Section 9.6, the introduction of fan-in arcs
results in a more compact search network especially if a class language model or a unigram
language model is used. For a class language model only tree copies dependent on the
language model classes are to be managed in the search network, for a unigram language
model the search network contains only one tree copy at all.
For a regular m-gram language model (with m > 1) the introduction of fan-in arcs results
in a more compact search network only, if the pronunciation lexicon contains pronunciation
variants of the same linguistic word which differ in their last phoneme. If not, the search
network using fan-in arcs will be exactly as compact as the search network discussed in
Section 9.6.

12.1.2

Recombination Before Word Ends

As was seen in Section 7.5, if unlikely phoneme arcs were removed by the phoneme lookahead method, the “Recombination Before Word Ends” (Section 7.4) was not able to
accelerate the across-word search implementation further which applied already the “Recombination After the First Phoneme Generation” (Section 7.1), the “Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead” (Section 7.2), and the ”Optimization of the Lexical Prefix Tree”
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Figure 12.1: Word transition during across-word search with separate fan-in arcs at word
beginnings. The root nodes s0 (r, λ) depend on the right across-word context r which was
hypothesized for the immediate predecessor word v and on the last phoneme λ of the
pronunciation variant ϕ(v) which was hypothesized for v.

(Section 7.3). In the following, this implementation will be called “baseline implementation”.
The inability of the “Recombination Before Word Ends” to accelerate the baseline implementation further was due to some computational overhead which was caused on the one
hand by the separate treatment of the search hypotheses traversing the word end arcs, i.e.
the final arcs of a word which are not shared by other words (see Section 7.4), and on the
other hand by increased costs for the language model access (see Table 7.4 in Section 7.5).
The computational overhead caused by the separate treatment of the hypotheses traversing
the word end arcs could be avoided if the architecture of word transitions would be
modified as depicted in Figure 12.2: in the architecture discussed in Section 7.4, the
phoneme arcs of the ending word between the recombination point and the real word
end (i.e. the word end arcs) did not belong to a tree copy which was the reason for the
separate treatment. For recollection, this architecture is depicted again on the left side
of Figure 12.2. In order to avoid the separate treatment, these word end arcs are now
assigned to the successor tree copy as depicted on the right side of Figure 12.2 [Bisani 02].
Thus, similar to the architecture of the baseline implementation, the recombination on
word level is performed at the tree boundaries, the surviving search paths are directly
transfered to a successor tree copy and do not require any separate treatment. A further
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advantage of such an architecture is that the “Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead”
would not have to be performed explicitly since it would already be performed by the
conventional language model look-ahead.
However, unlike the baseline implementation, the word boundaries do not coincide with
the tree boundaries in the search network architecture depicted on the right side of Figure 12.2 anymore: the last phoneme arcs of the last word w of a search path are shifted
into the successor tree copy for the language model history (v, w). Thus, in order to
obtain the exact word boundary times from the search, the update of the backpointer
according to Equation 5.6 in Section 5.2 which was performed in the baseline architecture
when a search path reached the root node s0 (r) of a tree copy, has now to be performed
within the successor tree copy when the real word end is reached.
This search network architecture would avoid the computational overhead of the
separate treatment of search hypotheses traversing word end arcs required by the
implementation of the “Recombination Before Word Ends” discussed in Section 7.4.
However, the increased costs for the language model access compared to the baseline
implementation which was observed in Table 7.4 in Section 7.5 would be the same for
both implementations of the “Recombination Before Word Ends” depicted in Figure 12.2.
The recombination before word ends (either as depicted on the left or on the right side
of Figure 12.2) affects the construction of word graphs. As discussed in Chapter 8, the
aim of word graphs is to obtain beside the most probable word sequence many alternative
word sequences from the search whose probabilities are close to the global most probable
one. Thus, the word hypotheses contained in the word graph should be created after the
language model has been integrated into the probability of the active partial word sequence
hypotheses but before the recombination on word level is performed. In the search network
of the baseline implementation, the recombination on word level is performed after the
last HMM state of the last word of a search path has been reached (see, e.g., left side
of Figure 7.2 in Section 7.4). The corresponding word hypotheses for the word graph
can easily be computed by a simple extension of the dynamic programming recursions, as
discussed in Chapter 8 in detail. After all word graph hypotheses have been computed,
the recombination on word level can be performed and all competing search hypotheses
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Figure 12.2: Recombination before word ends (alternative structure of the search network
[Bisani 02]).
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except for the most probable one can be discarded.
If the recombination on word level is performed before the last HMM state of the last word
of a search path is reached, the corresponding word hypotheses for the word graph can not
yet be computed. Thus, the search hypotheses which do not survive the recombination
on word level are not allowed to be discarded but have to be stored until the last HMM
state of the last word has been reached. Thus, the extension of the dynamic programming
recursions to allow for the construction of word graphs will be more complex than in the
baseline implementation.

12.1.3

Optimization of the Lexical Prefix Tree

In Section 7.3 the lexical prefix tree was optimized by merging acoustically equivalent
triphone arcs which have the same parent arc and are represented by exactly the same
HMM due to state tying. This resulted in a more compact representation, especially of
the fan-outs at the word ends. The compactness of the search network could be extended
further by optimizing the lexical prefix tree not on phoneme arc level but on HMM state
level. Then, two triphone arcs which share all but the last of their HMM states due to
state tying (and the same parent arc) can be represented by one arc which represents the
first common states and branches only for the last differing states. This optimization is
proposed in [Demuynck & Duchateau+ 00]. However, the arcs of such a lexical prefix tree
represent no longer phonemes but sub-phonemes. This would have impact on the phoneme
look-ahead method used in the RWTH system [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b]. Furthermore, the
topology of the fan-outs would become more complex which would have to be considered
during the “Across-Word Language Model Look-Ahead” (see Section 7.2).

12.2

Extended Model Assumptions for
Across-Word Models

12.2.1

Explicit Estimation of Word Transition Type Probability

The introduction of across-word models into Bayes’ decision rule discussed in Section 4.2
N
resulted in an additional probability distribution p([l, r]N
1 |w1 ) which denoted the probaN
bility of a sequence of across-word contexts [l, r]1 for a given word sequence w1N . Since the
successful application of across-word models requires at least two word transition types
(see Section 6.3), several sequences of across-word contexts are possible for a given word
sequence. However, in the across-word system developed in this thesis, this probability
distribution was approximated according to Equation 4.11 in Section 4.2 and omitted in
the further considerations assuming that the search network will be structured that way
that only sequences of across-word contexts will be hypothesized which are consistent
with the hypothesized word sequences. It could be interesting to see if the word error
N
rate could be improved if p([l, r]N
1 |w1 ) is estimated explicitly during training instead of
approximating it according to Eq. 4.11.
N
First informal experiments were performed in this work which considered p([l, r]N
1 |w1 )
explicitly during search in the following simple way: the relative frequencies of the coarticulated and the not-coarticulated word transitions observed during training were used
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as an estimate for the a-priori probability of the corresponding word transition type. This
a-priori probability was integrated into the probability of a search path which reaches a
word end. However, this did not result in any improvements of the word error rate.
N
Nevertheless, a more complex consideration of p([l, r]N
1 |w1 ) which, e.g., also considers
dependencies of the particular w1N would perhaps have a positive effect on the word error
rate. Furthermore, if the modeling of the coarticulation at word boundaries would be
refined further by the introduction of additional word transition types which occur more
often than the assimilating word transition studied in Section 9.4, an explicit estimation
N
of p[l, r]N
1 |w1 ) could be advantageous.

12.2.2

Multiple Silence Models

As was discussed in Section 9.5, in contrast to the system described in [Odell 95], two
separate models for speech pauses at the coarticulated and at the not-coarticulated
word transition did not help to reduce the word error rate in the environment of the
RWTH system. However, there are some significant differences in the experimental
setups between the RWTH system and the system described in [Odell 95]. It would
be interesting to see, if a separate pause model for the coarticulated word transition
would still hurt the word error rate if instead of a globally pooled variance vector,
density specific variance vectors would be used. However, as was already mentioned in
Section 9.5, in this case also the linear discriminance analysis (LDA) which is performed
in the RWTH system, would have to be modified since according to the maximum
likelihood principle the LDA is only optimal for a globally pooled covariance matrix
[Kumar & Andreou 98].

Appendix A
Corpora
In this thesis experimental results are presented on three different corpora:
• Verbmobil II: The data of this corpus consist of German spontaneous speech and
was collected for the Verbmobil project [Bub & Schwinn 96]. The training data
consist of 61.5 h of speech data taken from the Verbmobil CDs 1-41. For testing
the development test set of the third integration in 1999 (dev99, 1.6h of data) was
used.
• North American Business Corpus (Nab): The data of this corpus consists of American English read speech [Pallett & Fiscus+ 95]. The acoustic model was trained on
the data of the Wsj0 (Si84) and Wsj1 (Si200) corpus, for testing the H1 development test corpus 1994 was used.
• Broadcast News (Hub4): The data of this corpus consist of American English
spontaneous speech. The acoustic model was trained on 96.5h of speech data from
the official training data from the years 1996 and 1997. For testing the evaluation
test set from 1997 [Fisher & Liggett+ 98] was used.
Statistics about these corpora are given in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Statistics of the corpora considered in this article

amount of ac. data [h]
silence portion [%]
# speaker
# sentences
# running words
# running phonemes
perplexity (Trigram LM)
words in lexicon
# lex. entries

Verbmobil II
training
test
(CD1-41) (dev99)
61.5
1.6
13
11
857
16
36 010
1 081
560 837
14 662
2 308 741
60 716
57.7
10 810
10 946
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Nab20k
training
test
Wsj0+1 dev94 H1
81.4
0.8
26
18
284
20
37 571
310
643 754
7 387
2 685 482
124.5
19 977
22 412

Hub4
training
test
96 97 eval 97
96.5
2.9
14
12
∼3 157
∼116
26 136
728
1 053 050 32 834
3 927 336
187.5
- 66 269
- 71 823
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Appendix B
Experimental setup
In this appendix some details regarding the experimental setup used for the tests reported
in this thesis are shortly summarized. In Section B.1 all those details are discussed which
are common on all three corpora considered in this work. Corpus specific details are given
in Section B.2.

B.1
B.1.1

Corpus Independent Setup
Acoustic analysis

As discussed in Section 2.1, the acoustic analysis transforms the analog speech signal into a
sequence of high-dimensional acoustic feature vectors. In the experiments reported in this
thesis, mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs [Davis & Mermelstein 80]) were used
for acoustic features. Several subsequent MFCC vectors were fed into a linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) transformation resulting in the feature vector used for the experiments.
The individual steps of the standard acoustic analysis used in the RWTH system for the
corpora considered in this thesis are shown in Figure B.1. More details about these steps
are given, e.g., in [Welling 99, Molau 02].
As can be seen in Figure B.1, for the Verbmobil II corpus the energy normalization step
and for the Nab20k corpus the variance normalization step was omitted. On the Verbmobil II corpus the MFCCs were extended by their first derivatives and the second
derivative of the energy before applying the LDA transformation. In some of the experiments on Verbmobil II speaker normalization using vocal tract normalization (VTN)
was performed. In particular, the GMM-based (Gaussian Mixture Model) variant of VTN
described in [Sixtus & Molau+ 00, Kanthak & Sixtus+ 00, Molau 02] was used.
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Speech Waveform

Preemphasis and Windowing

Magnitude Spectrum (FFT)
VERBMOBIL II (optional)

VTN Frequency Warping

Mel-Frequency Warping

Filterbank

Logarithm

Cepstral Decorrelation

Cepstral Mean Normalization
VERBMOBIL II

Energy Normalization
NAB20k

Variance Normalization
VERBMOBIL II

Time Derivatives

LDA

Acoustic Vector

Figure B.1: Individual steps of the acoustic analysis used during the experiments in this
thesis.
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Acoustic model

In all experiments reported in this work, the acoustic model consisted of Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) representing the triphones of the words in the vocabulary. The HMM
states of acoustically similar triphones were tied using a decision tree (CART) as described,
e.g., in [Beulen & Bransch+ 97, Beulen 99]. On Hub4 and Nab20k, the triphones were
represented by six-state HMMs containing three segments, each with two equal HMM
states as described in Section 2.1.2. On Verbmobil II, three-state HMMs containing
three segments, each with only one state were used. The emission probabilities assigned
to the HMM states (see Section 2.1.2) were represented by continuous Gaussian mixture
densities. A single diagonal covariance matrix was used which was pooled over all Gaussian
densities.
The transition probabilities were estimated from the relative frequencies of the transitions
observed during training on the Verbmobil II corpus. On Hub4 and Nab20k, the
transition probabilities were chosen empirically.
During training and search the Viterbi approximation was applied, i.e., instead of the
sum over all hidden state sequences which represent a given word sequence, only the most
probable state sequence was considered (see, e.g., Equation 2.6 in Section 2.1.2).
If not stated differently, across-word models were trained using the Silence Estimation
Method described in Section 6.3.1.

B.1.3

Language model

If not stated differently, in all experiments reported in this thesis, trigram language models
were used. As was already shown in [Brown 87], a different weighting of the acoustic
probabilities and the language model probabilities is required for optimal word error rate.
This is due to the fact that in practice for both, the acoustic and the language model,
only approximations to the real probability distributions are known. The parameters of
these approximative probability distributions are estimated on different types of training
data. If not stated differently, the language model probabilities were weighted with an
empirical exponent β > 1 in the experiments reported in this work.
During across-word search the recognizer tends to replace long words by several, similar
pronounced small word. This was alleviated by an empirical word penalty ψ < 1. Using
a similar word penalty during the baseline within-word model search did not improve the
word error rate.
Thus, the decision rule for the baseline within-word system introduced by Equation 4.8
in Section 4.1 can be written as follows:
£

(

¤
N

w1

opt

N n
o
Y
≈ argmax max
p(wn |w1n−1 )β · h(wn ; tn−1 , tn )
tN
1

w1N ,N

)
(B.1)

n=1

For the across-word system developed in this thesis, the decision rule (see Equation 4.15
in Section 4.2) can be written as follows:
£

(

¤
N

w1

opt

≈ argmax max
w1N ,N

tN
1

N n
Y
n=1

ψ · p(wn |w1n−1 )β · h̃([l, w, r]n ; tn−1 , tn )

)
o
(B.2)
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Search

In the experiments reported in this work the search was performed according to the LM
history conditioned tree copy approach (see Section 2.1.4). During search the language
model probabilities were distributed over the arcs of the lexical prefix tree using the language model look-ahead method [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96a, Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b]. This
results in more efficient pruning. The trigram language model probabilities used during
search were approximated by bigram language model probabilities for the language model
look-ahead to keep the memory requirements manageable.
The computation of the emission probabilities was accelerated by quantizing the components of the Gaussian means and the acoustic feature vectors and then use parallelizing
SIMD (“single instruction multiple data”) instructions for the computation of the emission
probabilities [Kanthak & Schütz+ 00] (see Section 2.1.4). In all experiments reported in
this work this quantization method was used during search (and during training as well).
The most complex corpus considered in this work is the Hub4 corpus. Thus, recognition
tests on this corpus require a considerable amount of time. To alleviate this problem,
the phoneme look-ahead method [Ney & Haeb-Umbach+ 92, Haeb-Umbach & Ney 94,
Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b] was applied in all experiments on Hub4. The idea of phoneme
look-ahead is to anticipate the probability of future acoustic vectors for a phoneme arc
using simplified context independent phoneme models and prune unlikely phoneme arc
hypotheses before starting them in detailed search (see Section 2.1.4). During the experiments on Hub4 the pruning threshold used for phoneme look-ahead was chosen fairly
conservative.

B.2
B.2.1

Corpus Dependent Setup
Verbmobil II

If not stated differently, the specific setup for the experiments on the Verbmobil II
corpus was as follows:
• 16 cepstral coefficients with first derivatives and the second derivative of the energy,
10 ms frame shift;
• linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on three adjacent vectors resulting in a 33dimensional acoustic vector;
• during state tying, within-word triphones were distinguished from triphones at word
boundaries (simple position dependency, see Section 6.4.2);
• 3-state HMM triphone models with skip, forward and loop transitions;
• gender independent Gaussian mixtures;
In some of the experiments, speaker normalization using vocal tract normalization (VTN)
was applied. The VTN warping factors used for the frequency warping were estimated
using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs, [Sixtus & Molau+ 00, Kanthak & Sixtus+ 00,
Molau 02]) containing 128 Gaussian densities.
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Nab20k

If not stated differently, the specific setup for the experiments on the Nab20k corpus was
as follows:
• 16 cepstral coefficients without derivatives, 10 ms frame shift;
• linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on seven adjacent vectors resulting in a 32dimensional acoustic vector;
• during state tying, within-word triphones were distinguished from triphones at word
beginning, triphones at word, end and triphones representing one-phoneme words
(complete position dependency, see Section 6.4.2);
• 6-state HMM triphone models with skip, forward and loop transitions;
• gender independent Gaussian mixtures;

B.2.3

Hub4

If not stated differently, the specific setup for the experiments on the Hub4 corpus was
as follows:
• 16 cepstral coefficients without derivatives, 10 ms frame shift;
• linear discriminant analysis (LDA) on nine adjacent vectors resulting in a 45dimensional acoustic vector;
• during state tying, within-word triphones were distinguished from triphones at word
beginning, triphones at word end and triphones representing one-phoneme words
(complete position dependency, see Section 6.4.2);
• 6-state HMM triphone models with skip, forward and loop transitions;
• gender dependent Gaussian mixtures;
• acceleration of the search by conservative application of phoneme look-ahead as
discussed in [Ortmanns & Ney+ 96b].
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Appendix C
Implementation Details
In this appendix some details about the implementation of the across-word search developed in this thesis are given. In Section C.1 the principle of the management of the
search hypotheses is described. Then, the data structures used for the search hypotheses
are discussed in Section C.2. Finally, a structure chart of the search algorithm is given in
Section C.3.

C.1

Management of the Search Hypotheses

The search hypotheses in the system developed in this work are subdivided into tree
hypotheses, phoneme arc hypotheses, and HMM state hypotheses. The hypotheses
management is based on a list organization which was already mentioned in Section 7.7.
This list organization allows for a direct access to the active search hypotheses. The
principle was shown in Figure 7.8 in Section 7.7 and is repeated here in Figure C.1 for
recollection. As can be seen, each entry in the list of the tree hypotheses contains a
reference into the list of the arc hypotheses which points to the hypotheses of that arcs
in this list which belong to the corresponding tree copy. Similarly, each entry in the list
of phoneme arc hypotheses contains a reference into the list of HMM state hypotheses
which points to that hypotheses in this list, which represent the HMM states belonging
to the corresponding arc.
At each time frame the active search hypotheses are updated in two steps as was
depicted in Figure 7.9 in Section 7.7. This figure is also repeated here for recollection
in Figure C.2. The active search hypotheses from the last time frame are located in the
upper part of the corresponding list as depicted on the left side of Figure C.2. These
hypotheses are expanded into new hypotheses according to the recursions of the dynamic
programming. The new hypotheses are filled into the same list from the bottom to the
top as depicted in the middle of Figure C.2. After all hypotheses have been expanded,
the hypotheses are pruned (see Section 2.1.4). That hypotheses which survive the
pruning, are filled into the list from the top to the bottom. This principle is applied to
the list of tree hypotheses as well as to the list of phoneme arc and HMM state hypotheses.
During the expansion of the phoneme arc hypotheses two temporary lists are used (one for
within-word phoneme arcs and another one for fan-out arcs at word ends) whose structure
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Figure C.1: Principle of the management of tree, arc and HMM state hypotheses. The
hypotheses management is based on a list organization which allows for a direct access to
the currently active search hypotheses [Ortmanns 98].

corresponds directly to the structure of the lexical prefix tree. These lists contain for
each possible phoneme arc within a tree copy a separate entry. Thus, they allow for an
efficient construction of new phoneme arc hypotheses within the corresponding tree and
an efficient recombination at phoneme boundaries. In the following, these temporary lists
will be called tree dependent lists of phoneme arc hypotheses. Before the active phoneme
arc hypotheses of one tree hypothesis are expanded, their information is transfered into
the temporary tree dependent lists. Then, the HMM hypotheses within the phoneme
arcs are expanded and eventually new phoneme arcs are activated. After all phoneme arc
hypotheses of the tree copy under consideration have been processed, the new phoneme
arc hypotheses are transfered back to the list of active phoneme arc hypotheses.
After all hypotheses at a time frame have been expanded and pruned, the information
of those HMM state hypotheses which are located in the last state of a word, is stored
in a list of word end hypotheses. The score of these word end hypotheses is updated
by the corresponding language model probability and the recombination on word level is
performed. The information about the surviving word end hypotheses is stored in a book
keeping list in order to allow for tracing back the best word sequence at the end of the
utterance. In the next time frame the surviving word end hypotheses are used to initialize
the successor tree copies.
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Expansion
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Pruning

Figure C.2: Update of the active search hypotheses at each time frame: In a first step,
the active search hypotheses from the last time frame are expanded. The resulting search
hypotheses are filled into the corresponding list from the bottom to the top. In a second
step, these hypotheses are pruned as described in Section 5.1 (acoustic pruning) and the
surviving hypotheses are filled into the corresponding list from the top to the bottom
[Ortmanns 98].

C.2

Data Structures for the Search Hypotheses

As discussed in the last section, the following data structures are needed for the management of the search hypotheses: the list of tree hypotheses TreArr , the list of phoneme
arc hypotheses AllArcArr , the list of HMM state hypotheses HypArr , the list of word
end hypotheses WrdHyp, the book keeping list Book , and the tree dependent lists of
phoneme arc and fan-out arc hypotheses ArcArr and FanOutArcs. In this section, these
data structures are discussed in some more detail.
• List of tree hypotheses: TreArr
typedef struct {
long long NewWrdIdx;
int Root[M_RIGHT_IDX];
int ArcIdx;
...
} TreType;
TreType TreArr[M_TRE];

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Immediate predecessor words
Roots of the tree hypothesis;
reference into WrdHyp
Reference into the list of
phoneme arc hypotheses (AllArcArr)
Additional data

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

Each entry in TreArr contains all information about a tree hypothesis. The interaction of this list with the other lists is shown in Figure C.3.
The information about the immediate predecessor words of the hypotheses traversing the corresponding tree copy is contained in the element NewWrdIdx . If a trigram
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language model is used during search, the indices of the immediate two predecessor
words u and v are combined into one index as follows:
NewWrdIdx = ϕ(u) · V + ϕ(v) ,

(C.1)

where V denotes the number of words in the vocabulary. Note that NewWrdIdx
contains the pronunciation variants which were hypothesized for the immediate
predecessor words, since among other things, NewWrdIdx is used for determining
the left across-word context of the words hypothesized in the corresponding tree
copy (see Section 9.6).
As discussed in Section 5.2, the arcs of the first phoneme generation of the lexical
prefix tree have to be separated by their phonemes into several subtrees which
are activated via separate root nodes. A search path which reaches a word end
with a particular right across-word context is transfered to that root node of the
successor tree which corresponds to this right across-word context. The root nodes
are realized by the list Root[ ] which is filled at each time frame with references
to that entries in WrdHyp which represent the corresponding word end hypotheses
with the corresponding right across-word contexts from the last time frame.
The active phoneme arc hypotheses are stored in the list AllArcArr . Within this
list, the arc hypotheses are grouped according to the tree copy to which they belong.
The element ArcIdx in TreArr points to that area in AllArcArr which contains the
active phoneme arc hypotheses of the corresponding tree copy.
Since only a fraction of all possible tree copies will be active at each time frame,
the tree copies are managed by means of a hash table [Ortmanns & Ney+ 97a]. If a
trigram language model is used during search, the hash index contains the linguistic
identities of the two predecessor words u and v and the last phoneme λ of the
immediate predecessor word v (see Section 9.6):
HashIdx = ((u · V ) + v) · P + λ ,

(C.2)

where P denotes the number of phonemes.

WrdHyp

TreArr
Root[ ]

AllArcArr

NewWrdIdx

...

ArcIdx

...

...

...

Figure C.3: Interaction of the list of tree hypotheses with the othe lists of search hypotheses
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• List of phoneme arc hypotheses: AllArcArr
typedef struct {
int RightXWrdIdx;
int Ity;
int HypIdx;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Right across-word context of the arc
(0 for within-word phoneme arcs)
Arc index within the lexical prefix
tree
Reference into the list of
HMM state hypotheses (HypArr)
Additional data

...
} ArcType;
ArcType AllArcArr[M_ALL_ARC];

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

Each entry in AllArcArr contains all information about a phoneme arc hypothesis.
The interaction of this list with the other lists is shown in Figure C.4.
For fan-out arc hypotheses at word ends, the element RightXWrdIdx contains the
information about the right across-word index represented by the corresponding
fan-out arc. For phoneme arc hypotheses within the words, RightXWrdIdx equals
to 0.
The list AllArcArr contains only those phoneme arc hypotheses which are active
due to pruning. The element Ity denotes the index of the corresponding phoneme
arc within the lexical prefix tree.
The active HMM state hypotheses are stored in the list HypArr . Within this list
the HMM state hypotheses are grouped according to the phoneme arc to which they
belong. The element HypIdx points to that area within HypArr which contains the
active HMM state hypotheses of the corresponding phoneme arc.

AllArcArr

TreArr

... ... ...

HypArr

RightXWrdIdx

Ity

...

HypIdx

...

...

...

...

... ... ...

Figure C.4: Interaction of the list of phoneme arc hypotheses with the other lists of search
hypotheses
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• List of HMM state hypotheses: HypArr
typedef struct {
float Sco;
int Bkp;

/*
/*
/*
unsigned char Sta; /*
/*
...
/*
}HypType;
HypType HypArr[M_HYP];

Accumulated path score of the hypothesis
Backpointer of the hypothesis; points
into the book keeping list (Book)
State number within the corresponding
phoneme arc
Additional data

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

Each entry in HypArr contains all information about an HMM state hypothesis.
The interaction of this list with the other lists is shown in Figure C.5.
The element Sco contains the accumulated path score, i.e., the negative logarithm
of the probability of the most probable search path ending in the corresponding
HMM state.
Bkp is a reference to that entry within the book keeping list which represents the
immediate predecessor word of the corresponding HMM hypothesis. Also the entries
in the book keeping list contain a Bkp element which points to the predecessor word
of the corresponding entry. Thus, using Bkp, the sequence of words represented by
the most probable path ending in the corresponding HMM state can be traced back
as depicted on the right side of Figure C.5.
Within one phoneme arc the HMM states are numbered continuously. Sta represents
the number of the corresponding HMM state hypothesis.

... ... ...

Book

HypArr

AllArcArr
Sco

Sta

...

Bkp

...

...

...

...

Bkp

...

... ...

Figure C.5: Interaction of the list of HMM state hypotheses with the other lists of search
hypotheses
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• List of wordend hypotheses: WrdHyp
typedef struct {
long long Wrd;

/* Ending word; language model history for
/* successor tree
float Sco;
/* Accumulated path score of the word end
/* hypothesis
int RightXWrdIdx; /* Right across-word context
int Bkp;
/* Backpointer of the hypothesis; points
/* into the book keeping list (Book)
...
/* Additional data
} WRDHYP;
WRDHYP WrdHyp[M_WRDHYP];

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

After all hypotheses at a time frame have been expanded, the information about
all HMM state hypotheses which have reached the end of a word, are transfered to
WrdHyp. The identity of the ending word is stored in the element Wrd , RightXWrdIdx contains the right across-word context of the ending word. The path score is
updated by the language model probability and stored in Sco. The reference to the
immediate predecessor word in the book keeping list is stored in Bkp.
Then, the recombination on word level is performed by means of a hash table. For a
trigram search, all word end hypotheses which share the same final linguistic words
v, w, the same right across-word context r, and the same last phoneme λ of the
final word w are recombined. During recombination, the hash index is computed as
follows:
HashIdx = (((v · V ) + w) · P + λ) · R + r ,

(C.3)

where R denotes the number of different right across-word contexts. All word end
hypotheses which receive the same hash index, are recombined, i.e. only the most
probable among them is considered further, the others are discarded.
Those hypotheses which survive the recombination on word level, are stored back in
WrdHyp for the activation of new tree copies in the next time frame. Furthermore,
these hypotheses are stored in the book keeping list to allow for tracing back the
most probable word sequence at the end of the utterance.
• Book keeping list: Book
typedef struct {
int Wrd;
int RightXWrdIdx;
int Tim;
float Sco;
int Bkp;
...
} BOOK;
BOOK Book[M_BOOK];

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

Ending word
Right across-word context of Wrd
Ending Time
Accumulated path score of Wrd
Backpointer to book keeping entry of the
predecessor word
Additional data

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
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After the recombination on word level the information about the surviving word
end hypotheses is stored in Book to allow for tracing back the most probable word
sequence at the end of the utterance. The identity of the ending word is stored in the
element Wrd , RightXWrdIdx contains the corresponding right across-word context.
The current time frame is stored in the element Tim. The element Sco contains
the accumulated path score including the last language model probability. Bkp is a
reference to that entry within the book keeping list which contains the information
about the immediate predecessor word hypothesis of Wrd (as it is depicted on the
right side of Figure C.5).

• Temporary list of tree dependent phoneme arc and fan-out arc hypotheses:
ArcArr and FanOutArcs
typedef struct {
int Ity;
int HypIdx_0;

Position of the arc hypothesis in AllArcArr
Position of the phoneme end hypotheses in
HypArr which ends in the last phoneme state
Position of the phoneme end hypotheses in
HypArr which ends in the last but
one phoneme state
Additional data

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Position of the arc hypothesis in AllArcArr
/* Position of the word end arc in ArcArr
/* Position of the phoneme end hypotheses in
/* HypArr which ends in the last phoneme state
int HypIdx_1;
/* Position of the phoneme end hypotheses in
/* HypArr which ends in the last but
/* one phoneme state
int RightXWrdIdx; /* Right across-word context of the fan-out
/* arc
...
/* Additional data
} FanOutArcType;
FanOutArcType FanOutArcs[M_FANOUT_ARC];

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

int HypIdx_1;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

...
} ArcArrType;
ArcArrType ArcArr[M_ARC];
typedef struct {
int Ity;
int ArcIty;
int HypIdx_0;

Before the active phoneme arc hypotheses of one tree hypotheses are expanded, their
information is transfered to ArcArr or FanOutArcs respectively. The structure of
these lists corresponds directly to the structure of the lexical prefix tree. ArcArr
contains only the information about phoneme arc hypotheses within the words.
The fan-out arcs at word ends are treated separately in FanOutArcs. Those entries
within ArcArr which correspond to word ends, contain references into that area of
FanOutArcs which represent the fan-out arcs of the corresponding word end. The
interaction of these lists with the other lists is shown in Figure C.6.
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The information about the active within-word phoneme arc hypotheses of a tree
hypothesis are transfered to the corresponding positions within ArcArr according to
the Ity elements in AllArcArr. The information about the fan-out arc hypotheses is
transfered to FanOutArcs. The original position of the hypotheses within AllArcArr
is stored in the Ity elements of ArcArr or FanOutArcs respectively.
Since ArcArr and FanOutArcs contain entries for all possible phoneme arcs in a
tree copy, the recombination at phoneme boundaries can easily be performed. New
phoneme arc hypotheses are activated by filling the elements HypIdx 0 and HypIdx 1
with references into HypArr which point to phoneme end hypotheses from the last
time frame. Phoneme end hypotheses are those HMM state hypotheses which have
reached the last HMM state of a phoneme arc at the last time frame (and the last but
one state for six-state HMMs). One time frame later, HypIdx 0 and HypIdx 1 of the
corresponding successor phoneme arcs are filled with references to these phoneme
end hypotheses1 .
AllArcArr
RightXWrdIdx

Ity

...

HypIdx

...

...

...

...

HypArr
ArcArr
Ity

...

HypIdx_0 HypIdx_1

HypIdx_0

FanOutArcs
...

HypIdx_1

Ity

... ... ...
word end arc for word A

word end arc for word B

Figure C.6: Interaction of the list of tree dependent phoneme arc hypotheses with the
other lists of search hypotheses during the expansion of the active phoneme arc hypotheses of one tree hypothesis: the information of phoneme arc hypotheses within the
words is transfered to ArcArr , the information of fan-out arc hypotheses is tranfered to
FanOutArcs.

1

Note that the phoneme arcs of the first phoneme generation are successor arcs of the word end hypotheses from the last time frame. For these first-generation hypotheses, HypIdx 0 is filled with references
to the corresponding entries in WrdHyp instead of HypArr . In order to retain clarity, this is not depicted
in Figure C.6.
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Search Algorithm

Using the data structures discussed above, the LM history conditioned tree search is
performed according to the algorithm shown in Table C.1.
Table C.1: Algorithm for the LM history conditioned tree search.
Loop over test utterances
Initialize the data structures
Loop from left to right over time t from t = 1 to t = T
Use word end hypotheses from last time frame in WrdHyp to initialize
successor tree copies
Loop over all active tree copies TreIdx
Transfer active phoneme arc hypotheses of TreIdx to the temporary
tree dependent phoneme arc lists ArcArr and FanOutArcs
Use phoneme end hypotheses from last time frame to initialize
new phoneme arc hypotheses
Loop over all active phoneme arc hypotheses ArcIdx in TreIdx
Expand all active HMM state hypotheses of ArcIdx according to
dynamic programming
Fill the active HMM state hypotheses to HypArr from bottom to top
Fill the active phoneme arc hypotheses to AllArcArr from bottom to top
Fill active the tree hypotheses to TreArr from bottom to top
Loop over all active tree copies TreIdx
Loop over all active phoneme arc hypotheses ArcIdx in TreIdx
Prune all active HMM state hypotheses in ArcIdx
Fill the surviving HMM state hypotheses to HypArr from top to bottom
Store word end hypotheses in WrdHyp
Fill the surviving phoneme arc hypotheses to AllArcArr from top to bottom
Fill the surviving tree hypotheses to TreArr from top to bottom
Update the score of all word end hypotheses in WrdHyp by the
language model probability
Perform the recombination on word level
Store the surviving hypotheses in WrdHyp
Store the surviving hypotheses in Book
Starting from the most probable word end hypothesis at time T,
trace back the most probable word sequence in Book
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